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1  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The use of polymer materials in structural applications has taken large proportions over the last 

decades due to the favourable combination of easy processability and attractive mechanical 

properties. Depending on the application for which they are designed, these materials have to 

meet specific requirements regarding mechanical performance (e.g. stiffness, strength and impact 

resistance) in order to ensure proper operation under heavy duty conditions. It should be 

emphasized that the mechanical performance is determined mainly by three factors, being: (1) 

molecular structure, which for polymers is characterized by their chemical configuration, 

stereoregularity, and chain length (distribution); (2) processing, constituting the entire chain of 

processes that transforms the raw material into the final product, thereby modifying 

microstructural characteristics such as e.g. molecular orientation and crystallinity; (3) geometry, 

the product’s final functional macroscopic shape obtained as a result of processing.[1,2,3] 

Therefore, an optimal performance of a product would require an optimization of these three 

factors.  

Generally, the most common polymers of industrial interest can be divided into two categories: 

thermoplastics and thermosets.  

 

1.1 THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS 

Thermoplastic polymers[4] represent a wide range of synthetic or semi-synthetic materials with a 

global production more than 100 million tonnes per year.[5] They can be defined as high-

molecular-weight polymers that turn into a liquid when heated and either completely freeze into 

a glassy state or partly crystallize and partly vitrify into a semi-crystalline material when cooled  
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sufficiently. Relevant examples are represented by polymers whose chains associate through 

weak Van der Waals forces (polyethylene), stronger dipole-dipole interactions and hydrogen 

bonding (nylon), or even by stacking of aromatic rings (polystyrene, 2,6-dimethylpenylene 

ether), which all have the ability of being remelted and remoulded (unlike thermosetting 

polymers). Among the industrially produced thermoplastic materials, polystyrene and 

polyamide-6 (PA-6, nylon-6) occupy an important place, due to their good physical properties 

but also due to the fact they are quite inexpensive.  

•••• Polystyrene (PS), the parent of the styrene plastics family, is a high molecular 

weight, linear polymer that is commercialized on a very high volume worldwide and has a wide 

range of applications, which is the reason why it has been classified as commodity plastic (along 

with polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, polymethyl methyl methacrylate, etc.). 

The most common form of commercial PS is atactic polystyrene (aPS), which is an important 

thermoplastic material due to its well-balanced physical properties, easiness of moulding, its 

good dimensional stability and its general transparency.[6] The polymer chain stiffening effect of 

the pendant phenyl groups gives it a relatively high glass-transition temperature (Tg) of about 

100 ºC, which translates into a glassy polymer under ambient conditions and a viscous liquid 

above the Tg. It should be emphasized that, from a physical properties view point, in order to 

have optimal strength the PS must have a weight-average molecular weight (Mw) about ten times 

higher than its chain entanglement molecular weight (Me). For PS, the Me is 18,000 g/mol.[7] A 

PS having an Mw < 150,000 is generally too brittle to be useful and thus, for general-purpose 

moulding and extrusion grades, the PS grades sold commercially have Mw > 180,000 g/mol. This 

result in a high melt viscosity. An extensive compilation of physical properties of PS is given 

elsewhere.[8,9] 

•••• Polyamide-6 (PA-6) is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic polymer made by ring-

opening polymerization of ε-caprolactam, followed by step-growth polymerization with water 

elimination. It belongs to the engineering plastics (EPs) group, which are plastics exhibiting 

superior mechanical and thermal properties in a wide range of conditions and up to high 

temperature, over and above more commonly used commodity plastics. Nylon-6 fibres are tough, 

possessing high tensile strength, high elasticity and lustre but also are highly resistant to 

abrasion, chemicals like acids, alkalis, etc.[10,11] The semi-crystalline PA-6 fibres and engineering 

plastics (having amorphous regions alternating with regions that consist of lamellar and/or chain-

extended crystals) retain their electrical and mechanical properties until their melting 

temperatures (Tm ≈ 220 ºC), above which they become amorphous, viscous fluids. The 

amorphous regions contribute to the elasticity and the crystalline regions provide strength, 

chemical resistance and rigidity. The planar amide (-CO-NH-) groups are very polar, and nylon 
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forms multiple hydrogen bonds among adjacent strands. Because the nylon backbone is so 

regular and symmetrical, especially if all the amide bonds are in the trans configuration, nylons 

often have high crystallinity and make excellent fibers.  

1.2 BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVE AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

A determinant role in many physical properties is given by the polymer molecular weight. Some 

examples include the temperatures for transitions from liquids to waxes to rubbers to solids and 

mechanical properties such as stiffness, strength, viscoelasticity, toughness, and viscosity. If 

molecular weight is too low, the transition temperatures and the mechanical properties will 

generally be too low for the polymer material to have any useful commercial applications. For 

amorphous polymers to be useful they must have transition temperatures to waxes or liquids that 

are above room temperature and they must have mechanical properties sufficient to bear design 

loads. 

Therefore, a prerequisite in achieving good mechanical performance is represented by the need 

of employing polymers of a molecular weight much higher than their critical (entanglement) 

molecular weight Mc (2 × Me). As represented in Figure  1-1., at high molecular weights, above 

the Mc, the number of entanglements and therefore viscosity increases with increasing the 

molecular weight in an exponential fashion, following the relation η0 ∝ Mw
3.4. The strong 

increase of the viscosity with increasing molar mass is related to entanglement formation and the 

presence of a physical entanglement network, which is characterized by an average molar mass 

between the physical crosslinks.  

LogMw

3.4

0 Mw
0 Mw

3.4

c

 
Figure  1-1. Schematic representation of the relation of the zero-shear viscosity (ηηηη0 ) versus molar mass (Mw) 

for linear polymers.
[12]

 

 

Hence, with augmenting the molecular weight (and enhancing the number of entanglements per 

chain), the processability of these materials becomes increasingly problematic, which limits their 

possible applications.  
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Perhaps, by reducing the molecular weight (and accordingly the zero-shear viscosity) of the 

polymers to a value corresponding to a melt viscosity as close as possible to the Mc (see arrow in 

Figure  1-1.), the processability of the usually highly viscous engineering plastic (like ABS, PC, 

sPS, PPE and so forth) can be substantially enhanced. Subsequently, chemical coupling of short 

hydrogen-bonding building blocks, able to form a strong crystalline network, to the EPs with 

reduced molar mass and viscosity, might compensate for the loss of entanglements, thereby 

hopefully keeping the mechanical properties at a level, characteristic for the corresponding high 

molecular weight polymers. The supramolecular interaction between the hydrogen-bonding 

blocks is thermally reversible, thereby furnishing well flowing polymers at elevated temperatures 

and well-structured polymer materials with strong intermolecular interactions after cooling from 

melt. These strongly interacting blocks are referred to as “sticky blocks”. An interesting example 

of a class of polymers that can function as sticky blocks are polyamides, for which the strong 

intermolecular hydrogen-bond interactions make a molar mass exceeding 20,000-30,000 g/mol 

unnecessary for achieving optimal mechanical and thermal properties. Hence, the melt viscosity 

of polyamide is relatively low (200-400 Pas).[10] 

Combining an engineering plastic (such as PS, ABS, PC, PSU, PPO and so forth) with hydrogen-

bonding polymers (e.g. polyamides), besides a possible enhancement in the processability, has 

additional advantages over the homopolymers, as both types of materials can compensate each 

others weak points. For example, by modifying polystyrene with crystallizable segments could 

generate transparent (provided that the PA phases are small), semi-crystalline materials with an 

increased maximum use temperature, stiffness and solvent resistance as compared to neat PS. On 

the other hand, by coupling semi-crystalline polyamides with PS, the end products will have a 

higher glass transition temperature (Tg), lower water absorption (the biggest disadvantage of PA 

being the high water absorption) and therefore higher modulus in humid conditions than pure 

polyamide.  

The development of materials self-assembled through non-covalent interactions is not without 

precedence. Supramolecular chemistry and the formation of polymeric networks via container 

complexes,[13] capsule and metal-containing self-complementary systems,[14] and liquid crystal 

polymers[15] has been exploited in the past decades. In addition, self-assembling structures where 

the components are held together by arrays of double, triple or quadruple hydrogen bonds[16,17] 

and even quintuple helices have also been synthesized.[18] Due to their co-operative strength, 

orientation, and specificity, arrays of multiple hydrogen bonds are useful building blocks for the 

self-assembly of complex structures. It was reported that attachment of hydrogen-bonded motifs 

to the chain ends of a macromonomer results in enhancement of polymer properties in both 

solution and solid state.[19,20]  Moreover, these materials proved to be extremely thermally 
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responsive and exhibited low melt viscosities,[21] which offers facile processing or recycling and 

offers potential as thermally self-healing materials.[22,23] The systems described up to now show 

hydrogen bonding formation between short organic molecules such as imide-melamine,[21] 

ureidotriazine (UTr), ureidopyrimidinone (UPy),[24] etc. However, to our knowledge, the 

thermally-reversible self-assembling principle has not been tested on longer H-bonded units, 

attached to high Tg polymers such as polystyrene. Therefore, we decided to explore such a new 

challenging approach. 

 

Main objective of the thesis 

The Holy Grail is an EP polymer with low viscosity (read: having processing characteristics of 

low molar mass material), allowing the filling of even the thinnest moulds, but right after 

moulding, the apparent high molecular weight should be restored. This Holy Grail may come 

within reach if one makes use of one of the principles of nature, viz. applying non-covalent 

bonds at the molecular level in constructing materials.  

The idea that we would like to work out is based on the fact that these non-covalent or 

supramolecular interactions can be tuned by playing with temperature (Scheme  1-1). At the usual 

processing temperature of the EPs the secondary interactions are targeted to be so weak that 

processing is easy. After moulding and cooling the strong supramolecular interactions are 

restored, the relatively low molar mass H-bonding building-blocks self-assemble, and a material 

consisting of (apparently) high molar mass molecules, partly based on H-bonding, covalent 

bonds and chain entanglements, is formed. The final material implies in fact a kind of chain-

extension of the low molar mass, well-flowing EP building blocks. This system may very well 

exhibit the physical properties of a normal high molar mass polymer.  
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Scheme  1-1. Schematic representation of thermally-reversible “sticky-blocks”. 

 
 
Outline of the thesis 

The main focus of this thesis is to study the “sticky blocks” concept in detail, on a relatively 

simple, amorphous material such as atactic polystyrene (aPS). The aPS will therefore be 

modified with relatively short crystallizing segments in order to produce semi-crystalline 

copolymers of different architectures such as diblock, multiblock and graft copolymers, which 

will all be employed in this study (Scheme  1-2). The idea would be to add a minimum amount of 

crystalline units that will afford crystallizable copolymers and to define the most convenient 

method for preparing “sticky blocks”.  

The crystalline units will be either incorporated into the backbone of the amorphous polymer 

(block copolymers) or are grafted onto the backbone (graft copolymers), and the extent to which 

the location of the crystalline unit - inside or aside the amorphous backbone - affects the 

properties of these materials will be investigated. Additionally, the factors that influence the 

crystallinity of the copolymers, such as the nature, the concentration and the length of the 

crystallizable segment will also be investigated. 
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Scheme  1-2. Schematic representation of copolymers with different architectures, made from two different 

polymers, e.g. polystyrene and polyamides. 

 
 

As functionalized materials form a suitable starting point in creating copolymers, we studied the 

possibility of creating telechelic α,ω-dihydroxy PS by means of catalytic polymerization, using 

rare earth borohydride pre-catalysts and magnesium chain transfer agents, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. A catalytic route is particularly desired as it allows the preparation of telechelic 

materials with controlled tacticity (iso- or  syndio-tactic).  

Chapter 3 describes the preparation of diblock copolymers of amorphous polystyrene (aPS) and 

polyamide-6 (PA-6) via anionic polymerization. The poly(ε-caprolactam) block is grown 

anionically from acyllactam activator groups chemically attached to the chain end of α,ω-

dihydroxy PS, which is thereby transferred into a so-called PS macroinitiator. In addition to the 

synthesis the molecular and thermal characterization of the PS-PA-6 block copolymers is 

presented.  

In Chapter 4, the preparation of potentially degradable PS esters from telechelic α,ω-dihydroxy 

PS and low molecular weight diesters (a.o dimethyl terephthalate) by polycondensation reaction 

is described. This chapter forms the basis for the introduction of larger, crystallizable segments 

such as T6T6T, where T stands for a terephthalic acid residue and 6 for a hexamethylenediamine 

residue, into the PS ester main chain, in order to produce segmented multiblock copolymers of 

PS and hydrogen bonding oligoaramides with uniform length (Chapter 5).  

Graft copolymers of aPS and polyamide-6 which feature novel architectures are prepared via an 

ATRP/reactive processing approach, as described in Chapter 6. 

The epilogue highlights the most important findings described in this thesis. Also some 

recommendations for future research on this subject will be given.  
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RARE EARTH BOROHYDRIDES AND 
CHLORIDES DIALKYLMAGNESIUM SYSTEMS 

IN STYRENE POLYMERIZATION CATALYSIS 
 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

The ability of various rare earth borohydride and chloride complexes / n-butylethylmagnesium 

(BEM) systems to catalyze styrene chain transfer polymerization in mild conditions has been 

assessed. Thirteen pre-catalysts have been considered: the rare earth trisborohydrides 

Ln(BH4)3(THF)x (x = 3, Ln = Nd (1), La (2), Sm (3), x = 2, Ln = Y (4), Sc (5)), the rare earth 

chlorides LnCl3(THF)x (x = 3, Ln = Nd (6), La (7), Sm (8), Y (9), x = 2, Ln = Sc (10)), the mixed 

La(BH4)2Cl(THF)2.6 (11) and the half-lanthanidocenes Cp*Ln(BH4)2(THF)2 (Ln = Nd (12), La 

(13)). Upon treatment with dialkylmagnesium, six systems yielded active catalysts for the 

polymerization of styrene. Complexes 1, 2 and 11 led to an efficient transmetalation of the 

growing polystyrene chain with the simultaneous occurrence of βH elimination, while 7, 12 and 

13 led to catalyzed chain growth (CCG) behaviour. It is noteworthy that the CCG obtained with 

12 and 13 occurs with significant stereoselectivity.   
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chain transfer in the course of a polymerization has interested researchers for more than 50 

years.[1] The practical potentialities enabled by reversible chain transfer polymerization includes 

not only molecular weight control and atom economy but also polymer functionalisation,[2] the 

control of the composition of a statistical copolymer[(3] and the design of new polymeric 

materials via chain shuttling copolymerization.[4] The growing macromolecular chain is 

transferred from a transition metal-based catalyst to a main group metal-based chain transfer 

agent. If the transmetalation occurs reversibly, rapidly, with a high efficiency and in the absence 

of other termination pathways, the phenomenon is known as a catalyzed chain growth (CCG). In 

the resulting reactive medium, all polymer chains will eventually be bound to the main group 

metal. Taking advantage of the chemistry of the main group metal, further reactions (e.g. 

functionalisation, copolymerization) can be conducted in a direct way, without additional 

washing or extraction. Ethylene[5-9] and recently styrene[10] and isoprene[(3] CCG reactions have 

been reported in this frame.  

Chlorolanthanidocenes / dialkylmagnesium combination pioneered ethylene CCG,[5] but led to 

the simultaneous occurrence of radical polymerization when applied to styrene.[11a] Other 

systems such as cerium alkoxide complexes[11b] and chloro ansa neodymocene[11c] were also 

reported to lead to a partial transfer efficiency for the coordinative chain transfer polymerization 

of styrene to magnesium. A borohydrido half-neodymocene pre-catalyst was reported recently to 

afford the unprecedented styrene CCG[10] with significant stereoselectivity. The factors enabling 

a CCG are not completely understood so far, even if some clues have been given for ethylene.[7] 

It should also be noted that polystyrene chain transfer to magnesium has been studied in the 

frame of anionic polymerization,[12] and to aluminum, silicon and boron for transition metal 

catalyzed polymerization.[2a] 

Ziegler-Natta precatalysts are historically based on chlorides or more generally halides metal 

complexes. A new class of polymerization pre-catalysts based on rare earths and borohydrido 

ligands has gained much interest during the last years.[(3,10,13] Borohydrido rare earth complexes 

are indeed known as valuable precursors in organometallic chemistry, give rise to well-defined 

crystallographically characterized compounds, are more reactive and more soluble than their 

chloro homologues, and allow 1H NMR monitoring.[14] In combination with dialkylmagnesium 

reagents, they are also versatile catalyst precursors that allow the polymerization of ethylene and 

olefins as well as conjugated dienes. 

We report in this Chapter the ability of various rare earth borohydride and chloride complexes / 

n-butylethylmagnesium (BEM) systems to operate styrene chain transfer polymerization in mild 
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conditions. Thirteen pre-catalysts have been considered in this study: the rare earth 

trisborohydrides Ln(BH4)3(THF)x (x = 3, Ln= Nd (1), La (2), Sm (3), x=2, Ln = Y (4), Sc (5)), 

the rare earth chlorides LnCl3(THF)x (x = 3, Ln= Nd (6), La (7), Sm (8), Y (9), x= 2, Ln = Sc 

(10)), the mixed La(BH4)2Cl(THF)2.6 (11) and the half-lanthanidocenes Cp*Ln(BH4)2(THF)2 (Ln 

= Nd (12), La (13)). We begin the report with the general features of the polymerization of 

styrene using these systems, including a mechanistic study. The most interesting pre-catalysts are 

then systematically assessed for the coordinative chain transfer polymerization of styrene. Metal 

and ligand factors enabling a rare earth catalyzed polystyrene chain growth on magnesium are 

discussed.  
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Materials.  

All operations were performed under dry argon by using Schlenk techniques. Toluene was dried 

over sodium / benzophenone and distilled over molecular sieves before use. Styrene (99% from 

Aldrich) was dried over calcium hydride, distilled twice over molecular sieves and once just 

before use. N-butylethylmagnesium (BEM, 20% wt. in heptane from Texas Alkyl) was used as 

received. The THF adducts of the chloride complexes NdCl3(THF)3, LaCl3(THF)3, 

SmCl3(THF)3, YCl3(THF)2 and ScCl3(THF)2 were obtained by reflux in THF starting from the 

anhydrous rare earth chlorides (Strem). The borohydride complexes Nd(BH4)3(THF)3,
[(15a] 

La(BH4)3(THF)3,
[(15a] Sm(BH4)3(THF)3,

[(15a] Y(BH4)3(THF)3,
[(15a] Sc(BH4)3(THF)3,

[(15a] 

Cp*Nd(BH4)2(THF)2
[(15b] and Cp*La(BH4)2(THF)2

[(3] were synthesized according to literature 

procedures. The complex La(BH4)2Cl(THF)n crystallized unexpectedly in the form n = 4 during 

the synthesis of La(BH4)3(THF)3 from the reaction of LaCl3 with 5 eq. NaBH4 in THF. NMR and 

elemental analysis as well as polymerization experiments were performed several months later, 

and La(BH4)3(THF)3 was found correct for a partially desorbed complex with n = 2.6. 1H NMR 

(benzene-d6): 8H+8H, THF at 1.29 and 3.88 ppm respectively, 8H, BH4 between 1.38 and 2.53 

ppm. Anal. Calcd for C10.4H28.8O2.6B2ClLa: C,31.90; H,7.41. Found: C,31.85; H,7.74. 

Polymerization (General Procedure) 

In a glove box, the pre-catalyst was weighed into a vessel. Toluene, styrene and BEM were 

added into the flask in this order using syringes. The mixture was magnetically stirred at the 

reaction temperature for a given time, quenched with a methanol/water mixture and the resulting 

solution was poured into ethanol, leading to the precipitation of an off-white polymer. Solvents 

were evaporated under partial vacuum, and the product was dried under vacuum for 48h. 

Instrumentation 

NMR 

NMR spectra were recorded on a AC 300 Bruker spectrometer at room temperature in CDCl3. 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed (i) in THF as eluent at 40°C using a 

Waters SIS HPLC-pump, a Waters 410 refractometer and Waters styragel column (HR2, HR3, 

HR4, HR5E) and (ii) in trichlorobenzene as eluent at 135 °C using a Waters 150C PLUS device 

with coupled refractometer and viscosity detectors. The number-average molecular weight and 

polydispersity index were calculated using polystyrene standards. 

MALDI-ToF MS 

MALDI-ToF MS analysis was performed with a Voyager DE-STR instrument (Applied 

Biosystems) equipped with a 337-nm nitrogen laser. An accelerating voltage of 25 kV was 
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applied. Mass spectra were recorded in the reflectron mode (1000 shots). The polymer samples 

were dissolved in THF at a concentration of 1 mg⋅mL-1. The cationization agent used was 

sodium trifluoroacetate (Fluka, >99%) dissolved in THF at a concentration of 1 mg⋅mL-1. The 

matrix trans-2-(3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene)malononitrile (DCTB; Fluka) 

was dissolved in THF at a concentration of 40 mg x mL-1. Solutions of matrix (10 mL), salt (1 

mL), and polymer (5 mL) were mixed, and the mixture was spotted by hand onto a stainless-steel 

MALDI target and left to dry. Baseline corrections and data analysis were performed by using 

Data Explorer version 4.0 from Applied Biosystems.  

The occurrence or non-occurrence of βH abstraction was inferred from the presence or absence 

of unsaturated chain ends in the polymer. As the mass of saturated and unsaturated chain ended 

polystyrene differs only by 2 Daltons, simulations of the isotopic distributions were realized for 

this purpose. The simulations are obtained from a 50/50 relative ratio between saturated and 

unsaturated chain end based distributions (Figure  2-1). The experimentally obtained spectra are 

represented on the top, while the simulated ones are given at the bottom. For the simulated 

distributions, an overlap of signal corresponds to unsaturated and saturated chain end 

distributions are presented. The comparison between experimental and simulated distributions 

enables us to assess the presence / absence of unsaturated chain ends.   

 

 
Figure  2-1. Simulated (bottom) vs. experimental (up) isotopic distributions. Dotted line = unsaturated chain 

ends; straight line = saturated chain-ends. 
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.3.1 Rare earth metal trisborohydrides precursors 

2.3.1.1 General features of the polymerization 

Entries representative of the basic features of a Nd(BH4)3(THF)3 / BEM catalytic system are 

reported in Table  2-1. The reaction performed in toluene at 50°C using 1 eq. BEM is quantitative 

(entry 5), and the 13C NMR spectra of the resulting polystyrene in the phenyl ipso carbon region 

is similar to that of atactic polystyrene. Yields are far above those resulting from the thermal 

activation of the radical polymerization under the same experimental conditions, in the presence 

of BEM or 1 alone (entries 1-3). The 1H NMR spectra of 1 in benzene-d6 in the presence of 

styrene indicate further the absence of reaction. The neodymium trisborohydride 1 is not active 

as a single-component catalyst for the polymerization of styrene, behaviour similar to that of 

lanthanide chlorides: samarium trichloride has been reported to be inactive by itself for the 

polymerization of styrene[21] but active in the presence of a cocatalyst.[22] 

From Table  2-1, all rare earths metal trisborohydride considered in this study are able to 

polymerize styrene in combination with BEM. The activity is found to be dependent on the 

nature of the rare earth metal: La > Nd > Sm > Y > Sc. The activity follows the ionic radii of the 

rare earth metal ion, that is also opposite to the intrinsic Lewis acidity (La < Nd < Sm < Y < Sc). 

These trends were also observed for lanthanidocene mediated ethylene polymerization.[5] The 

role played by electron density and charge delocalization in lanthanides-based multi-component 

systems mediated polymerizations has been highlighted in the case of dienes,[(23] and notably for 

neodymium – magnesium bimetallic active species.[(13b] The observed trend in activity of our 

systems may be attributed to an easier dissociation of the bimetallic dormant state to the 

polymerization active species for the less Lewis acidic metals, as depicted in Scheme  2-1. 
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Table  2-1. Polymerization of styrene with Nd(BH4)3(THF)3 (1), La(BH4)3(THF)3 (2), Sm(BH4)3(THF)3 (3), 

Y(BH4)3(THF)2 (4), Sc(BH4)3(THF)2 (5) and BEM– Selected entries. 

 

Entry
a Complex St/Nd

Time                 

(h)

Conversion      

(%)

Activity 

(Kg/mol*h
-1

)

M n  calc. 
b     

(g/mol)

M n  calc. 
c     

(g/mol)
PDI

d

1e
- - 48 2 n.d n.d n.d n.d

2f
1 100 48 3 n.d n.d n.d n.d

3g - - 48 7 n.d n.d 12,500 12.5
4 1 100 2 58 3.0 3,000 2,700 1.7
5 1 440 40 98 n.d 22,400 10,700 2.7
6 2 100 2 78 4.0 4,100 6,000 1.7
7 2 440 20 98 n.d 22,400 19,200 3
8 2 984 20 48 n.d 24,600 23,300 1.9
9 3 100 2 12 0.6 620 4,300 1.5

10 3 440 20 27 n.d 6,200 27,000 1.7
11 4 100 4 17 0.4 900 530 1.3
12 4 440 20 15 n.d 3,400 2,800 1.9
13 5 100 4 13 0.3 700 290h 1.5
14 5 440 20 4 n.d 900 n.d n.d  

(a) Reactions conducted at 50°C with 0.5 mL of styrene in 0.5 mL of toluene - Mg/Nd ratio of 1. (b) Expected molecular weight 

assuming two growing chains per magnesium and taking the yield into account. (c) Number-average molecular weight measured 

by SEC (PS standards). (d) Polydispersity index measured by SEC. (e) Thermal polymerization of styrene. (f) Styrene/1 ratio of 

100 in the absence of cocatalyst. (f) Styrene/BEM ratio of 100 in the absence of 1. (g) A second population could be detected, 

representing around 5% wt. of the total amount:  
n

M =1 900 000, PDI=1.3. 

 

 

 
Scheme  2-1. Possible pathways for active species formation in the styrene polymerization (R = alkyl group). 

 
Concerning the stereoselectivity of the reaction, the 13C NMR spectra in the phenyl ipso carbon 

region are rather similar for 1/BEM, 2/BEM and 3/BEM, and the resulting polystyrenes are 

atactic as in the case of BEM alone. The polystyrenes obtained from 4/BEM and 5/BEM were 
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found to be insoluble in THF and chloroform, and due to the poor yield of the polymerizations, 

further analyses were not performed. Quantitative yields after several hours at 50°C can be 

achieved by using neodymium- and lanthanum-based systems (1 and 2). We decided therefore to 

continue the study using these systems. 

2.3.1.2 Mechanistic insights via MALDI-ToF-MS and NMR study 

The different routes leading to the formation of polystyrene starting from our catalytic systems 

are depicted in Scheme  2-2 (regioselectivity and 2,1 insertion will be justified later). The 

monomer can be inserted in the in situ generated Ln-alkyl bond of the active species, after 

quenching giving raise to polystyrenes with H and R (alkyl initiator) end-groups (Scheme  2-2, 

left). One can also observe βH abstraction leading to Ln-H hydrides based active species 

(Scheme  2-2, right). The βH abstraction can occur either before the first insertion of the styrene 

monomer in the Ln-R bond, leading to the formation of an alkene, or in the course of the 

polymerization, leading to unsaturated (vinylic) chain ended polystyrene. Following initial 

coordination to the lanthanide, styrene can thus be inserted into Ln-R and Ln-H bonds, starting 

or re-starting the polymerization process. End group analysis can give insights into the 

mechanism and can be efficiently performed with MALDI-ToF-MS. The MALDI-ToF spectrum 

of the polystyrene obtained using 1 with 1 eq. BEM is presented in, and is similar to that 

obtained using 2. By performing simulations, MALDI-ToF-MS spectra can be resolved in a fast 

and easy way, giving information about the existent polymer end-groups as shown in Figure  2-2. 

From the isotopic distribution and the corresponding simulated MALDI-ToF-MS spectra in 

Figure  2-2, it can be concluded that the main isotope distribution corresponds to the 

superposition of the H-terminated structures A and B. This suggests that styrene is mainly 

inserted into Ln-H bonds that would result from βH abstraction. Two additional isotope 

distributions can be observed, whose intensity is considerably lower than the first one, 

corresponding to the superposition of structures C and D, and E and F, respectively. This 

indicates that styrene is also able to insert into the initial Ln-C bond, and that these insertions can 

also be followed by a βH abstraction in the course of the polymerization.  
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Scheme  2-2. Possible routes leading to the formation of polystyrene 
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Figure  2-2.  MALDI-ToF-MS spectra and simulation thereof for the polystyrene obtained using 1 combined 

to 1 eq. BEM 
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Scheme  2-3. Different polystyrene end-groups identified with MALDI-Tof-MS 

 

The regioselectivity of the reaction was further studied by NMR end-groups analysis. The 

presence of signals characteristics of -CH(C6H5)CH3 terminal groups of the polymer (1H: methyl 

resonance at 1 ppm[24] – 13C: methyl resonances at 21.7 and methine from 37.6 to 38 ppm,[25-26] 

see Appendix  2-B-E) suggests a secondary insertion mode into a metal hydride bond. Using a 

typical sample and considering one -CH(C6H5)CH3 terminal group per chain, 1H NMR leads to a 

number-average molecular weight of 6000 g/mol vs. 5700 g/mol obtained from size exclusion 

chromatography using polystyrene standards for a sample type. The in situ generation of a 

lanthanide hydride is confirmed via 1H NMR monitoring of the alkylation step. When 1 eq. of 

lanthanum or neodymium trisborohydride reacts with 1 eq. BEM in the presence of 10 eq. 

styrene in benzene-d6 at room temperature, one can observe signals characteristics of ethylene 

and 1-butene, indicating the occurrence of βH abstraction (see 1H NMR spectra in the Appendix 

 2-C). The absence of head-to-head sequences in the NMR spectra[27] indicates further that the 

polymerization is highly regiospecific in the initiation as well as propagation steps. Secondary 

styrene insertion in in situ generated hydride was reported, among others, starting from MAO 

activated tetrabenzyltitanium[28] and cationic η3-allyl nickel complexes.[26] 

Mechanistic details of the polymerization of styrene using neodymium and lanthanum 

trisborohydride 1 and 2 in the combination with BEM leading to the structure A-F ( 
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Scheme  2-3) are summarized in Scheme  2-2. As the main signal on the MALDI-ToF-MS and 

NMR spectra corresponds to structure A and B, it can be concluded that the pathway represented 

on the right, i.e insertion of styrene into the in situ formed metal hydride occurs more frequently 

than the insertion of styrene into a Ln-alkyl bond (left pathway) for both the 1/BEM and 2/BEM 

systems. The overall rate of βH abstraction seems more important for neodymium based 

systems, as lower number-average molecular weight are obtained for neodymium based systems 

at full conversion (entry 5 vs. 8). Experiments performed for styrene/lanthanide ratio of 1000 and 

quenched at low conversion resulted in MALDI-ToF-MS spectra similar to those obtained for 

styrene/lanthanide = 100 (Figure  2-2). This leads to the conclusion that βH elimination is the 

main termination pathway. 

2.3.1.3 Chain Transfer Polymerization 

The ability of 1 and 2 for the coordinative chain transfer polymerization of styrene was assessed 

in the presence of 10 eq. BEM, conditions for which a CCG was observed using ScCl3(THF)2 

12.[10] The number-average molecular weights of the polymers obtained (entries 6 and 9) are 

close to the calculated ones considering two growing chains per magnesium atom. The MALDI-

ToF-MS spectrum, similar to that obtained using 1 eq. BEM, shows a significant amount of 

unsaturated chain ends (structures B, D and F). Hence, besides the anticipated transmetalation, 

βH elimination takes place as well. A lower propensity to undergo βH elimination for lanthanum 

vs. neodymium systems is supported by the values of the number-average molecular weight, 

since shorter chains are produced using neodymium-based systems. 

2.3.2 Rare earths metal chlorides precursors 

Polymerizations were further conducted with the chlorides homologues of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 and 1 

eq. BEM. The results are presented in Table  2-2. The activity was found to be lower using 

chlorides vs. borohydrides for all rare earths except samarium, for which the activity was of the 

same order of magnitude. Scandium and yttrium trichlorides (ScCl3(THF)2 (10) and YCl3(THF)3 

(9)) were found to be poorly active and further analysis were not performed. Neodymium and 

samarium based systems (NdCl3(THF)3 (6) and SmCl3(THF)3 (8)) lead to multimodal molecular 

weight distributions, indicative for the presence of multiple active secies. Using LaCl3(THF)3 

(7), a  number-average molecular weight higher than the calculated value based on the 

assumption that two polymer chains are present per magnesium atom is observed after 2 hours 

(entry 18). After 20h (and for a styrene/La ratio of 440 – entry 19), the calculated and measured 

number-average molecular weights are of the same order. This may reflect slow initiation 

efficiency. Interestingly, no unsaturated chain ends could be observed in the MALDI-ToF-MS 

spectra represented in Figure  2-3. In other words, the polymerization of styrene mediated by 

7/BEM shows a living character, at least at low conversions. The resulting polystyrene is atactic. 
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The ability of this system to operate coordinative chain transfer polymerization was further 

assessed in the presence of 10 eq. BEM (entry 20). A good match is obtained between theoretical 

and calculated number-average molecular weights considering two growing chain per 

magnesium atom. Furthermore, similar as above, unsaturated chain ends were absent in the 

MALDI-ToF-MS spectrum proving that transfer to the magnesium atom is in this case the sole 

termination reaction. A lanthanum catalyzed polystyrene chain growth on magnesium can thus 

be advanced starting from the lanthanum trichloride 7. The somehow higher value of the PDI 

may result from a low initiation rate compared to the propagation rate, as discussed above. 

Intrigued by the different behaviour of trisborohydride and trischloride complexes, the 

replacement of only one borohydride by a chloride was further studied using the mixed 

borohydride chloride species, La(BH4)2Cl(THF)2.6 (11). The activity of 11 is higher than that 

observed for the lanthanum trichloride 7, but lower than that observed using the lanthanum 

trisborohydride 2. From the values of the number-average molecular weight obtained in the 

presence of 10 eq. BEM and the MALDI-ToF-MS analysis it can be concluded that both 

transmetalation and βH elimination occurs. The behaviour of 11 is close to that of the lanthanum 

trisborohydride 2. The replacement of only one -BH4 ligand by a chloride thus seems to have 

little influence on the catalytic behaviour.  

 

Table  2-2. Polymerization of styrene with NdCl3(THF)3 (6), LaCl3(THF)3 (7), SmCl3(THF)3 (8), YCl3(THF)3 

(9), ScCl3(THF)2 (10), La(BH4)2Cl(THF)2.6 (11)  and 1 eq. BEM – Selected entries 

Entry 
a Complex St/Nd Mg  (Eq.) Time (h)

Conversio

n (%)

Mn calc. 
b     

(g/mol)

Mn 
b     

(g/mol)
PDI

16 6 100 1 2 23 1,200 640 1.3
17 6 440 1 40 27 6,200 43,300 4
18 7 100 1 2 19 990 2,200 1.6
19 7 440 1 20 20 4,600 3,800 1.4
20 7 900 9 24 19 1,000 1,200 1.8
21 8 100 1 4 27 1,400 8400 e 1.8

22 8 440 1 20 25 5,700 31200 e 2.2
23 9 100 1 4 7 n.d n.d n.d
24 9 440 1 20 5 n.d n.d n.d
25 10 100 1 4 2 n.d n.d n.d
26 10 440 1 20 5 n.d n.d n.d
27 11 100 1 2 60 3,100 2,900 1.7
28 11 440 1 20 96 22,000 22,500 2.9
29 11 1000 10 24 59 3,100 2,000 1.6  

(a) Reactions conducted at 50°C with 0.5 mL of styrene in 0.5 mL of toluene. (b) Expected molecular weight assuming two 
growing chains per magnesium and taking the yield into account. (c) Number-average molecular weight measured by SEC (PS 
standards). (d) Polydispersity index measured by SEC. (e) A multimodal distribution is observed, with minor peaks that do not 
exceed 5% wt. of the polymer. 
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Figure  2-3.  MALDI-ToF-MS spectra and simulation thereof for the polystyrene obtained using a 7 combined 

to 1 eq. BEM. 

 
2.3.3 Half-lanthanidocenes 

The influence of a bulky and electron-rich ligand such as a pentamethylcyclopentadienyl on the 

catalytic behavior was further assessed using Cp*Nd(BH4)2(THF)2 (12) and Cp*La(BH4)2(THF)2 

(13) as pre-catalyts. The results are summarized in Table  2-3. The MALDI-ToF-MS analyses of 

the polystyrenes obtained in the presence of 1 eq. BEM indicate that significant βH abstraction 

occurs in the course of the polymerization. This is in agreement with the partial living character 

of the system based on 1 in the presence of one equivalent BEM reported previously.[10] The 

resulting number-average molecular weight are close to the theoretical ones, highlighting a βH 

rate smaller than that observed using 1 and 2. The presence of the Cp* ligand instead of a 

borohydride decreases the propensity of the active species to undergo βH elimination, but in a 
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lesser extent than the replacement of all borohydride ligands by chlorides. The reaction is 

syndioselective using the half-lanthanidoces 12 and 13, with a syndiotacticity ratio closed to 

85% (see Appendix  2-D). 

The ability of 12 and 13 for the coordinative chain transfer polymerization of styrene was 

assessed in the presence of 10 eq. BEM. The selectivity of the reaction was found to be 

unaffected by the transmetalation. A good match between the calculated and experimental 

number-average molecular weight together with a PDI of 1.3 are observed (entries 32 and 35). 

MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of the polystyrene obtained are presented in Figure  2-4 (left-hand side) 

and Figure  2-4 (right-hand side). Unsaturated chains ends are scarcely distinguishable for 12 and 

nearly absent for 13, highlighting a second lanthanum catalyzed polystyrene chain growth on 

magnesium using 13, and confirming the CCG behaviour observed using the halfneodymocene 

12.(10] 

 
Table  2-3. Polymerization of styrene with Cp*Nd(BH4)2(THF)2 (12), Cp*La(BH4)2(THF)2 (13) and 1 eq. BEM 

as alkylating agent – Selected entries. 

Entry
a Complex St/Nd

Time                 

(h)

Conversion      

(%)

M n  calc. 
b     

(g/mol)

M n  
c     

(g/mol)
PDI

d

30 [10] 12 100 2 31 1,600 1,400 1.3

31 [10] 12 440 20 81 18,500 16,000 1.2
32 12 1000 72 47 2,300 2,400 1.3
33 13 100 2 16 830 730 1.2
34 13 440 20 52 11,900 12,000 1.2
35 13 1000 72 33 1600 1800 1.3  

(a) Reactions conducted at 50°C with 0.5 mL of styrene in 0.5 mL of toluene. (b) Expected molecular weight assuming two 
growing chains per magnesium and taking the yield into account. (c) Number-average molecular weight measured by SEC (PS 
standards). (d) Polydispersity index measured by SEC. 
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Figure  2-4. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra and simulation thereof for the polystyrene obtained using 12 combined 

to 10 eq. BEM (left-hand side) or by  using 13 combined to 10 eq. BEM (right-hand side).   
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2.4 CONCLUSION 

Lanthanum and neodymium borohydride complexes are efficient pre-catalysts for the 

polymerization of styrene in combination with dialkylmagnesium. The reaction is quantitative at 

50 °C, eventually accompanied by βH elimination, and affords reversible and efficient 

transmetalation in the presence of an excess of dialkylmagnesium. A smaller propensity to 

undergo βH elimination has been observed for (i) lanthanum-based systems vs. neodymium-

based systems, (ii) rare earth chlorides vs. borohydride and (iii), among borohydrido complexes, 

half-lanthanidocenes. 

 

 
Scheme  2-4. Rare earth catalyzed polystyrene chain growth on magnesium. 85% syndiotactic polystyrene for 

Cp*Ln(BH4)2(THF)2, Ln = Nd, La, and atactic polystyrene for LaCl3(THF)3. 

 

Three systems were found to afford a CCG on magnesium (Scheme  2-4): LaCl3(THF)3 (7), 

Cp*Nd(BH4)2(THF)2 (12) and Cp*La(BH4)2(THF)2 (13). Two requirements have to be fulfilled 

for CCG: the chain transfer to magnesium should be a highly efficient process and termination 

pathways other that chain transfer to magnesium, such as βH elimination, must be absent. 

Concerning the former, it is inferred from this study that among the rare earths, lanthanum and 

neodymium as catalyst metals act in good synergy with magnesium as chain transfer metal, 

probably due to a good match between Ln-C and Mg-C bond strength. Concerning undesirable 

termination pathways, the excess of dialkylmagnesium compound does prevent βH elimination 

for the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl complexes, but does not starting from the trisborohydrides 

1 and 2. The presence of the bulky and electron-rich Cp* ligand is thus necessary in order to 

reach a CCG using borohydrido pre-catalysts. The situation differs for the chloride 7, since βH 

does not occur for this system after the alkylation with 1 equivalent dialkylmagnesium. The 

intrinsic living nature of the polymerization is kept in the presence of an excess magnesium 

dialkyl.  
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Scheme  2-5. Analogy between lanthanidocene mediated polyethylene CCG and half-lanthanidocene mediated 

polystyrene CCG. 

 
In the case of polyethylene, it has been proposed that CCG is more favoured for sterically more 

hindered catalysts.[7] Similar trends are observed here. Based on steric considerations, we may 

tentatively draw an analogy between lanthanidocene-catalyzed polyethylene chain growth and 

half-lanthanidocene-catalyzed polystyrene chain growth on magnesium considering an 

interaction with the aromatic ring, and keeping the secondary insertion of styrene in mind 

(Scheme  2-5).  

From the results obtained here, it is finally emphasized that bischloro half lanthanidocene may be 

promising precatalysts for the transmetalation of a growing polystyrene chain between a rare 

earth such as lanthanum or neodymium and magnesium. This would offer us the possibility to 

synthesize ε,ω-telechelic polystyrene, potentially interesting building blocks for the following 

chapters of this thesis.  

 

 

NOTE: This work is the result of a joint collaboration with Dr. P. Zinc, Dr. M. Visseaux and 

Prof. A. Mortreux, from USTL - ENSCL , Unité de Catalyse et Chimie du Solide, UMR CNRS 

8181, Equipe Synthèses Organométalliques et Catalyse, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France. 
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Appendix  2-A 

 
MALDI-ToF-MS Analysis 

 

Information about the molar mass distribution and the end groups can be obtained from a 

MALDI-ToF-MS measurement. Typically for copolymers, the isotope pattern is simulated for a 

limited number of combinations of repeating units and their end groups. These simulations are 

then compared to an often narrow mass range of the total spectrum. Still, more information can 

be obtained from the data such as the copolymer’s topology (random, block, alternating or 

gradient). This information about the copolymer’s topology is concealed in a MALDI-ToF-MS 

spectrum via the relative abundance of all peak masses in the spectrum. Therefore, all peaks 

present in a spectrum need to be taken into account (with the same end group and cationization 

agent). After processing the spectrum a contour plot is generated, which reveals the copolymer’s 

topology. A contour plot is a matrix representation consisting of ni rows and mj columns with i 

and j the number of the monomer repeating units n and m. If the elemental formulae of the 

monomer repeating units, different end groups (EI and EII) and the cationization agent (M+) are 

known, then the corresponding theoretical mass of a single charged copolymer (mth) can be 

calculated at each position in the matrix (ni,mj). With the inequality: 

 

  

where ∆m represents the accuracy (usually 1-2 g mol−1), mexp the mass peak in a MALDI-ToF-

MS spectrum with the highest-intensity corresponding area (Ai,j) that still falls within the 

accuracy. The matrix (ni,mj) can be represented either as a three-dimensional graph, or as a two-

dimensional contour plot. The latter representation is favorable since two-dimensional plots are 

easier to interpret as they result in a so-called ‘copolymer fingerprint’. After calculating the 

natural abundance isotope distributions for each position in the matrix, and rescaling it to the 

corresponding highest-intensity mass-peak, the simulated complete spectrum can be compared to 

the original data.  

Depending on the type of copolymer, a stronger or weaker correlation exists between the number 

of the repeating units on the axis of the contour plot, e.g. for a block copolymer no correlation 

should exist since both blocks are created independent of each other, whereas the strongest 

correlation can be obtained for an alternating copolymer. The difference in correlation results in 

a characteristic shape of a copolymer fingerprint.   

A full copolymer spectrum analysis takes less than a minute, which makes MALDI-ToF-MS the 

fastest technique to characterize the polymer’s topology within the limits of MALDI-ToF-MS. 

Note that mass discrimination will not hamper the qualitative outcome of the contour plots. 

2exp

m
mm th

∆
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More information about the mathematical consequences due to multiple peak assignment, 

isotope broadening and isotope overlap are discussed elsewhere.1 Soon, this software will be 

commercially available.  

 

                                                 
1 G. Wilczek-Vera, Y. Yu, K. Waddell, P.O. Danis, A. Eisenberg, Macromolecules 1999, 32, 2180; B.B.P. Staal, 
PhD Thesis, University of Technology Eindhoven, 2005, ISBN 90-386-2826-9, 
http://alexandria.tue.nl/extra2/200510540.pdf; R.X. E. Willemse, PhD Thesis, University of Technology Eindhoven, 
2005, ISBN 90-386-2816-1, http://alexandria.tue.nl/extra2/200510293.pdf ;  S. Huijser, B. B. P. Staal, J. Huang, 
R. Duchateau, C. E. Koning Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2006, 45, 4104; S. Huijser, B. B. P. Staal, R. Duchateau, C. E. 
Koning Biomacromolecules 2006, 7, 2465. 
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Appendix  2-B 

 
NMR chain end analysis 

 

 

 
Figure A  2-1. 

1
H (a) and 

13
C (b) NMR end-groups analysis. 
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Appendix  2-C 

 
NMR monitoring of the alkylation step 

 

 
 
 
Figure A  2-2. 

1
H NMR  spectra of the alkylation of La(BH4)3(THF)3 by n-butylethylmagnesium in benzene-d6 

after 24h at room temperature and proposed attributions. The BH4 group is probably elapsed in the baseline. 

Experimental conditions given in the text. 
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Appendix  2-D 

 

Selectivity of the reaction 

 

The selectivity of the reaction can be established from the 13C NMR spectra in the phenyl ipso 

carbon region: the four heptads of highly syndiotactic polystyrene2 can be distinguished in 

Figure A  2-3 (left-hand side). The deconvolution of the spectra is done directly by the NMR 

software TOPSPIN (Bruker), and leads to the following area proportions of the four heptads, 

from left to right : 50.4, 11.2, 20.6 and 17.8 %. It leads to a syndiotacticity ratio of 86.8 %, that 

we consider to be close to 85 %. The good fit can be appreciated graphically in Figure A  2-3 

(right-hand side). 
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Figure A  2-3. 

13
C NMR spectra of polystyrene (400K in tetrachloroethane-d2) in the phenyl ipso carbon 

region corresponding to atactic polystyrene (a) and syndiotactic-rich polystyrene synthesized using the 

Cp*Nd(BH4)2(THF)2 / n-butylethylmagnesium combination (left-hand side). Deconvolution: experimental vs. 

fitted curve (right-hand side). 

                                                 
2 Feil, F.; Harder, S. Macromolecules 2003, 36, 3446. 
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION 
 OF POLYSTYRENE-NYLON 

 BLOCK COPOLYMERS 
 

 
 
 
 

Abstract 

Polystyrene-nylon block copolymers are interesting thermoplastic materials that combine the 

physical properties of polystyrene and polyamides. A convenient way of preparing these 

copolymers is to couple end-functionalised polystyrenes with acyl lactam containing molecules 

of the type IBC (isophthtaloyl-bis-caprolactam) or CBC (carbonyl-bis-caprolactam), thus 

forming polystyrene acyl lactam-terminated macroinitiators. Acyl lactam moieties are activators 

for the anionic polymerisation of ε-caprolactam.  Subsequently, the anionic polymerisation of ε-

caprolactam from these macroinitiators affords linear PS-b-PA copolymers. Two well-known 

synthetic methods (i.e. anionic polymerisation of ε-caprolactam in the melt or in suspension) 

were compared for the preparation of copolymers. The materials obtained after each step and 

the final block copolymers were characterized by 
1
H and 

13
C NMR, MALDI-ToF-MS, GPC, DSC 

and TGA. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we would like to test whether it is possible to enhance the processability (i.e. to 

reduce the melt-viscosity) of polystyrene (PS) by lowering the molecular weight of the PS with 

respect to high molecular weight, commercial PS, but at the same time retain the mechanical 

properties by incorporating crystallizable, hydrogen bonding hard segments (so-called "sticky 

blocks") into the PS. The “sticky blocks” in this study will be represented by polyamide-6, and 

the targeted copolymers are therefore PS–PA-6 block copolymers. In the case of block 

copolymers with one or more crystallizable bocks, the crystals are expected to provide strength 

to the copolymer below the melting temperature of this polymer.[1]  

From a synthetic point of view, the preparation of such block copolymers is not straightforward. 

Due to the highly unfavourable enthalpic interaction between chemically different polymers, 

only a small extent of interpenetration of macromolecules is allowed, making the interface 

between strongly immiscible polymer pairs very sharp. The properties of sharp interfaces can be 

improved by the segregation of block copolymers,[2,3,4] which occurs due to the fact that the 

unfavourable interaction can be reduced by confining the block copolymer joints at the interface. 

Such segregation of copolymers at an interface leads to a decrease of the interfacial tension and 

to enhanced interfacial adhesion. Effective methods to generate block copolymers at an interface 

are either reactive melt-blending of the end-functionalised polymers or reaction in 

solution/suspension.  

Both from the synthetic and physical chemistry viewpoints the introduction of nylon-6 into 

polystyrene is attractive, since polystyrene is amorphous and hydrophobic and nylon-6 is 

semicrystalline and hydrophilic. Most of the studied materials made of polystyrene and nylon are 

blends,[5] due to the simplicity of preparation, whereas block copolymers are scarcely described. 

Ikeda et al.[6] described polystyrene–nylon-6 block copolymers made from telechelic polystyrene 

and an analogue of nylon-6 (bis-ε-aminocaproylhexamethylenediamine), which was prepared 

separately by stepwise addition of hexamethylenediamine to aminocaproic acid dimer end-

blocked with a carbobenzoxy group. The polystyrene–polyamide block copolymers obtained had 

relatively low molar masses (Mn = 18,000 g/mol) and Tg just above 90 ºC, whereas no 

information on the crystallinity was provided. Other examples refer to polystyrene–polyamide 

copolymers as compatibilizers for blends, which can be prepared in-situ by reacting styrene–

maleic anhydride copolymers with polyamides during extrusion,[7] or by anionic polymerization 

in solution.[8] Previous inventions also describe the anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam 

from an initiator (bis-lactamate residue) attached to a polystyrene chain-end, giving rise to 
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polystyrene-polyamide block-copolymers in two steps.[9] This new approach for the synthesis of 

PS-b-PA-6 block copolymers was claimed to be successful. Unfortunately, the molecular 

structure of the polymers was not characterized and no thermal or mechanical properties of the 

copolymers were provided. Hence, the effectiveness of the method is also not known. 

Nevertheless, the preparation of block-copolymers by attaching an initiator for the synthesis of 

the second block to the chain-end of the first (PS) block seems very appealing due to the easiness 

of manufacturing, the chain-length control and possible narrow molecular weight distribution 

allowed by anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam. Therefore, this promising method was also 

chosen for our study in order to implement a new concept, based on putting self-assembling 

crystallizable “sticky blocks” at the chain-end of polystyrene. 

The use of bis-lactamates as chain-extenders has been proven successful, as they can react 

readily with aliphatic alcohols and amines with very good selectivity and yield.[8] Intensive 

studies on the coupling of the carbonyl-bis-caprolactam (CBC) chain extender with chain-end 

functional polymers have been  reported by Loontjens.[10,11,12] For example, coupling the bis-

lactamate CBC with the end-groups of polymers such as poly(ethylene terephthalate), 

poly(butylene terephthalate), nylon-6 and nylon-6,6, gave in all cases a strong increase of the 

molecular weight. So, bis-lactamates can readily react with the OH end-groups of two 

macromolecules. However, our aim is not to raise the molecular weight of an OH end-capped 

polymer, but to attach a bislactamate residue to the chain-end of only one OH-terminated 

polymer and use the resulting acyl lactam end-group to initiate the polymerization of ε-

caprolactam. 

In this chapter, the “sticky-block” concept will be tested on polystyrene–polyamide-6 block 

copolymers (PS-b-PA) prepared via anionic polymerization (Scheme  3-1). Polyamide-6 (nylon-

6) is a semi-crystalline material stabilized by hydrogen bonding and polystyrene–nylon-6 block 

copolymers are therefore expected to be suitable candidates to allow the formation of reversible 

polymeric network structures; stable enough at low temperature to compensate for the reduced 

amount of entanglements in the relatively low molecular weight polystyrenes, but with a low 

viscosity at temperatures above the Tm of the PA-6 blocks. Although we realize that for the 

formation of such a stable reversible network, PA-6-b-PS-b-PA-6 triblock copolymers are 

required, for simplicity reasons, the synthesis was first focussed on PS-b-PA-6 diblock 

copolymers. 
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Scheme  3-1. Schematic representation of the preparation of polystyrene–polyamide block-copolymers. 

 

The synthetic process of the polystyrene–polyamide diblock copolymers (5) consists of two 

steps. To begin with, a polystyrene-IBC macroinitiator (3) is produced by attaching (IBC, N,N’-

isophthaloyl-bis-caprolactam containing the desired acyl lactam (2)) to hydroxy-polystyrene (1). 

Then, anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam (4) from these IBC macroinitiators should afford 

the block copolymers (Scheme  3-1).  
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Materials 

Styrene (> 99.5%; Fluka) was vacuum distilled. IBC (N,N’-isophthaloyl-bis-caprolactam), CBC 

(carbonyl-bis-caprolactam) and MgBrClm (magnesium-bromide-caprolactam catalyst, C = 1.4 

mol/kg) were kindly offered by A.A. van Geenen (DSM) and were stored under inert atmosphere 

prior to use. Periodically, the acidity of the IBC batch was tested by potentiometric titration with 

tetra-n-butyl ammonium hydroxide, to ensure that the caprolactam rings were not opened. ε-

Caprolactam was purified by sublimation and stored under inert atmosphere. Toluene (Aldrich, 

AR) was passed over an activated alumina column prior to use. Dry NaH (95%, Aldrich), 2.5 M 

n-butyl lithium solution in hexane (Aldrich), m-cresol 99% (Sigma-Aldrich) and anhydrous 

MgBr2 (powder, 99,99%, Aldrich) were used as received. Mono-hydroxy polystyrene (PS-OH) 

was prepared by anionic polymerization using n-BuLi initiator, via a procedure described 

elsewhere.[15] 

Synthesis of PS-IBC macroinitiators 

As example is given the synthesis of PS-IBC (entry M1, Table  3-1), while the preparations of the 

other PS-IBC macroinitiators follow a similar procedure. Under an inert atmosphere, a Schlenk 

flask was charged with the hydroxy-polystyrene (2.5 mmol; 5 g), the IBC initiator (1.25 mmol; 

0.44 g) and the MgBr2 catalyst (0.025 mmol; 4.6 mg). The reaction mixture was stirred for one 

hour at 150 ºC for the syntheses performed in the melt and in refluxing toluene for the syntheses 

carried out in suspension.  

Synthesis of PS-b-PA copolymers via anionic polymerization in suspension 

The preparation of one of the PS-b-PA copolymers (entry P3, Table  3-3) is shown as example. 

The other PS-b-PA copolymers were prepared in a similar way, by adjusting the amounts of 

monomer and catalyst to the desired PA molecular weight. The anionic polymerization of 

caprolactam was conducted by placing the sodium hydride (0.026 mmol; 0.63 mg), purified ε-

caprolactam (0.035 mol; 3.94 g) and macroinitiator (3.03 mmol, 6.g) dissolved in toluene 

(CεCLm/tol = 8M) into a polymerization vessel and this reaction mixture was heated to reflux (110 

ºC) for a total of 16 hours to reach to highest conversion possible under these conditions. After 

cooling, the reaction mixture was poured out into methanol, after which the resulting crude 

product was filtered off. The solid product was suspended in methanol and the mixture was 

stirred at room temperature for 16 hours to extract residual unreacted ε-caprolactam. Subsequent 

extractions in toluene at reflux were performed in order to isolate the block copolymers from the 
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other products like unreacted macroinitiators. In all cases, the yield of isolated crude product was 

higher than 70 %. 

Synthesis of PS-b-PA copolymers via anionic polymerization in the melt 

The preparation of the copolymer described in entry P1 (Table  3-3) is given as example. Under a 

nitrogen atmosphere, a molten mixture of MgBrClm catalyst (2 eq.; 1.82 mmol), purified ε–

caprolactam (0.89 mmol; 4.54 g) and macroinitiator (0.91 mmol; 5.46 g) was stirred for one hour 

at 150 °C. After cooling, the reaction mixture was quenched and purified at room temperature in 

methanol as described above to remove unreacted ε-caprolactam. Subsequent extractions of the 

crude product in refluxing toluene were performed in order to remove possible polystyrenic side 

products.  

Instrumentation 

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)  

GPC measurements of PS-OH and PS-IBC samples were carried out using a Waters GPC 

equipped with a Waters 510 pump, a Waters 410 differential refractometer (40 ºC), a Waters 

WISP 712 autoinjector (50 µL injection volume), a PLgel (5 µm particles) 50 × 7.5 mm guard 

column and two PLgel mixed-C (5 µm particles) 300 × 7.5 mm columns (40 ºC). 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Biosolve, stabilized with BHT) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min, dilute polymer solutions of 1 mg/mL were made, and a 50 µL solution was injected for 

analysis. Calibration was done using PS Standards (Polymer Laboratories, Mn = 580 to 7.5⋅106 

g/mol). Data acquisition and processing were performed using the Waters Millennium 32 (v32) 

software. 

NMR  

1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were obtained using a Varian Mercury Vx (400 MHz) 

spectrometer and chloroform-d1 and trifluoro acetic acid-d1 were used as solvents.  

Viscosimetry  

The inherent viscosity of the polymers was determined with a capillary Ubbelohde Ic at 30 ºC, 

using a polymer solution with a concentration of 0.33 g/dL in m-cresol. The inherent viscosity is 

used as a measure for the molecular weight of the polymers.  

DSC 

The DSC spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer DSC Q 100V 9.9, build 303 apparatus. The 

polymer samples (5-10 mg ) were dried at 100 ºC, under vacuum and measured with a heating 

and cooling rate of 20 ºC/min under argon. Unless otherwise specified, the samples were heated 

to 240 ºC, kept at that temperature for 1 minute, cooled to 25 ºC and reheated to 240 ºC. The 

crystallization temperature was taken as the maximum of the peak in the cooling scan. The 
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degree of crystallinity of PA-6, and of the PA-6 present in the PS–nylon graft copolymers was 

calculated using the area under the melting endotherm, taking the heat of fusion of 100 % 

crystalline PA-6 and the weight fraction of PA-6 into account. 

MALDI-ToF-MS 

MALDI-ToF-MS measurements were carried out on a Voyager-DE-STR (Applied Biosystems) 

equipped with a 337 nm nitrogen laser. Trans-2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-

propenylidene]malonononitrile (DCTB)[13] was used as the matrix. The matrix was dissolved in 

THF at a concentration of approximately 40 mg/mL. Silver- and potassium-trifluoroacetate 

(Aldrich, 98%) were used as the cationization agents and were added to THF at a concentration 

of 1 mg/mL. The polymer samples were dissolved in THF (neat PS-OH and PS-IBC) or 

CHCl3/TFA mixture (80:20, v:v) for PS-b-PA-6 copolymers or TFA (neat PA-6), at a 

concentration of 2 mg/mL. In a typical measurement, the matrix, cationization agent and sample 

solutions were premixed in a 10:1:5 volume ratio. Approximately 0.5 µL of the mixture obtained 

was hand spotted on the target plate and left to dry. Mass spectra were recorded in the reflector 

mode. For each spectrum, 5000 laser shots were accumulated. Data Explorer© software (Applied 

Biosystems) was used for data interpretation. Additionally, data obtained from the styrene-

functional samples were analyzed using an in house developed software package written in 

Visual Basic 6.0. The principles used in this program are outlined in a recent paper by Willemse 

et al.[14] 

TGA 

The TGA spectra were recorded on a TA Instruments Q500. Samples in the range of 10-15 mg 

were measured between 30 and 500 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under an inert N2 

atmosphere (dynamic mode). 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.3.1 Synthesis of hydroxy-polystyrene 

Hydroxy-functionalized polystyrenes (PS-OH) were prepared by anionic polymerization 

according to the process described by Quirk.[15] The anionic polymerization proceeds by a 3-step 

process of initiation, propagation and termination. Strong bases such as n-BuLi are generally 

used as initiators. They react with a styrene monomer that is capable of stabilizing the anionic 

charge, and carry on the polymerization in a living fashion. The polydispersity follows a Poisson 

distribution when care has been taken that initiation is fast compared to propagation. The living 

end-groups can be modified by end-capping reactions with for example ethylene oxide, followed 

by protonation, resulting in the introduction of hydroxyl-functional end-groups as shown in 

equation 1.  

 

By using this technique, hydroxy-polystyrene with molecular weights ranging from 2,000 to 

40,000 g/mol (as determined by GPC) have been prepared. Their molecular structure was 

identified with MALDI-ToF-MS (Figure  3-1), 1H and 13C NMR (Appendix  3-A). The MALDI-

ToF-MS spectrum is in complete agreement with the structure [C4H9(C8H8)nC2H4OH]. The 

difference in weight between each peak in the distributions in Figure  3-1 corresponds to the 

molar mass of styrene repeating unit (104 g/mol). 

In order to produce macroinitiators that will serve for the preparation of PS-b-PA copolymers, 

the hydroxy-polystyrene pre-polymers have to be coupled to a moiety containing an acyl lactam 

initiator (or ‘activator”) group for the anionic ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactam. 

Although this method has been used before,[10-12] complications could be expected in this 

particular system e.g. different reactivity of IBC vs. CBC, different product distributions (active 

vs. inactive products), different temperature and also a different alcohol function used for the 

reaction with IBC or CBC. Moreover, the reaction products were not always carefully 

characterized in literature. Therefore, we decided to first perform model reactions between the 

bis-lactamate and low molecular weight alcohols to define the optimal parameters that will allow 

high selectivity and high conversion. An additional advantage of model reactions is that the 

products can be characterized in a reliable way. The initiator concentration in the polymers will 

always be less than 1 wt %, which makes it extremely difficult to be analyzed. 
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Figure  3-1. MALDI-ToF-MS of PS-OH (Mn = 6,000 g/mol) measured in reflector mode and ionized with 

silver. The patterns corresponds to [C4H9(C8H8)nC2H4OH]. 

 

3.3.2 Reactions on model compounds (coupling of alcohols with IBC or CBC) 

This section presents reactions on model compounds that will help to gain insight in the coupling 

reactions of aliphatic alcohols (resembling hydroxy-polystyrene) with N’,N”-isophthaloyl-bis-

caprolactam (IBC) and with carbonyl-bis-caprolactam (CBC), respectively. A simple compound 

that mimics best the hydroxy-polystyrene is 3-phenyl-propan-1-ol (R-OH). IBC and CBC can 

react with this alcohol either by splitting off ε-caprolactam or by a ring-opening reaction 

(Scheme  3-2). The use of model reactions was worthwhile for checking the selectivity and 

reactivities of the aliphatic alcohols bearing a phenyl in the gamma position with both IBC and 

CBC. Loontjens et al. showed that model compounds such as ethylene glycol monobenzoate and 

dodecanol react quantitatively with CBC in less than 10 minutes in the presence of a MgBr2 

catalyst, but the reaction temperatures used were quite high (175 – 200 ºC). When other low 

molecular weight alcohols (pentaerytritol) were reacted with CBC at lower temperatures (125 

ºC), a full conversion could only be attained after 2-3 hours.[10-12,14] Therefore, it was necessary 

to define optimal reaction conditions (in terms of catalyst choice, temperature and 

presence/absence of solvent) for our model alcohol (3-phenyl-propan-1-ol) and CBC, but also 

check the reactivity of IBC, for which no results had been reported so far.  
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Scheme  3-2. Reaction of 3-phenyl-propan-1-ol (R-OH) with IBC and CBC. The acyl lactam end-group (-CO-

lactamate) is an activator for the anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam. 

 

By using model reactions the extent to which the coupling reaction between a primary alcohol 

and IBC or CBC gives “active” macroinitiators (molecules that bear an acyl lactam at their 

chain-end) was investigated. The preparation of “active” macroinitiators is crucial, as only the 

existence of an acyl lactam can initiate the anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam.  

 

Synthesis and Characterization 

The coupling between alcohols and bis-lactamates (IBC or CBC) occurs in a single step by a 

nucleophilic attack of the alcohol group either on the central carbonyl group or on the carbonyl 

group of one of the caprolactam rings (Scheme  3-3). Depending on which carbonyl group is 

attacked, the reactive intermediates are formed either by substitution/elimination of a lactamate 

ring (attack at the central carbonyl) or by opening of one of the caprolactam rings (attack at the 

caprolactam carbonyl).  

When CBC is used as bis-lactamate, the mechanism of the coupling reaction is similar to the one 

described in Scheme  3-2, but the reaction is much slower (vide infra).  
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Scheme  3-3: Theoretically possible products obtained by reacting 3-phenyl-1-propanol (1 eq.) with IBC (0.5 

eq.). The “active” macroinitiators are highlighted. 

 

In theory, the coupling reaction could result in a combination of 6 compounds as depicted above. 

Only compounds 1 and 2 are macroinitiators capable of initiating the polymerization of ε-

caprolactam from the acyl lactam group. Compounds 4, 5 and 6 are undesired products with a 

dead chain-end that cannot initiate the polymerization of ε-caprolactam.  

To obtain good selectivity, the coupling reactions were performed using 0.5 equivalent of IBC 

(or CBC) per equivalent of alcohol (3-phenyl-propan-1-ol), in a solvent (toluene) or in the melt 

and in the presence of several types of catalysts. The reaction temperature was 110 ºC for the 

samples prepared in toluene, and 150 ºC for the samples prepared in the melt. The initial 

concentration of the alcohol was 500 mmol/L, which is about 10 times higher than the 

concentration of hydroxyl groups in the corresponding polymer system. This high concentration 

is necessary to be able to perform reliable analysis on the reaction mixtures. Samples were 

collected after 2 minutes, 2 hours, 4 hours and 20 hours and the products were analyzed by 13C 

NMR and LC-MS.  

In the first series of experiments, several catalysts were screened to test their activity and 

selectivity towards the formation of the macroinitiators 1 and 2. Initially, the coupling reaction 
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between 3-phenyl-propan-1-ol (R-OH) and IBC was performed in toluene at reflux (110 ºC). LC-

MS analysis showed that when the catalyst employed was either NaOEt, CaCl2 or 

NaO3SC6H4CH3, compounds 1, 2 and 3 were the major products formed, while only minor 

amounts of compounds 5 and 6 were present. MgBr2 proved to be the most active (reaction 

complete after two hours) and most selective catalyst, giving mainly macroinitiators 1 and 2 with 

only traces of secondary products (compounds 4, 5 and 6) as found by LC-MS and 13C NMR. 

Furthermore, having found the most suited catalyst, comparative tests in solution or melt were 

also performed in order to define if the presence/absence of toluene solvent could influence the 

reaction speed. From the 13C NMR spectra of the reaction products (Figure  3-2), it is clear that 

quantitative conversion of R-OH can be achieved in two hours for reactions performed in the 

melt, whereas an extra two hours are needed for the reactions in toluene solution to go to 

completion. The resonances corresponding to the ethoxy chain-end of R-OH (61.5 ppm, CH2OH) 

have been replaced by resonances corresponding to the methylene (62-64 ppm) groups of the 

newly formed ester bond between the hydroxyl group of R-OH and the carbonyl group of the 

IBC.  

By comparing the relative peak intensities of the products and the unreacted 3-phenyl-propan-1-

ol (R-OH), it can be concluded that the coupling reaction performed in solution is significantly 

slower than in the melt, probably due to a concentration and/or temperature effect. Therefore, the 

higher reactivity in the melt prompted us to avoid using solvent and perform all the coupling 

reactions in the melt. 

 

         
Figure  3-2. 

13
C NMR monitoring over a period of 4 hours of the reaction between 3-phenyl-1-propanol (R-

OH) and IBC in presence of MgBr2, at 150 °C in the melt (left-hand side) or in solution (right-hand side). 
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The last series of experiments using the model alcohol was carried out to compare the reactivity 

of IBC and CBC in order to define the type of bis lactamate most suitable for end-capping the 

OH-terminated polystyrene. The coupling reaction with CBC in the presence of MgBr2 was very 

slow as monitored by 13C NMR, showing that only low yields of coupling products could be 

detected even after 20 hours (see Appendix  3-B). Conversely, under the same experimental 

conditions (e.g. toluene, reflux, in presence of MgBr2), the coupling between the alcohol and 

IBC started almost immediately and was complete after two hours (Figure  3-2). LC-MS analysis 

confirmed the formation of the macroinitiators 1 and 2 together with 3 and a small amount of 

compound 5. Clearly, IBC is more reactive than CBC. It is believed that the electron 

withdrawing effect of the aromatic ring in IBC activates the carbonyl atom attached to it, 

increasing its electrophilicity and thus making it more reactive with nucleophiles. In this way the 

elimination of a lactamate and the formation of compound 1 would be favoured, which has 

indeed been experimentally observed in the study on model compounds.   

In conclusion, the model reactions showed that IBC is the most reactive bis-lactamate for this 

system and MgBr2 was found to be the most active catalyst with a high selectivity towards the 

macroinitiators 1 and 2. This system seems to be more active than previously described reactions 

of alcohols with CBC[10-12] and even with IBC[9] when a magnesium stearate catalyst was used.  
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3.3.3 Synthesis of PS-IBC macroinitiators 

3.3.3.1. Synthesis 

Taking the type of bis-lactamate and catalyst as well as the reaction conditions optimized for the 

model system as a starting point, coupling reactions between the hydroxy-terminated polystyrene 

of various molecular weights and IBC were performed in bulk above the flow or melting point of 

both the hydroxy-polystyrene and IBC.  

The desired PS-IBC macroinitiators that can be formed are shown in Scheme  3-4. The difference 

between structure A and structure B is that the latter contains an extra opened lactamate between 

polystyrene and the IBC residue, formed upon a nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl functionality 

of the polystyrene on the caprolactam carbonyl group of IBC.  
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Scheme  3-4. Schematic representation of the structures of “active” macroinitiators obtained via coupling 

reaction between hydroxy-polystyrene and IBC (N,N’-isophthaloyl-bis-caprolactam). 

 

These PS-IBC macroinitiators should be able to initiate the anionic polymerization of 

caprolactam, affording the desired polystyrene-polyamide block copolymers. As the literature 

data does not mention whether there are any molecular weight limitations for this type of end-

capping reactions with IBC, hydroxy-polystyrenes of various molecular weights have been 

tested.  

As shown in Table  3-1, a series of functionalized polystyrenes with molecular weights ranging 

from 2,000 g/mol to 40,000 g/mol were synthesized using the conditions previously defined. 
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Table  3-1. Synthesis of PS-IBC macroinitiators from IBC and PS-OH with various molecular weights in the 

melt, in the presence of MgBr2 as catalyst. Yield was defined as the ratio between the mass of the crude 

product and the mass of the reactants (PS-OH and IBC). 

  

Entry
Mn PS-OH 

(g/mol)

MgBr2                 

(mol% IBC)

Temp           

(°C)

Reaction time        

(min)

Yield      

PS-IBC        

(wt %)

M1 2,000 2 150 60 90

M2 6,000 2 150 60 80
M3 20,000 3 170 60 89

M4 40,000 3 170 60 80

M5 40,000 3 170 120 80  

 
It should be noted here that for polystyrenes with a molecular weight lower than 10,000 g/mol 

the reaction temperature was set to 150 ºC whereas for the higher molecular weight polystyrenes 

(i.e. 20,000 and respectively 40,000 g/mol), the temperature was raised up to 170 ºC. This raise 

in reaction temperature was necessary to ensure a homogeneous melt. Even though the higher 

molecular weight IBC end-capped macroinitiators are not entangled, the viscosity increases 

considerably with increasing molecular weight, which lowers the reaction rate. To compensate 

for the lower reactivity, in addition to a higher temperature, the amount of catalyst was also 

increased to 3 mol%. 

PS-IBC synthesized from hydroxy-polystyrene with Mn = 6,000 g/mol has a similar structure as 

its lower molecular weight analogues (Mn = 2,000 g/mol), as revealed by NMR and MALDI-

ToF-MS analysis (vide infra). However, for the samples having higher molecular weights (e.g. 

20,000 and 40,000 g/mol) the concentration of the newly formed ester bond (between PS-OH 

and IBC) is too low to be detected by analytical techniques such as such as MALDI-ToF-MS, 

NMR or even IR. Therefore, for the high molecular weight macroinitiators, we can only assume 

that the structures obtained are similar to the ones determined for lower molecular weight 

macroinitiators.  

3.3.3.2. Molecular structure characterization 

An accurate molecular characterization of the products obtained from coupling of hydroxy-

polystyrene and IBC in solution or melt can be assessed with MALDI-ToF-MS. It is commonly 

agreed that MALDI-ToF-MS is a powerful tool to determine the polymer's composition and end-

groups, but also that it is a qualitative rather than a quantitative technique. However, MALDI-

ToF-MS results of samples of similar structure and the same end-groups can be compared when 

they are ionized with the same metal. As PS-IBC is an apolar-polar system, the MALDI-ToF-MS 

analyses were made with two ionizing metals: silver (ionizes polystyrenes well) and potassium 

(ionizes the amide part well). By analyzing Figure  3-3, it can indeed be noticed that samples 
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ionized with silver show, besides the PS-IBC macroinitiators A and B (Scheme  3-4), several 

polystyrene side-products (C-D, see Scheme  3-5), whereas the samples ionized with potassium 

show only the PS-IBC macroinitiators A and B. Since we could not find a common metal to 

ionize all possible types of (co-)polymers that might be present in the sample, both silver and 

potassium salts were used for the ionization and the results obtained were combined. We found 

that the species A and B are represented by a high intensity isotope distribution. A low intensity 

isotope distribution is represented by C, D and E, which correspond to styrenic homopolymers 

C4H9(C8H8)nHAg+ (C), C4H9(C8H8)nOHAg+ (D) and C4H9(C8H8)nC2H5OHAg+ (E), respectively. 

Species E represents the hydroxy-polystyrene starting pre-polymer, whereas the species C and D 

(Scheme  3-5) were formed due to a thermo-oxidative degradation of IBC and polystyrene in 

presence of MgBr2 catalyst at 150 ºC, as revealed by further TGA studies (see TGA part). In 

addition, the presence of traces of water and oxygen can also contribute to the formation of 

species C and D. It should be noted also that, these secondary products were not present in the 

pre-polymer, but are formed during the polymerization step.  

 
Scheme  3-5. Degradation products (C and D) and starting pre-polymer (E) obtained during the coupling 

reaction of hydroxy-polystyrene and IBC. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure  3-3. Section of the MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of PS-IBC prepared in the melt (entry M1 in Table  3-1). 

The samples are ionized with Ag
+ 

(top) or K
+
 (bottom). A and B = active macroinitiators, C and D = 

degradation products (see text), E = starting PS-OH prepolymer.  
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Furthermore, the structure of the PS-IBC was also confirmed by the 13C NMR analysis of the 

precipitated and purified product (Figure  3-4), which clearly shows that the coupling reaction 

products contain IBC fragments. It can be seen that the resonances corresponding to the 

hydroxy-polystyrene (60.8 ppm) have been replaced by resonances corresponding to the 

methylene (63.4 ppm) and carbonyl (165.5 ppm) groups of the newly formed ester bond between 

the hydroxyl group of hydroxy-polystyrene and the carbonyl group of the IBC.  

 
Figure  3-4. The 

13
C NMR spectra (CDCl3) of (A) pure IBC-N,N’-isophthaloyl-bis-caprolactam, (B) the 

coupling product of hydroxy-polystyrene ( Mn = 2,000 g/mol) and IBC prepared in melt, in presence of 

MgBr2catalyst and (C) the pure hydroxy-polystyrene of Mn = 2,000 g/mol.  

 
13C NMR analysis clearly shows that in the melt the MgBr2 catalyst is sufficiently active and 

strongly favours the formation of the desired active species, as found previously for the model 

compound 3-phenyl-1-propanol. Two-hour reaction suffices the consumption of all the starting 

material. The PS-IBC structures determined with 13C NMR and MALDI-ToF-MS are in 

agreement with the results obtained for the model compound, confirming that through this 

procedure active macroinitiators can indeed be made successfully. Additionally, the order of 

mixing the reactants was also varied and, as no difference in selectivity was observed according 

to MALDI-ToF-MS, for all the reactions the reactants were added together in the reactor before 

the temperature was raised. 

3.3.3.3. Sensitivity of IBC and PS-IBC 

It is important to evaluate the stability of the PS-IBC macroinitiators and of pure IBC, in order to 

define whether they are sensitive to humidity and air, which would give information about their 

required purification and storage conditions.  

For this, PS-IBC crude products were quenched (precipitated) both with a polar solvent (ethanol) 

and a non-polar solvent (petroleum ether). The quenched samples were analyzed by MALDI-

ToF-MS and compared to a sample that had not been quenched. It was observed that all the 
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MALDI-ToF-MS spectra were the same, before and after the solvent treatment. No ring opening 

or bond breaking had occurred, not even after treating with wet ethanol. This result indicates that 

isolation and washing of the PS-IBC can be done without damaging the structure. On the other 

hand, IBC in its pure form exhibits a high sensitivity to moisture and requires storage under inert 

atmosphere.  

3.3.3.4. Thermal characterization of the PS – IBC coupling reaction 

DSC analysis was used to investigate if the presence of the IBC would induce any changes in the 

thermal transitions of the PS-IBC macroinitiators with respect to the starting materials. Free IBC 

is a crystalline material with a melting temperature of 143 °C (Figure  3-5, left-hand side).[16]  

From the DSC traces of PS-IBC (Figure  3-1, right-hand side), no melting transition of the IBC 

segment is visible, independent of the molecular weight of the PS-IBC. Apparently, the fact that 

the IBC is chemically bonded to a PS chain hampers its crystallization. The glass transition 

temperatures for PS-IBC macroinitiators were found to be similar to the Tgs of the corresponding 

PS pre-polymers.  

 

 
Figure  3-5. DSC thermograms of IBC- N, N’-isophthaloyl-I-caprolactam (left-hand side) and PS-IBC (right-

hand side). The thermogram A corresponds to a sample synthesized with a PS Mn = 6 kg/mol (Tg PSIBC = 80 ºC) 

and thermogram B corresponds to a sample synthesized with PS Mn = 20 kg/mol (Tg PSIBC = 90 ºC).  

 

MALDI-ToF-MS analysis of PS-IBC macroinitiators revealed the presence of traces of degraded 

polystyrene in the samples. Therefore, the thermal stability of each of the neat starting materials 

(IBC and PS-OH) and the reaction mixture (consisting of PS-OH and IBC and the catalyst 

MgBr2) was monitored using TGA (thermogravimetric analysis) under inert atmosphere (N2). 

The applied reaction temperatures for the IBC end-capping were used as the temperatures for the 

isothermal TGA analysis tests. 
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Figure  3-6. Isothermal TGA analysis (150 ºC, 1 hour, under nitrogen atmosphere) of neat IBC (top left), IBC 

in presence of MgBr2 catalyst (top right), a mixture of hydroxy-polystyrene and IBC in presence of MgBr2 

(bottom right) and hydroxy-polystyrene in presence of MgBr2 (bottom left). The ratio amounts between the 

components correspond to the ones used in the synthesis of macroinitiators.  

 

As shown in Figure  3-6 and Table  3-2, IBC is thermally stable at 150 ºC both, in the presence or 

absence of MgBr2 catalyst, exhibiting a weight loss of up to merely 0.8 % after one hour. Under 

the same conditions, the reaction mixture consisting of PS-OH, IBC and MgBr2 undergoes a 

similarly low weight loss of ~ 1%. At 170 ºC though, IBC shows a slightly enhanced degradation 

(1.8% weight loss) in presence of MgBr2 catalyst, probably by loosing the caprolactam ring. 
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Table  3-2. Weight loss percentages of reaction mixture specimens and starting materials as determined by 

TGA under nitrogen.  

 

Sample 
Temp.              

(ºC)
Weight loss (%)

IBC 150 0.5
IBC+ MgBr2 150 0.8

PS-OH+IBC+MgBr2 150 1.1
PS-OH + MgBr2 150 0.9

IBC 170 0.5
IBC+ MgBr2 170 1.8

PS-OH+IBC+MgBr2 170 1.7
PS-OH + MgBr2 170 1.1  

The TGA observations are in agreement with the MALDI-ToF-MS analysis and indicate that 

only small traces of degradation occur during the coupling reaction at 150-170 ºC. 

To summarize, PS-IBC macroinitiators can be prepared in a selective way in the melt, at 150 ºC 

or 170ºC, in presence of MgBr2 catalyst. However, traces of decomposition products are present, 

but they are considered insignificant for this study.  

3.3.4 Synthesis of PS-b-PA diblock copolymers by anionic polymerization. 

Polystyrene-b-polyamide diblock copolymers can be prepared by anionic polymerization of ε-

caprolactam initiated from the chain-end of PS-IBC macroinitiators, as shown in Scheme  3-6, 

where the acyl lactam IBC chain-end will serve as initiator for the polymerization of 

caprolactam.  
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Scheme  3-6. Schematic representation of the caprolactam polymerization from the “active” macroinitiators 

PS-IBC. The catalyst is either magnesium caprolactamamte or sodium hydride. 

 

For evaluating the best route of making polystyrene-b-polyamide copolymers, two different 

approaches were investigated: 

• Melt polymerization of ε-caprolactam using a magnesium bromide caprolactamate 

catalyst (MgBrCLm) 

• Suspension polymerization of ε-caprolactam in toluene, using sodium hydride as the 

catalyst 

The reaction conditions for the synthesis and the collected analytical data of the PS-b-PA are 

summarized in Table  3-3. 
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Table  3-3. Synthesis of PS-b-PA copolymers by anionic polymerization in the melt or in toluene suspension. 

Yield was defined as the ratio between the mass of block-copolymer (after removal of unreacted ε-

caprolactam and macroinitiator) and the total mass of reactants (monomer and macroinitiator). 

Entry

Mn 

macroinitiator
a   

(
 
g/mol)

Polym. 

Temp     

(°C)

Polym. 

time        

(h)

Yield 

(wt%)

PA
b 

(wt%)

Mn PA
c    

(g/mol)

Mn PS-b -PA
c 

(g/mol)

ηinh PS-b -PA
d 

(dL/g)

P1 6,000 150 1 46
40          

[18]
4,000      

[1,800]
10,000            
[7,800]

0.10           
[0.076]

P2 20,000 170 1 < 10
20             
[2]

5,000       
[500]

25,000           
[20,500]

0.18               
[0.12]

P3 2,000 120 16 81
40            

[32]
1,300      

[1,100]
3,300          

[3,100]
0.08              

[0.03]

P4 2,000 120 16 85
20             

[17]
650       

[552]
2,600             

[2,500]
0.06              

[0.03]

P5 2,000 120 16 82
10            
[8]

300       
[246]

2,300         
[2,250]

0.04              
[0.03]

P6 10,000 120 16 74
40            

[30]
8,000        

[5,900]
18,000           

[15,900]
0.16              

[0.10]

P7 10,000 120 16 70
20         

[14]
4,000         

[2,800]
14,000          

[12,800]
0.15              

[0.10]

P8 10,000 120 16 67
10            
[7]

1,000       
[670]

11,000          
[10,700]

0.13              
[0.10]

samples made in melt

samples made in suspension

 
The catalyst used for the anionic polymerization of caprolactam was magnesium bromide caprolactamate (in the 
melt) or sodium hydride (in suspension). (a) - Determined by GPC. (b) - Expected PA content based on the 
concentration of reactants participating to the reaction. The values adjusted to the yield obtained are shown in the 
brackets. (c) - Molecular weights calculated for 100 % ε-CL conversion. The values adjusted to the yield obtained 
are shown in the brackets. (d) – Inherent viscosity measured with Ubbelohde in m-cresol at 30 ºC. The inherent 
viscosity of macroinitiators is shown in the brackets. 
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3.3.4.1 Preparation of PS-b-PA copolymers via anionic polymerization in the melt.  

The synthesis of PS-b-PA copolymers in the melt was carried out via anionic polymerization of 

ε-caprolactam from the acyl lactam chain-ends of the pre-synthesized PS–IBC macroinitiators. 

The polymerization of ε-caprolactam employing a low molecular weight bisimide (isophthaloyl-

bis-caprolactam) as the initiator and caprolactam-magnesium-bromide as the catalyst is well 

documented.[16,17,18,19] As described in the literature, this catalytic system has the advantage that 

it is easy to handle and high conversions (95%) can be achieved at relatively low temperatures 

(150 ºC) and short reaction times (10 minutes). Therefore, we performed the polymerization of ε-

caprolactam from low molecular weight macroinitiators (entry P1) at 150 ºC (Table  3-3) and 

high molecular weight macroinitiators (entry P2) at 170 ºC to ensure a fully molten state. It was 

observed that reaction times of about 10 minutes gave less than 10 % conversion of ε-

caprolactam. Therefore the polymerizations were allowed to react for one hour, in an effort to 

achieve more satisfying ε-caprolactam conversions (max. conversion observed 50 %).  

The PS-b-PA copolymers synthesized have molar masses of up to 25,000 g/mol and a polyamide 

content of 18 wt% as calculated with respect to the ε-caprolactam conversion (values 

corresponding also to the ones determined with 1H NMR). Due to the polar-apolar nature of the 

product, it was not possible to solubilise the polystyrenic and polyamidic segments in a common 

solvent. Therefore, molecular weight determination by conventional techniques (SEC) was not 

possible, and only theoretical values (Mn
th) were calculated. Alternatively, measurements in m-

cresol allowed the approximation of the inherent viscosities of the diblock copolymers, which 

were found to have values up to 0.18 dL/g. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, due to the 

thermal degradation of the catalyst at the reaction temperature, the percentage and molecular 

weight of the PA were much lower than expected (vide infra). 

MALDI-ToF-MS analysis was used to evaluate the composition of the diblock copolymers 

obtained in the melt. Due to a very different nature of the two blocks in the PS-b-PA copolymers, 

both silver and potassium salts were employed for ionizing the samples and the results obtained 

have been compared. It is stressed here that generally polyamides fly much more difficult than 

polystyrenes in the MALDI-ToF-MS, which might give a biased picture.  

When low molecular weight PS-b-PA copolymers are aimed, MALDI-ToF-MS spectra clearly 

show the presence of block copolymers (distribution I in Figure  3-7). However, secondary 

products of styrenic homopolymers are also visible at both low and high masses (distributions 

III and II in Figure  3-7), especially in the samples ionized with silver (that is known to ionize 

polysyrenes very well). The low molecular weight secondary products were identified as a 

mixture of typical polystyrene degradation products, C4H9(C8H8)nHAg+ and H(C8H8)mC8H7Ag+.  
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Extractions showed that only 46 wt% of the material (entry P1, Table  3-3) is actually represented 

by the block copolymers, while 54 wt% represents degraded macroinitiator, as revealed by 

MALDI-ToF-MS analysis (see Appendix  3-C), and unreacted ε-caprolactam. 

    
Figure  3-7. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of un-extracted PS-b-PA-6 copolymers crude mixture (entry P1, Table 

 3-3), prepared with a PS-IBC macroinitiator (Mn = 6,000 g/mol) and MgBrCLm in the melt. The samples 

were measured in reflector mode and were ionized with potassium salts (left hand-side) or with silver salts 

(right hand-side).  

 

We were surprised to find that degraded macroinitiator represented around 30 wt% of the crude 

product obtained (if we remove the 20 wt% of unreacted ε-caprolactam), as the occurrence of 

degradation products during anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam at 150 ºC, using an IBC 

initiator in the presence of MgBrCLm was not reported previously. The only difference between 

our system and a conventional ε-caprolactam polymerization is the use of a PS-IBC 

macroinitiator instead of a neat IBC. Although the ester bond between PS and IBC was expected 

to be the feeble point, 13C NMR and MALDI-ToF-MS (not shown here) revealed that the 

macroinitiator remains intact at the reaction temperature. Further investigations on the 

degradation product’s origin were conducted with TGA, which showed that in fact at the reaction 

temperature the MgBrCLm catalyst degrades but also induces the degradation of IBC and PS-

OH, as will be discussed later on.  

As expected, the MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of un-extracted crude mixture obtained when higher 

molecular weight PS-b-PA copolymers were aimed, showed a relatively higher amount of 

secondary styrenic products (Figure  3-8), because the major part of the copolymer cannot be 

detected due to the molecular weight limitation of the technique in combination with the poor 

desorption ability of nylons. The spectra recorded after ionization with potassium and silver 

revealed degraded polystyrene with a H(C8H8)HK+ structure in the lower molecular weight 
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region (distribution A in Figure  3-8) and a mixture of PS-b-PA copolymer (peak 1), unreacted 

PS-IBC (peak 2) and polystyrene that lost its OH functionality (C4H9(C8H8)nC8H7K
+ (peak 3)) in 

the high molecular weight region (distribution B in Figure  3-8). After extraction of the degraded 

polystyrene, it was found that less than 10 wt% of the crude product is represented by the actual 

PS-b-PA copolymer. The low yield of block-copolymer along with the formation of 

decomposition products of PS-IBC is augmented at a reaction temperature of 170 ºC, mainly due 

to the degradation of the MgBrCLm catalyst, which obviously promotes decomposition of the 

prepolymers, as presented in Table  3-4.  

    
Figure  3-8. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of un-extracted PS-b-PA-6 copolymers crude mixture (entry P2, Table 

 3-3), prepared with a PS-IBC macroinitiator (Mn = 20,000 g/mol) and MgBrCLm in the melt. The samples 

were measured in reflector mode and were ionized with potassium salts (left hand-side) or with silver salts 

(right hand-side).  

 

Isothermal TGA analysis at the polymerization temperatures of the individual reactants revealed 

that most of them are thermally stable in the absence of MgBrCLm catalyst. As summarized in 

Table  3-4 and Figure  3-9, the degrading species was found to be the MgBrCLm catalyst, which 

shows a 27 and 30 % weight loss after one hour under argon at 150 and 170 ºC, respectively.  
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Table  3-4. Thermal stability of the compounds used for the anionic polymerization of polyamide in the melt, 

as determined by TGA under nitrogen atmosphere. All samples were analyzed at the defined temperature for 

60 minutes.  

   

Sample 
T                                

(ºC)

Material 

weight loss
a 

(wt %)

Expected 

weight loss
b 

(wt%)

PS-OH 150 0.5 -

PS-OH 170 0.5 -

IBC 150 0.5 -

IBC 170 0.5 -

MgBrCLm 150 27.0 -

MgBrCLm 170 30.0 -

IBC+MgBrCLm (1:1 molar) 150 17.0 18.0
IBC+MgBrCLm (1:1 molar) 170 20.0 20.0

PSOH 6k + MgBrCLm (1:2 molar) 150 7.0 5.2
PS-IBC 150 0.5 -

PS-IBC 6k + MgBrCLm (1:2 molar) 150 7.3 5.0  
(a) - Total sample weight loss as measured by TGA. (b) - Total sample weight loss expected, calculated on basis of 

MgBrClm catalyst degradation found by TGA. 

 

When MgBrCLm is mixed with IBC, the the total weight loss observed corresponds well to the 

weight loss that is expected for the degradation of MgBrCLm when taking the percentage of 

MgBrCLm into account. This implies that the degradation of IBC is minimum in presence of 

catalyst at the reaction temperature. On the other hand, when MgBrClm is mixed with PS-OH or 

PS-IBC, its degradation also seems to promote the degradation of the compounds with which it 

is combined, which explains the formation of degradation products observed by MALDI-ToF-

MS (e.g. 2.3 wt% degraded PS-IBC in a mixture with MgBrCLm). The degradation of IBC can 

be related to the breakage of amide bonds and loss of ε-caprolactam, whereas the hydroxy-

polystyrene might degrade by loosing the hydroxyl moiety and a hydrogen atom from the chain-

end with formation of unsaturated chain-ends.   

 

 
Figure  3-9. Isothermal stability of magnesium-bromide-caprolactam catalyst measured by TGA at 150 °C 

and 170 ºC respectively, under nitrogen atmosphere. The measurements are performed at the defined 

temperature for 60 minutes. 
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To summarize, the polymerization of ε-caprolactam from the PS-IBC macroinitiators in the 

presence of MgBrCLm as the catalyst, proved to give disappointing and unexpected results. 

Extraction of the product proved that less than 50 % of the macroinitiator and monomer are 

transformed into the desired block copolymer. MALDI-ToF-MS and TGA analyses show that 

the MgBrClm catalyst is not stable at the reaction temperature and also seems to promote the 

decomposition of the macroinitiator, limiting the production of the desired block copolymers to 

less than 50 wt% of the total reaction mass.  

Therefore, a different route for polymerizing caprolactam from the PS-IBC macroinitiators was 

evaluated by using a different catalyst and by applying different polymerization conditions. 

3.3.4.2. Preparation of PS-b-PA-6 copolymers via anionic polymerization in suspension.  

A second approach tested for the preparation of PS-b-PA copolymers was using a dilute toluene 

solution of PS-IBC macroinitiator and ε-caprolactam, and applying a sodium hydride catalyst. It 

is well known that the polymerization of ε-caprolactam proceeds under these conditions in a 

controlled manner, with almost quantitative conversion.[20,21,22] As shown in Table  3-3, several 

copolymers with masses from 2,000 to 10,000 g/mol and polyamide content from 7 to 32 wt % 

were prepared. The PS-IBC and ε-caproalctam monomer are soluble in toluene, but as soon as 

the PA-6 blocks have been formed, the mixture turns into a suspension. The composition of the 

copolymers was calculated with respect to the monomer conversion, and the values obtained 

correspond well to the ones obtained from the 1H NMR spectra. The masses of the copolymers 

were evaluated with inherent viscosity, and values up to 0.16 dL/g,, which are considerably 

higher than the inherent viscosity of the PS-IBC macroinitiators, were obtained. It should be 

noted that PS-b-PA-6 with high molar masses were also aimed, but experimental tests showed 

that PS-IBC macroinitiators with masses higher than 15,000 g/mol did not initiate the 

polymerization of ε-caprolactam. This is probably due to a too low concentration of 

initiator/activator. Here we would like to note that the successful use of high molecular weight 

macroinitiators has not been reported in the literature. 
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Figure  3-10. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of un-extracted crude mixture PS-b-PA-6 copolymer (entry P3, Table 

 3-3), prepared with a PS-IBC  macroinitiator (Mn = 2,000 g/mol) and NaH catalyst, in suspension. The 

samples were measured in reflector mode and were ionized with potassium salts (left-hand side) and silver 

salts (right-hand side).  

 

The structures of PS-b-PA-6 copolymers correspond to the isotope distribution 

C4H9(C8H8)nC2H4O(C8H4O2)(C6H11NO)mOH K+ (Ag+) evaluated with MALDI-ToF-MS as 

presented in Figure  3-10. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra show that the samples contain pure block 

copolymer with no visible trace of degradation products. It should be noted that the molar 

masses observed with MALDI-ToF-MS do not reflect the actual molecular weight distribution, 

as lower molecular weight polymers ionize much better than the heavier ones. The two isotopic 

distributions observed when the samples are measured with potassium (Figure  3-10, left-hand 

side) correspond to different degrees of polymerization of caprolactam (n = 8 - 9). As only two 

distributions are visible, we can infer that the polymerization of ε-caprolactam in suspension is 

more controlled than in the melt, where up to ten isotopic distributions could be observed by 

MALDI-ToF-MS (Figure  3-7).  

The MALDI-ToF-MS analysis of samples of higher molecular weight (Figure  3-11) reveal the 

presence of block copolymers with a similar structure as described above, and evidences as well 

the absence of secondary products.  

 

 

       
Figure  3-11. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of un-extracted crude mixture PS-b-PA-6 copolymers (entry P6, Table 

 3-3), prepared with a PS-IBC macroinitiator (Mn = 10,000 g/mol) and NaH catalyst, in suspension. The 

samples were measured in reflector mode and were ionized with potassium salts (left-hand side) and silver 

salts (right-hand side).  
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Summarizing, PS-b-PA-6 with relatively low molar masses (up to 10,000 g/mol) can be 

synthesized in toluene suspension in a controlled manner using NaH as catalyst. However, when 

preparing block copolymers in the melt using MgBrCLm as the catalyst, overall weight loss 

induced by the catalyst decomposition is observed with MALDI-ToF-MS and TGA. For this 

reason, only the block-copolymers synthesized in toluene were submitted to thermal 

characterization. 

3.3.5 Thermal characterization of PS-b-PA-6 diblock copolymers, synthesized in 

toluene 

In Figure  3-12 the first heating, cooling and second heating DSC traces of entry P3 (Table  3-3) 

are given as an illustration. The first heating curve shows a melting point for the PA-6 blocks 

around 203 ºC. Only for PS-b-PA-6 block copolymers containing nearly 40 wt% of polyamide, 

crystallization from the melt and a melting peak in the second heating trace is observed. This is 

the case for both block copolymers containing PS molecular weights of 2,000 and 10,000 g/mol 

(P3 and P6, respectively).  For samples containing 20 wt% PA-6 or less, no crystallization from 

the melt is observed, and we neither see (‘cold’) crystallization during second heating. 

Obviously, for the lower polyamide contents the chemically attached, relatively stiff polystyrene 

blocks hinder the crystallization from the melt. For entry P3, based on the heat of melting 

recorded during first heating compared to the literature value for 100 % crystalline PA-6 (∆Hfº = 

230 J/g),[23] a polyamide crystallinity of roughly 31 % was found. As can be seen in Figure  3-12, 

the second heating crystallinity obtained after crystallization upon cooling from the melt is 

significantly lower. In addition to a melting point, the block copolymers have at least one glass 

transition. For P3 the recorded glass transition temperature, taken from the second heating curve 

(see Figure  3-12), agrees more or less with the expected value for low molecular weight PS (50-

90 ºC). Therefore, all the expected thermal transitions were observed. 

 
Figure  3-12. DSC thermograms of PS-b-PA copolymers (sample P3, Table  3-3) recorded with a heating rate 

10 °C/min under argon. Three temperature scans are presented, namely 1
st
 heating scan (1), 2

nd
 heating scan 

(2) and 1
st
 cooling scan (3).  
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As has become clear earlier in this chapter, only low molecular weight PS-b-PA-6 block 

copolymers could be synthesized using the described technique of attaching activators for the 

anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam to the chain-ends of preformed polystyrene blocks. 

Therefore the obtained block copolymers were very brittle, which was prohibitive for 

compression moulding and subsequent thermo-mechanical testing. 

3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Polystyrene–polyamide block copolymerization can successfully be performed via toluene-

assisted anionic suspension polymerization from PS-IBC macroinitiators with NaH as the 

catalyst. Attempts to prepare block copolymers in the melt proved to give disappointing results. 

The preparation of block copolymers was done in a two-steps process. In the first step, a PS-IBC 

macroinitiator was made by reacting hydroxy-terminated polystyrene with isophthaloyl-bis-

caprolactam. In the second step, this PS-IBC macroinitiator served as initiator for the formation 

of the PA-6 block. In order to understand the chemistry occurring in the first step, where a high 

selectivity is desired, reactions on model compounds were performed. The pre-polymers used 

and the materials obtained after each step were characterized with NMR, MALDI-ToF-MS, DSC 

and TGA. PS-b-PA copolymers obtained via anionic polymerization are high melting materials 

(Tm = 200 ºC) with glass transition temperatures in the range of 50-90 ºC, but which 

recrystallised with difficulty from the melt. However, from the first heating DSC curves of PS-b-

PA-6 containing 40 wt% PA-6, high polyamide crystallinities up to 31 % could be calculated. As 

these block copolymers have rather low molar masses (below the entanglement molecular weight 

of polystyrene), they displayed a high brittleness which impeded the characterization of their 

mechanical properties. 

Epilogue 

The work described in this chapter taught us that only low molecular weight PA-b-PA-6 diblock 

copolymers could be prepared using the anionic polymerization technique. It was mentioned in 

the introduction of this chapter that for the formation of stable, thermally reversible network 

structures, PA-PS-PA triblock copolymers, with PS blocks that is still able to form efficient 

entanglements, are necessary. This would require PS of molecular weights much higher than 

10,000 g/mol, the maximum molar mass applied here. Therefore, it was decided to skip the 

synthesis of the targeted triblock copolymers via anionic polymerization, and instead focus on 

another, more promising technique. This technique concerns the formation of higher molecular 

weight PS–PA multiblock copolymers, which is described in one of the following chapters.  
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Appendix  3-A 

 

 

 

 
Figure A  3-1. 

13
C NMR spectrum (CDCl3, RT) of PS-OH (Mn = 6,000 g/mol). The peak at 62 ppm 

corresponding to CH2-OH confirms the presence of hydroxyl-functionalized chain-ends. 

 

 

 

 
Figure A  3-2. . 

1
H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, RT) of PS-OH (Mn = 6,000 g/mol). The peaks at 3.2 ppm ( CH2-

OH) and 3.8 ppm (OH) confirm the presence of hydroxyl-functionalized chain-ends. 
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Appendix  3-B 

 

 

 

 
Figure A  3-3. 

 13
C NMR monitoring of the reaction between hydroxyl-model compound (3-phenyl-1-propanol) 

and CBC with MgBr2 catalyst, at 125°C in toluene. 
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Appendix  3-C 

 

 

 

 
Figure A  3-4. MALDI-ToF-MS spectra of PS-b-PA copolymers (entry P1, Table  3-3), prepared with a PS-IBC 

macroinitiator (Mn = 6,000 g/mol) and MgBrCLm in the melt. The left-hand side figure represents the sample 

after extraction of the degraded PS and unreacted ε-caprolactam, whereas the non-extracted sample is shown 

on the right-hand side. (A- copolymer, B-degraded PS). The samples are measured in reflector mode and are 

ionized with potassium salts. 
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4  

 
 

POLYESTERS OF 
TELECHELIC POLYSTYRENE 

 AND (SHORT) DIESTERS 
 

 
 
 
 
Abstract 

In this chapter, the preparation of polyesters of telechelic polystyrene diols and aliphatic (dimethyl 

adipate) or aromatic (dimethyl terephthalate) short diesters by a polycondensation reaction in the 

melt, is described. The aim is to define the maximum polyesters’ molecular weight achievable 

through this technique. The molecular characterization of the samples was done by 1H NMR and 

SEC, and the characterization of the thermal behaviour by DSC and TGA. Furthermore, the 

possible degradation ability of these polyesters, via solvolysis, is investigated. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

More than 120 million tons of plastic is produced worldwide each year. Between 1960 and 2000, 

the world production of plastic resins increased 25-fold, while recovery of the material remained 

below 5%.[1] 

Using the industry’s numbers, 0.25 percent of the global average of more than 300 million tons of 

garbage per year[2] is plastic, which ends up in our landfills and incinerators. Amoco and Dart both 

claim that incineration of polystyrene produces only carbon dioxide and water and because of its 

high hydrocarbon content polystyrene burns at a very high temperature and can burn out impurities 

in the incinerator.[3] However, when polystyrene is burned at temperatures of 800-900° Celsius 

(the typical range of a modern incinerator), it is known to give several combustion side products 

consisting of a complex mixture of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), from alkylated 

aromatics to benzo[ghi]perylene. Over 90 different compounds were identified in combustion 

effluents from polystyrene.[3] 

From a waste point of view and also due to the foreseen shortage of petroleum resources, the 

recycling of petrochemical-based plastics is one of the major current challenges. In terms of 

solutions, a possible strategy that can be applied is to ensure that plastics are retained in a product-

specific recycling loop, turning the debris from a waste disposal into feedstock for production. The 

most extensive and successful example of polymer recycling is PET recycling. In 1995, 3.5 × 104 

tons of PET were recycled in Europe, compared to 2.2 × 104 tons in 1993 and 1.3 × 104 tons in 

1991.[4] Recycled PET is being used to make food and non-food containers, straps, sheeting, and 

textile fibers.[5] For example, Allied Signal has developed a high-performance material, PETRA, 

from recycled PET. PETRA has a high heat deflection temperature, excellent chemical resistance 

and mechanical properties and is used in the automotive industries for such applications as panels 

and headlight brackets. General Electrics and NCR Polymer in Chicago have produced an 

engineering resin from recycled PET by forming a polymeric blend with polycarbonate. The 

polymeric blends are used in the automotive industry as decorative body panels and trims.  

Since polyesters such as PET are prepared by direct esterification or transesterification reactions, 

which are equilibrium processes, depolymerisation may involve the simple reversal of the 

polyesterification reaction by forcing reagents such as water, methanol and ethylene glycol to react 

with the waste polyester. Polystyrenes with ester functionalities in the main chain could form a 

solution to the problem of polystyrene waste material that is currently difficult to recycle and 

polluting when burned. 
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In this study we describe the synthesis of a new thermoplastic polymer resin of the polyester 

family made from α,ω-polystyrene diols and the diesters dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) and 

dimethyl adipate (DMA). These “polystyrene-like” polyesters are interesting to study as they are 

expected to have polymer properties similar to the corresponding homo-polystyrenes of similar 

molecular weight but have the advantage of being easily degradable by solvolytic processes such 

as methanolysis as compared to the non-degradable homo-polystyrenes. Moreover, the method 

investigated in this section serves as a starting point for the next chapter, where crystallizable units 

such as T6T6T, are incorporated into these styrenic polyesters.  
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Materials 

Dimethyl terephthalate (DMT), dimethyl adipate (DMA), and all the solvents were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Tetraisopropyl orthotitanate (Ti(O-i-C3H7)4) obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich was diluted in anhydrous m-xylene (0.05 M), obtained from Fluka. Telechelic α,ω-

bishydroxy polystyrene was purchased from Polymer Source.  

General procedure for the synthesis of polystyrene extended with diesters (DMT or DMA) 

The PS-DMT (DMT = terephtalate) and PS-DMA (DMA = adipate) copolymers were synthesized 

by a polycondensation reaction using α,ω-bishydroxy polystyrene (Mn = 3,400 g/mol) and DMT or 

DMA, respectively.  

The reaction was performed in a 250 mL glass reactor equipped with a mechanical stirrer and a 

reflux condenser, under nitrogen atmosphere. The vessel was loaded with chain-extender (0.3 

mmol), α,ω-bishydroxy polystyrene (0.3 mmol), catalyst solution (0.25 mL of 0.05 M Ti(i-

OC3H7)4 in m-xylene) and 5 mL of toluene. The mixture was stirred at 180 °C for 60 minutes, 

under nitrogen. After 60 minutes the temperature was raised to 200 °C and the heating and stirring 

was continued for another 30 minutes. Then, the temperature was increased to 260 °C and the 

solvent was stripped off under vacuum. The reaction was continued under vacuum for an 

additional time varying from 2 to 20 hours and then the reaction mixture was allowed to cool 

under vacuum. The polymer obtained was characterized without any purification. 

General procedure of the non-aqueous alkali-decomposition 

Pellets of NaOH (0.41 g, 0.01 mol) were dissolved in 4 mL of methanol to which 1 mL of dioxane 

was added. To this alkaline solution the previously synthesized PS-DMT or PS-DMA powder (5 

mmol) was added and the polymer was solvolysed under stirring for a specified period at 60 °C. 

The reaction mixture was quickly cooled by immersing the flask in ice water and quenched by 

pouring the reaction mixture into 50 mL of distilled water and adding HCl to neutralize the 

mixture to pH = 7. After the neutralization, the mixture was filtered to remove the polystyrene 

solid, which was dried under vacuum at 100 °C and analyzed by SEC.  

Instrumentation  

GPC  

GPC measurements were carried out using a Waters GPC equipped with a Waters 510 pump, a 

Waters 410 differential refractometer (40 ºC), a Waters WISP 712 autoinjector (50 µL injection 

volume), a PLgel (5 µm particles) 50 x 7.5 mm guard column and two PLgel mixed-C (5 µm 

particles) 300 × 7.5 mm columns (40 ºC). Tetrahydrofuran (THF, Biosolve, stabilized with BHT) 
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was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min, dilute polymer solutions of 1 mg/mL were made, 

and 50 µL solution was injected for analysis. Calibration was done using PS Standards (Polymer 

Laboratories, Mn = 580 to 7.5 × 106 g/mol). Data acquisition and processing were performed using 

the Waters Millennium 32 (v32) software. 

NMR 

1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian spectrometer at 300 MHz. Deuterated chloroform 

(CDCl3), deuterated 1,1,2,2-tetrachloro ethane (C2D2Cl4) and deuterated trifluoroacetic acid 

(CF3CO2D) were used as solvents.  

DSC 

The DSC spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer DSC Q 100V 9.9, build 303 apparatus. Dried 

samples of 5-10 mg polymer were measured with a heating and cooling rate of 20 ºC/min. The 

samples were heated to 320 ºC, kept at that temperature for 1 minute, cooled to 30 ºC and reheated 

to 320 ºC. The glass transition temperatures were taken from the second heating scan. 

TGA 

The TGA spectra were recorded on a TA Instruments Q500. Samples in the range of 10-15 mg 

were measured between 30 and 500 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min under an inert atmosphere 

(dynamic mode). Measurements in isothermal mode have also been performed at 250 °C for 

different periods of time up to 360 minutes.  
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 Extension reactions by polyesterification of telechelic polystyrene with 

aliphatic and aromatic chain extenders. 

The preparation of nearly all step-growth polymers involves equilibrium reactions. In order to 

obtain high yields of high-molecular-weight polymers, such polymerisations are conducted in such 

a manner as to continually shift the equilibrium to the direction of the polymeric product. 

Polyesterifications are also equilibrium reactions, which are accomplished by removal of an 

alcohol in a transesterification process or water in an esterification process.  

Polystyrene-based polyesters were made via transesterification reaction between a telechelic 

polystyrene and a diester under vacuum, at 260 °C, in presence of Ti(OiPr)4.  

As a telechelic pre-polymer, a pre-synthesized α,ω-dihydroxy terminated polystyrene (α,ω-

PS(OH)2) of low molecular weight (Mn = 3,400 g/mol, Mw = 4,000 g/mol, PDI = 1.3, functionality 

1.95%, Tg = 78 °C)3 was chosen. Just to be sure that the telechelic pre-polymer is stable under the 

polymerisation conditions applied, the polymer was heated at 260 °C under vacuum for 4 hours in 

the presence of the titanium-based catalyst. The GPCs of samples collected at set time intervals, 

revealed that the molecular weight and PDI remains unchanged under the conditions applied and 

proved that these polymers are thermally stable (Figure  4-1). Thermogravimetric analysis of α,ω-

PS(OH)2 after four hours heating also did not show any thermal degradation of the starting 

telechelic polystyrene. In addition, the MALDI-ToF-MS spectra (not shown here) revealed that all 

the polymers remain hydroxyl-functionalized even after heating, which supports the GPC and 

TGA results, confirming that during heating at the reaction temperature (260 °C), the pre-polymer 

is not degrading nor dehydrating.   

 

                                                 
3 α,ω-PS(OH)2 contains also a telechelic high molecular weight fraction (Mn ≈ 20,000 g/mol) which was accounted to 
15 wt%, after deconvolution of the GPC trace (Figure  4-1, right hand-side).  
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Figure  4-1. GPC traces of neat bis-hydroxy polystyrene heated at 260 °C under vacuum in presence of 

Ti(OiPr)4 catalyst for a period of 0-4 hours (left-hand side). For comparison, the trace of neat bishydroxy 

polystyrene, without heating treatment has been added ( solid line). The right-hand side figure shows an 

example of a Gauss fit of one of the samples presented on the left-hand side, revealing 15 wt% of a high 

molecular weight fraction.  

 

For the chain-extension reactions, two types of diesters were used: one aromatic (dimethyl 

terephthalate – DMT) and one aliphatic (dimethyl adipate - DMA). The results obtained will be 

discussed in this section, and the products will be referred to as “polystyrene extended with DMT 

or DMA”. 

4.3.1.1 Polystyrene extended with dimethyl terephthalate (PS-DMT) 

The extension of α,ω-bishydroxy polystyrene with DMT was carried out using an equimolar ratio 

PS: DMT= 1:1 (Scheme  4-1). The bulk polymerisation reactions were performed using a two-stage 

melt polymerisation process. In the first stage, also referred to as ester-interchange, telechelic 

polystyrene, DMT and the catalyst solution were charged in a glass reactor. This transesterification 

reaction was performed at 180 °C for two hours until no more methanol was distilled off and was 

done under inert atmosphere (argon), in order to prevent oxidative side reactions. Afterwards, for 

the second stage or polycondensation stage, vacuum was applied (200 mtorr) at increased 

temperature (260 °C). The chain extension was catalysed by a tetra-alkoxy titanate (e.g. Ti(OiPr)4), 

which is generally used for transesterification reactions. These experiments allowed us to check 

whether high molecular weight polystyrenes with a polyester character can be made by 

polyesterification of a diol (α,ω-bishydroxy polystyrene) and a diester (DMT).  

As it is depicted in Scheme  4-1, when the ratio diol to diester is 1:1, after the first step (ester 

interchange), the starting materials are coupled to give mainly PS-DMT species and also higher 

oligomers which can either contain two hydroxyl or two ester end-groups, or one hydroxyl and one 

ester end-group. These species are then coupled with each other during the polycondensation step, 

giving in the ideal case alternating polystyrene-terephthalate copolymers with chains terminated 
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with alcohol and/or ester end-groups. However, thermal degradation reactions may also introduce 

e.g. carboxylic acid and even unsaturated (C=C) end-groups. 

 

 

Scheme  4-1. Schematic representation of the reaction between telechelic polystyrene (αααα,ωωωω-PS(OH)2) and di-ester 

chain-extender (dimethyl terephthalate – DMT).  

 

Monitoring the gel permeation chromatograms (GPC) of samples taken at set time intervals 

allowed us to follow the molecular weight development in time.  

From the GPC traces (Figure  4-2) we learn that by performing the reaction under vacuum at 260 

°C, a maximum molecular weight is attained after 4 hours (Mn = 40,500 g/mol, Mw = 97,300 

g/mol, PDI = 2.40). After longer reaction times of 8-25 hours, the polymers have clearly 

undergone thermal degradation, resulting in species of lower molecular weight with considerably 

increased polydispersities (e.g. after 25 hours, Mn = 23,500 g/mol, Mw = 88,100 g/mol, PDI = 

3.75). A similar behaviour was observed for other polyesters like PET.[6]  
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The molecular weight of the polystyrene extended with DMT after four hours of polycondensation 

was also calculated from the 1H NMR spectra by end-groups integration (see Appendix  4-A) and 

was found to be 41,700 g/mol and a molar ratio polystyrene : terephthalate of 1.0 : 1.0 was found. 

These results are quite encouraging, showing that by chain extension it is indeed possible to 

increase the molecular weight of PS almost 15 times (Mn α,ω-PS(OH)2 = 3,400 g/mol, Mn PS-DMT = 

40,500 g/mol, Mw PS-DMT = 58,700 g/mol). 

 
Figure  4-2. Overlay of GPC traces of PS extended with dimethyl terephthalate (PS-DMT), for samples taken 

after 4 to 20 hours. 

 

4.3.1.2 Polystyrene extended with dimethyl adipate (PS-DMA) 

Having found that by using an aromatic chain extender, e.g. DMT, it is possible to increase the 

molecular weight of polystyrene without altering its properties (vide infra), we were also interested 

to study the possibility of chain-extension using aliphatic diesters, e.g. dimethyl adipate (DMA). 

The idea behind this approach was that aliphatic ester functionalities are more readily hydrolyzed 

than aromatic esters and that the adipate residues introduce flexibility into the polymer chain, 

which might contribute to a somewhat lower brittleness of the polymer. 

The transesterification reaction of α,ω-bis-hydroxy polystyrene with dimethyl adipate was 

performed under identical conditions as the reaction involving dimethyl terephthalate and samples 

have been collected for analysis after 4 to 6 hours. The chromatograms obtained by GPC (Figure 

 4-3) revealed a ten-fold increase in molecular weight after 6 hours (Mn = 37,000 g/mol, Mw = 

73,900 g/mol, PDI = 1.99), not too different from the results observed for samples extended with 

DMT. Interestingly, the PS-DMA polymers are thermally more stable than the PS-DMT polymers, 

which clearly showed thermal degradation after prolonged time at high temperature. The 

molecular weight of the polystyrene extended with dimethyl adipate (PS-DMA) was also 
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calculated from the 1H NMR spectra by end-groups integration (see Appendix  4-A) and was found 

to be 37,400 g/mol with a molar ratio polystyrene: adipate of 1.0 : 1.0. As for the DMT-extended 

telechelic polystyrene, the GPC- and NMR-derived molecular weights agree well. 

 
Figure  4-3. Overlay of GPC traces of PS extended with dimethyl adipate (PS-DMA), using a ratio 1.0 : 1.0, for 

samples taken after 4 to 6 hours. 

 

As we had anticipated, it was observed (by simple manual breaking of the polymer removed from 

the reactor) that the terephthalate-extended polystyrenes were more brittle than the ones extended 

with dimethyl adipate. This is probably the result of a softening effect of the flexible linear 

aliphatic adipate residue, which increases the mobility of the amorphous polystyrene chains and 

consequently enhances the entanglement formation and reduces the free volume between the 

polymeric chains. The enhanced entanglement density makes the adipate-based polyester less 

brittle. The proposed free volume reduction is also supported by the reduced solvolytic 

degradability observed for the adipate-extended polystyrenes versus the terephthalate-extended 

polystyrenes (vide infra).  

From these results we can conclude that through polyesterification of the telechelic starting 

material with diesters, higher molecular weight ester-containing polystyrenic materials can readily 

be obtained. We believe this method of producing degradable polymers is quite versatile, and can 

be extended also to telechelic α,ω-bisfunctional polymers of other nature.  

4.3.2 Thermal properties of polystyrene extended with terephthalate or adipate 

linkers. 

It is important to determine to which extent the properties of the ester-containing polystyrenes are 

modified as compared to their neat polystyrene homologues, considering the high polymerisation 
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temperatures, the telechelic nature of the starting polystyrenic materials, the presence of catalyst 

and the aromatic/aliphatic character of the diesters used.  

The thermal properties of PS-DMT and PS-DMA copolymers were firstly evaluated with DSC. As 

shown in Figure  4-4, the copolymers with number average molar masses of 30,000 - 40,000 g/mol 

show a glass transition temperature just below 100 °C, typical for amorphous, relatively low 

molecular weight polystyrene. As expected, the more rigid aromatic chain-extender gives a 

somewhat higher Tg for quite similar molecular weights. This increase in Tg of about 15 - 20 °C as 

compared to the α,ω-PS(OH)2 starting pre-polymer, exhibiting a Tg at 78 °C, represents an 

additional proof to the GPC data that the synthesized copolymers have a higher molecular weight 

than the initial telechelic polystyrene. 

 
Figure  4-4. DSC thermograms of copolymers PS-DMT (Tg = 99.4 °C) and PS-DMA (Tg = 94.1 °C), measured in 

dynamic mode under inert atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Here the second heating traces are 

shown.  

 

As shown in Figure  4-5, the polystyrenes extended by either terephthalate or adipate linkers have a 

thermal stability quite similar to pure polystyrene and begin to degrade at 340 ºC (< 1 % weight 

loss). Therefore, melt processing up to 300 ºC should not give any problem. 

 
Figure  4-5. TGA measurement of copolymers polystyrene-dimethyl adipate (PS-DMA), polystyrene-dimethyl 

terephtalate (PS-DMT) and neat telechelic polystyrene (αααα,ωωωω-PS(OH)2) in dynamic mode, with a heating rate of 

10 ºC/min, under inert atmosphere. 
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To summarize, it was found that by polycondensation of α,ω-bishydroxy functionalized 

polystyrene and aliphatic or aromatic diesters, it is possible to obtain a polystyrenic polyester 

product with a molecular weight (Mn = 40,000 g/mol, PDI = 2.0 – 2.5) over 10 times higher than 

that of the starting telechelic PS pre-polymer (Mn = 3,400 g/mol). In this process, that takes place 

at high temperatures, the presence of catalyst does not induce thermal degradation of the 

functionality of the telechelic polystyrene. The thermal stability of the extended polystyrene was 

similar to that one of neat polystyrene.  
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4.3.3 Degradation of polystyrene extended with terephthalate or adipate linker. 

Since step-growth polymers are prepared by reversible reactions, it is feasible to convert them 

back to their monomers or oligomers by solvolytic processes. For "back-to-monomer" recycling of 

PET to terephtalic acid and ethylene glycol, several decomposition or depolymerisation methods 

have been reported, of which we mention the most representative ones:[4]  

1) hydrolysis with acids and bases in aqueous media 

2) alcoholysis by catalytic reactions 

3) non-catalytic hydrolysis or alcoholysis in supercritical media  

4) non-catalytic alkaloid alcoholysis, in non-aqueous alcohol and ether 

Among the depolymerisation reactions, the first three methods mentioned above require severe 

conditions such as the use of strong acids or bases, high temperatures and pressures, long reaction 

times and tedious product separation.[7,8,9] On the other hand, the non-catalytic decomposition in 

non-aqueous media allows quantitative alkaloid alcoholysis of PET under mild treatment 

conditions. A non-aqueous alkaloid decomposition in alcohol-ethereal additive media has been 

successfully reported for PET at temperatures lower that 80 ºC.[10] The rate of alkaloid 

decomposition depends on the activity of the hydroxide ion, which is strengthened in the presence 

of cation-inclusion compounds, such as crown ethers in aprotic solvents.[11] As crown ethers are 

rather expensive for plastic recycling, the chemicals were replaced by inexpensive ethereal 

additives, such as dioxane in combination with methanol. 

PS extended with therephthalate or adipate linkers is de facto a thermoplastic polyester resin that 

should be able to undergo similar alkaloid alcoholysis reactions, provided that the ester bonds are 

accessible. 

The degradation reaction of the PS-DMT polyesters in mixed media of non-aqueous alcohol and 

ether is shown in Scheme  4-2, which is valid when esters are hydrolyzed in an alkaline medium 

via a nucleophilic acyl substitution. 
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Scheme  4-2. Schematic representation of the complete alcoholysis in basic media of polystyrene extended with 

dimethyl therephthalate. 

 

The degradation of polystyrene-terephthalate and polystyrene-adipate polyesters was performed. A 

mixture of low a boiling alcohol (methanol) and ethereal additives (dioxane) and a base (NaOH) 

was chosen in order to allow a low temperature treatment in thermally and chemically stable 

solvents. The reaction was performed at temperatures as low as 60 ºC and the change in molecular 

weight was monitored by GPC. For comparison, samples of PS-DMT and PS-DMA were also 

treated in the same media but in absence of sodium hydroxide.  

The PS-DMT sample used for degradation studies with a relatively low molar mass (Mn = 12,700 

g/mol, Mw = 23,300 g/mol, PDI = 1.82) was subjected to a degradation treatment of 30 minutes in 

the presence of NaOH. The GPC results (Figure  4-6) clearly show the formation of low molecular 

weight products, which correspond to the initial pre-polymer material (Mn = 3,400 g/mol). A 

decomposition of around 70 % was found after 0.5 hours, expressed as the percentage of low 

molecular weight polystyrene found with GPC.  
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Figure  4-6. GPC traces of PS-DMT copolymer samples decomposed with NaOH (2 M) at 60 ºC in a mixed 

solvent of methanol and ethers (80/20 vol%). The trace of a non-degraded sample is added for comparison 

(solid line).  

 

When no sodium hydroxide was used, the molecular weight of the material did not change 

significantly, which indicates that the alcoholic media in itself is not basic enough to promote the 

decomposition of the polyesters.  

The decomposition of PS-DMA polyesters was performed in a similar way as for the PS-DMT 

samples. The material used for degradation had high molecular weight (Mn = 37,000 g/mol, Mw = 

74,000 g/mol, PDI = 1.99) and is referred to as non-degraded PS-DMA. As shown in Figure  4-7, 

the decomposition of the PS-DMA samples in an alkaline solution is quite slow, attaining a value 

of 80 % after 20 hours. As observed also for PS-DMT samples, in absence of NaOH, hardly any 

degradation occurred.  
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Figure  4-7. GPC traces of PS-DMA samples decomposed with NaOH (2 mol l

-1
) at 60 ºC in a mixed solvent of 

methanol and ethers (80/20 vol %). The trace of a non-degraded sample is added for comparison (solid line). 
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Generally, it is expected that, for electronic reasons, polyesters derived from fully aliphatic 

carboxylic acids are several orders of magnitude more electrophilic than analogous derivatives of 

aromatic carboxylic acids, and thus are far more sensitive to hydrolysis than semi-aromatic 

polyesters, as evidenced by the stability of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)-based textile fibres 

to washing or acid rain (Gilding and Reed, 1979).[12,13] However, in our case, it is difficult to 

compare the degradability of PS-DMT and PS-DMA, as we are not sure whether their particle size 

is exactly the same. We can only assume that due to a higher brittleness, after mechanical grinding 

the PS-DMT copolymers can make easier small particles, but this supposition is not enough to 

draw a conclusion. Nevertheless, for our study it is important to see that these PS-DMT/DMA 

copolymers are indeed degradable and can be depolymerized non-catalytically in non-aqueous 

alcohol and ether environment in quite a short time and under mild conditions. The degradability 

test results support the NMR, GPC and DSC data, proving that PS-based polyesters can be easily 

obtained by reacting telechelic polystyrene with diester chain-extenders. Moreover, the 

depolymerisation ability makes these copolymers advantageous from a recycling and polymer 

waste viewpoint as compared to the corresponding homo-polystyrenes, which are not degradable 

by solvolytic processes.  

 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter we have demonstrated that polystyrenic polyesters can be readily obtained by 

polycondensation of α,ω-bishydroxy polystyrene with diesters, for example dimethyl terephtalate 

or dimethyl adipate. By using this method, polymers with a molecular weight more than 10 times 

higher than the molar mass of the initial telechelic polystyrene can be obtained, as verified with 

GPC and NMR. The existence of copolymers and therefore the increase in the molecular weight 

was also verified by DSC, where an increase in Tg of 10 to 20 ºC as compared to the telechelic pre-

polymer was found. It can be stated that the thermal properties of these materials are similar to 

those of the corresponding neat polystyrene of similar molar mass, showing a glass transition 

between 94 and 99 ºC. Additionally, these materials display a thermal stability comparable to neat 

polystyrene, and only degrade above 340 ºC, which allows melt-processing up to at least 300 ºC.  

The polystyrene-based polyesters present advantages over their corresponding homopolymers due 

to their facile degradability by solvolytic processes such as methanolysis, which makes them 

interesting candidates for polymer recycling.  
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This chapter shows that relatively high molecular weight polyesters of telechelic polystyrene and 

short diesters can be easily produced. In the following Chapter, we show that semi-crystalline 

multiblock copolyesters of telechelic polystyrene and crystallizable diester tetraamide units, 

referred to as PS-T6T6T, can also be synthesized following a similar approach. PS-T6T6T 

multiblock co-polyesters are interesting materials which combine the properties of amorphous PS 

and crystalline aromatic polyamides. 
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Appendix  4-A 

 
Molecular characterisation of PS extended with DMT or DMA. 

 
Figure A  4-1. 

1
H NMR spectrum of PS-DMA (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C, 30 scans). A represents a part of the 

spectrum and a Gaussian fit of the peaks, whereas B gives the whole spectrum.  

 

 

 
Figure A  4-2. 

1
H NMR spectrum of PS-DMT (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C, 30 scans). A represents a part of the 

spectrum and a Gaussian fit of the peaks, whereas B gives the whole spectrum.  
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5  

 
 

SEGMENTED BLOCK COPOLYMERS 
BASED ON POLYSTYRENE AND 
MONODISPERSE AMIDE UNITS 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Segmented multiblock copolymers can be prepared via a polycondensation reaction between 

telechelic polystyrene diol and T6T6T dimethyl diester in the melt. The molecular weight of the 

copolymers can be increased about ten times as compared to the telechelic starting polystyrene. 

Multiblock copolymers with varying T6T6T content (from 5 to 24 wt%), were prepared by 

replacing some of the T6T6T units with short (dimethyl adipate or dimethyl terephthalate) or long 

(1,12-dodecanediol) diester linkers. The composition and molecular weight of the copolymers was 

evaluated with 
1
H NMR and FT-IR spectroscopy. Furthermore, the crystallization behaviour was 

studied with DMTA, DSC, FT-IR at various temperatures, whereas the morphology of the 

multiblock copolymers was investigated with AFM and SAXS. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Segmented block copolymers or multiblock copolymers contain alternating segments consisting 

of distinctly different chemical entities that often have different properties as homopolymers. 

Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are probably the best known commercial segmented 

copolymers. In these TPEs one type of block, designated as the hard segment, has a high Tm or Tg, 

whereas the other block (the soft segment) is derived from an amorphous homopolymer with a 

glass transition temperature below zero degrees. The hard segments are capable of undergoing 

intermolecular association or crystallization to form a thermally reversible network structure, 

providing dimensional stability to the materials above the glass transition temperature of the soft 

block. Examples of segmented block copolymers include polyamide elastomers, polyesteramides 

(PEAs), polyetheresteramides (PEEAs), polycarbonate amides (PCEAs) and polyether-block-

amides (PE-b-As), where the hard segments are based on polyamides and the soft segments are 

based on polyethers and/or polyesters.[1] The chemical structure and composition of both the hard 

and soft segments can be varied to obtain the desired balance of thermal and mechanical 

properties. Generally, TPEs have a low Tg and a relatively high Tm, but other segmented 

copolymers with unique properties have also been described, consisting of crystallizable 

polyamide segments and amorphous segments with  relatively high Tgs (e.g. using PPE or PC).[2,3] 

In these systems the  polyamide segments form polymer networks by crystallization.   

The versatile properties of segmented block copolymers are usually attributed to their phase-

separated morphologies that are formed due to the thermodynamically immiscible rigid (or 

crystallizable) and soft (or amorphous) segments. Phase separation can occur through liquid-liquid 

demixing or crystallization. Polyurethanes phase separate through liquid-liquid demixing, often 

followed by partial crystallization of the rigid segments.[4] Fast crystallizing segments, such as 

polyesters or polyamides, usually phase separate through crystallization.[5] 

An effective way to improve the phase separation in segmented block copolymers is by using 

monodisperse crystallizable segments.[6,7] These segments crystallize over their full length and 

therefore even short segments (i.e. having low molecular weight) are able to crystallize. 

Moreover, the crystallization of these segments is almost complete, indicating that only a small 

amount of non-crystallized rigid segments is present in the soft phase. The use of monodisperse 

crystallizable segments containing amide groups in segmented block copolymers was studied 

previously.[8,2] Monodisperse crystallizable diester tetra-amide segments (T6T6T-dimethyl) 
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composed of dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) and hexamethylenediamine (6) were reported by 

Krijgsman et al (Figure  5-1).[9]  

 

 
Figure  5-1. Structure of diester tetraamide segment T6T6T-dimethyl.  

 

The T6T6T segments have been incorporated into hydrophobic polyether-based copolymers like 

polytetramethyleneoxide (PTMO)-T6T6T[5] block copolymers, poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene ether) 

(PPE)-T6T6T [10] block copolymers, and polysulphone (PSU)-T6T6T6 block copolymers have 

been described as well.[11] After incorporation of tetra-amide units into the amorphous polymers, 

semi-crystalline materials with a high crystallinity and crystallization rates were produced. The 

monodisperse tetra-amide segments T6T6T form ribbon-like structures with a very high aspect 

ratio, dispersed in the amorphous matrix, as shown by atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of 

PTMO-T6T6T. Below their melting point, these ribbons prevent the material from flowing, even 

far above the Tg of the amorphous phase, which usually forms the matrix phase in these systems.  

Segmented copolymers of amorphous atactic polystyrene and crystallizable T6T6T segments can 

be advantageous over the corresponding homopolymers from which they are constituted, as they 

combine important properties of glassy and semi-crystalline materials. Provided that a co-

continuous morphology can be realized, modifying atactic polystyrene with crystallizable 

polyamide segments will increase the maximum application temperature and will result in an 

enhanced solvent resistance. If the polyamide crystals can be made small, these copolymers can 

even be transparent, semi-crystalline materials. On the other hand, by modifying polyamides with 

polystyrene segments, materials with a higher Tg, and lower water absorption and an enhanced 

dimensional stability are feasible. Due to the low water absorption of the polystyrene incorporated 

such polystyrene-polyamide block copolymers are expected to have a higher modulus in humid 

conditions compared to the polyamide homopolymers. 

In this study, the possibility to obtain multiblock copolymers of bis-hydroxypolystyrene and 

monodisperse tetra-amide segments is investigated. Furthermore, it is assessed whether the tetra-

amide segments in the copolymers indeed crystallize and induce improved polymer properties. 

The main goal of this work is to enhance the processability (i.e. to reduce the melt-viscosity) of 

PS by lowering the molecular weight of the PS with respect to high molecular weight, commercial 
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PS, but at the same time incorporate crystallizable, hydrogen bonding hard segments into the PS.  

By incorporating these so-called ‘sticky blocks’ we hope to be able to keep the mechanical 

properties at the desired level, namely by compensating the loss of entanglements per 

macromolecule in the PS chain parts (inevitable when reducing the molar mass) by the 

introduction of strongly interacting chain segments. Monodisperse and highly crystallizable tetra-

amide units such as T6T6T-dimethyl seem to be the ideal candidates to allow the formation of 

reversible polymeric network structures, stable enough to compensate for the lack of 

entanglements. The T6T6T–dimethyl building block, containing two ester end groups, is based on 

two-and-a-half repeating units of nylon 6,T (poly(hexamethylene terephthalamide)) and contains 

four hydrogen bonding amide moieties. Through a polyesterification reaction between a telechelic 

bis(hydroxyl) functionalized polymer and the methyl ester chain ends of the T6T6T-dimethyl 

segments, a multiblock copolymer should become available. This chapter describes the synthesis 

and the characterization of such PS-T6T6T segmented copolymers.  
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Materials 

Dimethyl terephthalate (DMT), dimethyl adipate (DMA), 1,12-dodecane diol (C12), 

pentaerythritol and all the solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 

Tetraisopropyl orthotitanate (Ti(i-OC3H7)4) obtained from Sigma-Aldrich was diluted with 

anhydrous m-xylene (0.05 M), obtained from Fluka. The T6T6T-dimethyl was synthesized as 

described elsewhere.[12] Telechelic polystyrene (polystyrene α,ω-bis hydroxy) was purchased 

from Polymer Source Inc.  

Synthesis of multiblock PS-T6T6T copolymers 

The PS-T6T6T copolymers were synthesized by a polycondensation reaction using telechelic 

polystyrene diol (Mn = 3,400 g/mol) and T6T6T-dimethyl. The diester precursors were pre-

synthesised, purified and characterized as described elsewhere[9] and the PS di-alcohol was 

acquired from Polymer Source Inc.  

The reaction was performed in a 250 mL glass reactor equipped with a mechanical stirrer under 

nitrogen atmosphere. The vessel was loaded with T6T6T-dimethyl (1.47 mmols), telechelic 

polystyrene (1.47 mmols), catalyst solution (0.25 mL of 0.05M Ti (i-OC3H7)4 in m-xylene) and 3 

mL of toluene. The mixture was stirred at 180 °C for 60 minutes, under nitrogen. A comparative 

reaction was done in NMP and the molecular weight chromatogram and the DSC trace (Tm and Tc) 

of the reaction product were similar to those of the corresponding experiment where toluene was 

used as the solvent. Therefore toluene was used for all the syntheses. After 60 minutes at 180 °C, 

the temperature was raised to 200 °C and the reaction was continued for another 30 minutes. 

Then, the temperature was increased to 260 °C and after 30 minutes the solvent was stripped off 

under vacuum. The reaction was continued under vacuum for an additional 4 hours and then 

allowed to cool under vacuum. The polymer could not be removed from the glass without 

stripping off a layer of glass too. Therefore, a so-called “purification” step was done. In the 

purification step, the polymer was “solubilised”/suspended in toluene and precipitated in 

methanol. The precipitate was a gummy lump which was removed from the flask and dried in a 

vacuum oven at 120 °C for 2 hours. The dried polymer was used for characterization. To verify if 

the so-called “purification step” affects the crystallization behaviour of the polymers, an un-

purified sample was also analysed, and the DSC traces proved to be similar to the one obtained for 

the purified sample, which indicated that the purification step does not influence the 

crystallization behaviour of the T6T6T blocks.  
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Synthesis of multiblock PS-T6T6T copolymers containing branching agent 

The synthesis procedure for the branched samples follow the same steps used in the preparation of 

the linear PS-T6T6T, as described above. In order to introduce branches 0.24 wt% pentaerythritol 

(0.18 mmols) was used together with T6T6T-dimethyl (2.77 mmols) and PS(OH)2 (2.38 mmols). 

Synthesis of PS-T6T6T/(DMT or DMA) 

The PS-T6T6T polymers with different T6T6T content were made following a similar procedure 

as described above. The molar ratio between PS and T6T6T segments was varied by introducing 

mixtures of T6T6T and low molecular weight linkers (such as dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) or 

dimethyl adipate (DMA)) in the soft phase. In this way the PS/T6T6T ratio could be varied while 

keeping the molecular weight relatively constant.   

Instrumentation 

NMR 

1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian spectrometer at 300 MHz. Deuterated 

chloroform (CDCl3), deuterated tetrachloro ethane (C2D2Cl4) and deuterated trifluoroacetic acid 

(D-TFA) were used as solvents.  

Viscosimetry  

The inherent viscosity of the polymers was determined with a capillary Ubbelohde of type 0a at 

25 ºC, using a polymer solution with a concentration of 0.33 g/dL in phenol/tetrachloromethane 

(50/50, mol/mol). The inherent viscosity was used as a measure for the molecular weight of the 

polymers.  

FT-IR 

Infrared spectra of PS-T6T6T copolymers were recorded at variable temperatures on a Bruker 

IFS-113v Fourier Transform IR spectrometer with a DTGS detector at a resolution of 2 cm-1. The 

samples were prepared by mixing the polymer powder with KBr and pressing it into a pellet. 

Typically, a sample was pre-treated in situ in an oxygen free environment at a temperature of 823 

K for 1 h and cooled to room temperature in vacuum (pressure lower than 10-6 mbar), followed 

by room temperature exposure to NO (purity > 99.9%, 5 mbar) for 30 min. Finally, the sample 

was evacuated for 30 min and spectra were recorded at variable temperatures from 30 to 300 ºC. 

A scan was taken after every increment of 20 ºC. The degree of crystallinity of the hard segments 

in the polymers (Χc), was estimated using the following equations:[12] 
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where λT is the height of the absorption band at temperature T (ºC).  

The heights of the amorphous and the crystalline amide peaks are related by a factor a, which can 

be calculated according to:  
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TGA 

The TGA spectra were recorded on a TA Instruments Q500. Samples in the range of 10-15 mg 

were measured between 30 and 500 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min under an inert atmosphere 

(nitrogen), dynamic mode. Measurements in isothermal mode have also been performed at 250 °C 

for different periods of time up to 360 minutes.  

DSC 

The DSC thermograms were recorded on a TA Instruments Q 100 apparatus. Dried samples of 5-

10 mg polymer were measured at a heating and cooling rate of 20 ºC/min. The samples were 

heated to 300 ºC, kept at that temperature for 1 minute, cooled to 50 ºC and reheated to 300 ºC. 

The melting temperature and enthalpy are given from both, first and second heating scan. The 

crystallization temperature was taken as the maximum of the peak in the cooling scan.  

DMTA 

DMTA thermograms were recorded on a DMA Q 800 apparatus in tension mode film at 1Hz, 

strain 0.1%. The samples dimentions were 10.9 x 5.7 x 0.4 mm (length x width x thickness). 

AFM 

To determine the surface morphology, Atomic Force Microscopy experiments were carried out 

using a Nanoscope III Multimode microscope (Digital Instruments). Solution cast samples of ~1 

µm thickness on glass were prepared from a 1 wt% solution in CHCl3/TFA and dried at room 

temperature during one night. AFM images were obtained at ambient conditions while operating 

the instrument in tapping mode. Commercial etched silicon nitride cantilevers of 125 mm (spring 

constant 20-100 N/m, resonance frequency 298–369 kHz) were used (Nanoprobeä TESP, Digital 

Instruments). Height and phase images were obtained simultaneously. Images were obtained at a 

scan rate of 1.5 Hz, with 512 lines. 

SAXS 

Small-angle X-ray scattering experiments were performed on the DUBBLE beamline (BM 26B) 

at the European Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) using a wavelength of 
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1.2 Å.[13] SAXS patterns were recorded using a multiwire two-dimensional detector with a 

sample-to-detector distance of 4 m. For calibrating the SAXS detector, the scattering pattern of an 

oriented wet-collagen (rat-tail tendon) was used. The exposure time for the samples was 300 s. 

The experimental data were corrected for background scattering, i.e. subtraction of instrumental 

errors, and transformed into 1D-plots by azimuthal-angle integration using the FIT2D program 

developed by Dr. Hammersley of ESRF. 
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We describe the synthesis of multiblock-copolymers based on dibasic acids or their corresponding 

dimethyl esters, such as T6T6T-dimethyl, and telechelic polystyrene (PS(OH)2) extended with 

aliphatic/aromatic chain extenders (or monohydroxy polystyrene PSOH, for the manufacturing of 

triblock-copolymers), via polycondensation reactions. The use of short aromatic chain extenders 

(e.g. dimethyl terephthalate) has been described for successful coupling other amorphous 

polymers, viz. for PTMO-T6T6T copolymers,[14] which showed a high crystallinity and improved 

mechanical and thermal properties with respect to pure PTMO. In order to lower the amide 

concentration in the PS-T6T6T copolymers and keep at the same time the overall molecular 

weight approximately constant, some of the T6T6T-dimethyl units were replaced with DMT 

(dimethyl terephthalate) or DMA (dimethyl adipate) or a mixture of C12 (1,12-dodecanediol) and 

DMA. Five series were investigated that will be discussed in terms of synthesis and molecular, 

thermal and thermo-mechanical characterization: 

• Multiblock-copolymers of polystyrene (with a  PS block  molar mass between 7,000 and 

30,000  g/mol) and T6T6T-dimethyl  

• Multiblock-copolymers of polystyrene extended with DMT (with a  PS-DMT block molar 

mass of 30,000  g/mol) and T6T6T-dimethyl 

• Multiblock-copolymers of polystyrene extended with DMA (with a  PS-DMA block molar 

mass of 30,000  g/mol) and T6T6T-dimethyl 

• Multiblock-copolymers of polystyrene extended with a mixture of C12 and DMA (with a  

PS-DMA-C12 block molar mass of 30,000 g/mol) and T6T6T-dimethyl 

5.3.1 Synthesis and molecular characterization of [PS-(DMT/DMA)]-T6T6T multiblocks 

5.3.1.1 Synthesis 

Polystyrene-T6T6T block copolymers of low and high molecular weight were prepared. The 

content in hard block (T6T6T unit) was varied from 4 to 24% by replacing T6T6T-dimethyl units 

by a linker (chain extender), e.g. dimethyl terephthalate (DMT), dimethyl adipate (DMA) or a 

mixture of C12 (1,12-dodecanediol) and DMA. By using a linker, materials with similar molecular 

weights and different concentrations of T6T6T can be produced, which would not be possible 

otherwise. Samples with 19 wt% hard block (T6T6T) content were also made without the addition 

of chain extender in order to serve as comparison for our series. The polymers composed only of 
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polystyrene and T6T6T will be referred to as PS-T6T6T, the polymers which also contain 

terephthalate or adipate will be named PS/DMT-T6T6T and PS/DMA-T6T6T, respectively, while 

the ones containing a mixture of C12 and DMA will be named PS/C12/DMA-T6T6T.  
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Figure  5-2. Schematic representation of the synthetic path to polystyrene-T6T6T blocks copolymers. When a 

chain extender (e.g. dimethyl terephthlate) is used, the polystyrene-T6T6T copolymer’s structure can be 

schematized as depicted in squared brackets.  

 

The PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers were prepared by a polyesterification of a diol (α,ω-bis-

hydroxy-polystyrene) with a diester (e.g. T6T6T-dimethyl). The condensation reactions were 

performed in bulk in a two-stage melt process. In the ester interchange stage, the telechelic 

polystyrene, DMT or DMA (where it applies), T6T6T-dimethyl and tetra-alkoxy titanate catalyst 

were charged in a glass reactor and heated at 180 °C under argon for 1 hour, resulting in a 

homogeneous paste. In the polycondensation stage vacuum was applied (200 mtorr) and the 

temperature was gradually increased to 260 °C. The product obtained was purified by 
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‘solubilisation’/precipitation using toluene and methanol for “washing out” most of unreacted 

T6T6T and DMT/DMA. Previous reports[14] mentioned that using NMP solvent during the 

synthesis of the multiblock copolymers is important as it provides a better miscibility of the 

T6T6T and the amorphous segment. As described further on, initially we performed experiments 

in NMP and in toluene and observed that the presence of either of the solvents did not improve the 

miscibility of the building blocks, nor the crystallinity of the copolymers.  

The general synthetic method used for the several segmented block copolymers is depicted in 

Figure  5-2, where are shown, in the parentheses, the multiblock copolymers obtained when only 

telechelic polystyrene and T6T6T-dimethyl are used and, in the tall square brackets, the structures 

obtained when aromatic chain-extenders (e.g. dimethyl terephthalate, DMT) are used. The 

structure of the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers obtained by using other linkers is similar to the 

one of the multiblocks containing terephthalate, the new linker taking the place of the 

terephthalate. We were interested in studying materials with various types of linkers, e.g. short 

aromatic (DMT), short aliphatic (DMA) and long aliphatic (C12), to elucidate the possible 

influence of the nature of the linker on the crystallization behaviour of the hard block. Such an 

influence was described in literature for PPE-T6T6T segmented block copolymers, where a high 

crystallinity could be achieved only after addition of a flexible aliphatic linker such as C12.
[20] 

The syntheses were performed as described in Table  5-1, and the materials obtained from the 

polyesterification reactions were characterized by 1H NMR and viscosimetry for a molecular 

weight evaluation. Unless specified otherwise, for the synthesis of the multiblock copolymers an 

amorphous telechelic α,ω-bis-hydroxypolystyrene starting material with a molecular weight of 

3,400 g/mol and an inherent viscosity of 0.04 dL/g were used (entry 14 in Table 1). The 

theoretical composition of the polymers was calculated from the experimental parameters and also 

determined experimentally by integration of the peaks observed in 1H NMR spectra and from 

infrared measurements, as discussed later on.  
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Table  5-1. The molecular weight and the composition of PS-T6T6T and PS/linker-T6T6T multiblocks 

prepared by polyesterifications in the melt. Except for entry 1, all other samples were made using a PS(OH)2 

(MnGPC = 3,400 g/mol). 

sample     

name

PS(OH)2
a 

(eq)

T6T6T-

dimethyl
a 

(eq)

linker
a
 (eq)

wt%   

PS(OH)2
b [a]

wt% 

T6T6T-

dimethyl         
b [a]

wt% 

linker
 b [a]

Mn HNMR
 c 

(g/mol)
ŋinh 

d
 (dl/g)

series PS-T6T6T

1j 1.0 1.0 0.0 76.0 [75] 24.0 [25] 0.0 7,700 0.22
2 1.0 1.0 0.0 75.0 [74] 25.0 [26] 0.0 7,000 0.20

3e 1.0 1.0 0.0 82.5 [80] 17.5 [20] 0.0 35,800 0.46

4f 1.0 1.0 0.0 83.0 [81] 17.0 [19] 0.0 30,200 0.40

5g 1.0 1.0 0.0 83.0 [81] 17.0 [19] 0.0 31,000 0.41

6h 1.0 1.0 0.06 82.3[81] 17.7 [19] 0.0 53,000 0.34
series PS/DMT-T6T6T

7 1.0 0.5 0.5 88.0 [87] 9.0 [10] 3.0 [3] 36,300 0.54
8 1.0 0.2 0.8 92.0 [91] 4.0 [4] 4.0 [5] 30,000 0.52

series PS/DMA-T6T6T

9 1.0 0.8 0.2 83.5 [83] 15.5 [16] 1 [1] 35,600 0.53
10 1.0 0.5 0.5 87.5 [87] 9.7 [10] 2.8 [2.6] 30,000 0.51
11 1.0 0.2 0.8 91.0 [91] 5.1 [5.5] 3.9 [3.5] 10,200 0.32
12 1.0 0.2 0.8 90.6 [91] 4.0 [4] 5.4 [4] 30,100 0.48

13 0.5 0.5 0.5+ 0.5  i 73.3[ 73]i 17.2 [17.3]i  9.5 [9.3]i - 0.38
starting materials

14 1.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
3,700 

(3,400)k 0.04

15 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 - -

series PS/C12/DMA-T6T6T

 
(a) Calculated composition based on the concentrations of PS(OH)2, T6T6T-dimethyl and linker used in the 

polycondensation reactions. (b) Composition determined by 1H NMR. (c)  Mn NMR is the apparent molecular 

weight determined by comparing the integral of the end-group resonances with those for the backbone ArH for 

samples measured in a mixture of C2D2Cl4 and TFA-d. (d) Measured with Ubbelohde Viscosimeter , CCl4/phenol 

= 50:50,  25°C, c = 0.33 g/dL. (e) Samples made in NMP, without purification. (f) Samples made in toluene, 

without purification (g) Samples made in NMP, with purification. (h) Samples synthesized with a branching 

agent (pentaerythriol) instead of a chain extender. (i) Samples synthesized with 5 wt% C12 and 4 wt% A. (j) 

Samples synthesized with PS(OH)2 (MnGPC = 2,100 g/mol). (k) Values in the brackets are molar masses obtained 

by GPC measurements.  
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PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers 

This set contains PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers that do not comprise a linker (entries 1-6 in 

Table  5-1) and consequently contain a high content of hard block. These copolymers will be used 

as a comparison for the copolymers series, for which the type and amount of linker was varied. 

The maximum number average molecular weights for the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers that 

could be attained were around 30,000 g/mol (as calculated by 1H NMR), which corresponds to an 

inherent viscosity of 0.41 dl/g (as determined by viscosimetry in phenol/tetrachloromethane). The 

isolated yield of this reaction was higher than 90%. The copolymers with a low molecular weight 

(entries 1 and 2) will be compared with the high molecular weight homologues (entries 3-5) 

having an inherent viscosity twice as high as the former, in order to study the influence of the 

length of the non-crystalline phase on the properties of the copolymers (see FTIR and DSC 

analysis part). 

As expected, the reaction time of the polycondensation stage strongly influences the molecular 

weight of the multiblock copolymers. Reaction times of 40 minutes allowed the preparation of 

copolymers of low molecular weight (ηinh = 0.22 dL/g and Mn,HNMR ≈ 7,000 g/mol). The results 

obtained are reproducible and were verified by repeating the synthesis of low molecular weight 

copolymers under identical conditions (entries 1-2). When the reaction time is increased to 4 

hours, copolymers with high molecular weights can be made (entries 3-5), as found with 

viscosimetry (where ηinh ≥ 0.40 dL/g) and 1H NMR (Mn ≥ 30,000 g/mol). These samples show an 

increase in viscosity of about fifteen times as compared to the starting materials. 

Furthermore, the influence of the type of solvent, the influence of heat treatment above the Tm of 

the hard blocks and the influence of post-polymerisation purification on the crystallization of the 

high molecular weight copolymers were investigated. Irrespective of the solvent used for the 

synthesis, either NMP or toluene, high molecular weight copolymers could be made (entries 3-4). 

This result suggests that the degree of ester interchange during the first stage is not influenced by 

the type of solvent. In the second stage, which takes place under vacuum, the crystals of hard 

block are molten at 260 °C as shown by FT-IR spectroscopy, and at this temperature probably the 

PS and T6T6T blocks become at least partly miscible, which allows building up of high molar 

mass copolymers. The samples shown in entries 3 and 4 were submitted to a heat treatment at 300 

°C for 10 minutes at the end of the reaction, followed by an additional treatment of 30 minutes at 

260 °C and were used without purification. Sample 5, made without the heat treatment step at 300 

°C and purified by fractionation using toluene and methanol, also had a high molecular weight 

and the same crystallinity as the previous high molecular weight samples. From experiments 3-5, 

we can conclude that longer reaction times allow the preparation of high viscosity and high 
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molecular weight copolymers, while the type of solvent, the type of heat treatment and the post-

polymerisation purification step do neither influence the building up of molecular weight nor the 

crystallinity of the multiblocks (see crystallization part).  

The sample indicated as entry 6, were prepared by incorporating a very small amount (0.24 wt%) 

of a tetra-functional branching agent, pentaerythriol, into the copolymer. The polymer has a 

T6T6T content of 17 wt% as determined by 1H NMR. It can be noticed that these materials have a 

much lower inherent viscosity as compared to their linear homologues of similar molecular 

weight, which is expected in view of the smaller hydrodynamic volume of branched 

macromolecules in comparison with linear chains of similar molar mass. They also showed a 

somewhat lower brittleness as compared to sample 2. As the amount of pentaerythriol is only 0.24 

wt% we cannot talk about cross-linking in these samples. This is already obvious from the fact 

that the polymer of entry 6 was soluble. 

PS/DMT-T6T6T multiblock copolymers 

The next set (entries 7-8 in Table  5-1) concerns high viscosity PS/DMT-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymers (ηinh ≥ 0.50 dL/g) with a content of T6T6T varying from 4 to 10 wt% as determined 

by 1H NMR. The concentration of the T6T6T block was varied by replacing some of these blocks 

by a terephthalate residue. The molecular weight characterization of these polymers was done 

with 1H NMR spectroscopy and viscosimetry. The calculation of the molecular weight by 1H 

NMR should be done with care, due to an overlap of the peaks characteristic for the chain-ends 

and peaks of the polystyrene backbone. Nevertheless, for the samples analysed, the trends in 

molecular weight determined by 1H NMR correspond well to the trends obtained from 

viscosimetry.  

PS/DMA-T6T6T multiblock copolymers 

The samples of the next series (entries 9-12 in Table  5-1) were prepared in the same way as the 

previous ones, with the difference that for varying the content of the T6T6T block a short 

aliphatic linker, viz. adipate was used. The observed trend in molecular weight as calculated from 

the 1H NMR integration is in agreement with the trend in viscosity values obtained, as shown in 

Table  5-1. The polymers have an amount of T6T6T block varying from 4 to 16 wt%. The 

molecular weights calculated from the 1H NMR spectra (see Appendix  5-C) show values around 

30,000 g/mol and the intrinsic viscosities of the samples are around 0.5 dL/g. Sample 11, which 

has a lower molecular weight, was prepared using a shorter reaction time (1 h) and will be used 

for comparing the crystallization behaviour of low and high molecular weight segmented 

copolymers.   
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PS/C12/DMA-T6T6T multiblock copolymers 

The sample indicated as entry 13 has a relatively high viscosity (ηinh = 0.38 dL/g), a high content 

of T6T6T block (17 wt%) and the highest content in linker (9.5 wt % in total) among all samples 

presented. As linker, a mixture of 5 wt% long chain aliphatic diol, viz. 1,12-dodecanediol and 4 

wt% dimethyl adipate was used. This sample represents an interesting example of a copolymer 

made by reacting equimolar ratios of diols and diesters, which can be translated into a 50:50 

probability that a PS(OH)2 will react with an aliphatic diester (DMA) and, correspondingly, that 

the tetra-amide will attach to an aliphatic diolate unit. This results in an enhanced flexibility 

around the rigid PS and T6T6T, which could positively influence the crystallization of the T6T6T 

segments. It will be interesting to compare this sample with samples made in the absence of 

linkers, as it will be shown in the DSC analysis part. 

5.3.1.2 Molecular characterization  

The molecular composition and the molar ratio of the different segments of the PS-T6T6T 

multiblock copolymers can be accurately determined from the integration of spectra obtained 

from 1H NMR and FTIR. The compositions calculated via these two techniques give similar 

values. Here, we describe firstly the determination of the copolymers’ composition by 1H NMR, 

and then by infrared spectroscopy. 
1
H NMR 

The PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers consist of two segments of different polarities, i.e. an 

apolar polystyrene segment extended with a terephthalate and a polar T6T6T segment. Due to 

their amphiphilic character, the PS-T6T6T copolymers can only be solubilised in a mixture of 

polar and apolar solvents for 1H NMR analysis. We found that a mixture C2D2Cl4 with a few 

drops of TFA-d at RT allows total solubilisation of the sample, making it possible to perform the 

NMR measurement.iv As it is not possible to determine the exact configuration of the block-

copolymer chains, Figure  5-3 schematically represents a possible structure of the PS-T6T6T block 

copolymers. Figure  5-4 represents a stack-plot of the 1H NMR spectra of the PS-T6T6T block 

copolymers containing different DMT and T6T6T ratios. Knowing that all the segments used in 

the polycondensation reaction (PS(OH)2, DMT/DMA/C12, T6T6T-dimethyl) are difunctional, we 

expect that each polystyrene is linked to one DMT/DMA/C12 or T6T6T-dimethyl on either side, 

thereby building up an alternating (polystyrene-DMT/DMA/C12)-T6T6T multiblock copolymer.  

                                                 
iv The samples have also been measured in a mixture of CDCl3 and TFA-d at 38 ºC. It appeared that in this solvent 
mixture only the low molecular weight chains could be dissolved and therefore the molecular weight calculated were 
half the ones calculated for samples measured in C2D2Cl4 and TFA at RT. It is possible that the high molecular chains 
gelate in the CDCl3 /TFA  mixture, as by a visual examination the samples dissolved in both solvents were completely 
transparent. 
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Figure  5-3. Schematic representation of a (PS/DMT)-T6T6T multiblock copolymer. 

 

 
Figure  5-4. 

1
H NMR spectra (C2D2Cl4, TFA-d, RT) of high molecular weight PS/DMT-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymers represented schematically in Scheme 5-3. The samples contain different concentrations of T6T6T, 

DMT and polystyrene segments and correspond to the following entries given in Table 5-1: A-entry5, B-entry7 

and C-entry8. Signal assignments are given in the text.  

 

As shown in Figure  5-4, the methylene groups of PS and T6T6T appear overlapped in the region 

of 0.8-2.4 ppm, Therefore these peaks cannot be used for the molecular weight determination of 

the copolymers. Instead, for a quantitative evaluation of the block copolymer’s segments, the 

methylene of T6T6T connected to NHCO (3.30 ppm), the methyl groups at the chain end (4.0 

ppm) and the aromatic groups of the polystyrene (6.2-7.4 ppm) can be used. The phenyl groups of 

the terephthalate group in the polymer (7.7 ppm) overlap slightly with the phenyl groups of 

T6T6T in the region 7.4-8.2 ppm. Therefore, the number of protons corresponding to the 

terephthalate is obtained after subtraction of the T6T6T phenylene protons resonating in the 

integrated region.  

The end groups of the multiblock copolymers A, B and C in Figure  5-4 (entries 5, 7 and 8 in 

Table 1, respectively) are either methyl ester groups (COOCH3), originating from a DMT or 

T6T6T segment, or alcohol end groups (CH2OH) arising from a hydroxy-polystyrene. Although 
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1H NMR spectroscopy is generally a convenient method to determine the overall polymer 

composition and molecular weight, peak overlap can severely hamper an accurate determination. 

In the 1H NMR spectra, the end groups (OCH3, 4.06 ppm; CH2OH, 4.03 ppm) overlap with 

polystyrene’s methylene, connected to the oxygen of the ester bond formed with DMT or T6T6T 

(PS-CH2-CH2-O-CO-T6T6T/DMT, 4.12 ppm).  

 

 
Figure  5-5. Parts of the 

1
H NMR spectra of PS/DMT-T6T6T multiblock copolymers, analysed in C2D2Cl4 with 

few TFA-d drops. The sample contains 17 wt% T6T6T and correspond to entry 5 given in Table  5-1. Signal 

assignments are given in the text.  

 

A deconvolution of the end-groups region was made (Figure  5-5) for the range 3.60-4.20 ppm, 

giving the Gaussian fit as two main peaks: one sharp and tall peak at 4.06 ppm, representing the 

methyl end-group, and one smaller and broader peak at 4.12 ppm, representing the polystyrene’s 

methylene connected to the oxygen of the ester bond formed with T6T6T. Upon deconvolution, 

the area under each peak could be calculated, which allows a rough estimation of the end-groups 

quantification. As the separation of the peak corresponding to the alcohol end-group at 4.03 ppm 

was not possible using the deconvolution, the peaks corresponding to alcoholic chain ends were 

ignored and instead, the assumption that all the end groups are methylic was made. This 

assumption should result in the calculation of a multiblock copolymer molecular weight which is 

slightly higher than the real mass.   

The composition and molar mass of the multiblock copolymers obtained by 1H NMR and the 

inherent viscosity determined by viscosimetry are joined in Table  5-1. The Mn trends of the 

multiblock copolymers determined by 1H NMR was comparable with the trends obtained by 

viscosimetry (see Table 5-1).  
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The 1H NMR spectra of the PS/DMA-T6T6T copolymers are relatively similar to those recorded 

for the PS/DMT-T6T6T samples. In the 1H NMR, the peaks characteristic for the methylene of 

dimethyl adipate are located at 3.7-4.0 ppm (Appendix  5-C). 

The segmented block copolymers were also characterized by 13C NMR and an example of the 

spectra recorded is shown in Appendix  5-B. For comparison reasons, a spectrum of the telechelic 

bis-hydroxy polystyrene was also added. As shown in Figure A  5-3, figures A and B, the peak 

characteristic for the methylene carbon (CH2-OH) of the telechelic polystyrene at 60.5 ppm is 

absent in the polystyrene-T6T6T multiblock copolymers. Instead, a new peak characteristic for 

the newly formed ester bond appears at 66 ppm. The absence of CH2OH resonances indicates that 

most of the pre-polymers reacted with T6T6T-dimethyl. An increase of the inherent viscosity of 

the copolymers of about ten times as compared to the starting pre-polymers suggests also that the 

pre-polymers reacted. Additional proof of covalent bonding between PS(OH)2 and the tetra-amide 

block is derived from an increase of the Tg of the copolymers with more than 20 ºC with respect to 

the corresponding pre-polymers (see DSC section).  

FT-IR at room temperature 

The amount of the T6T6T incorporated into PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers was evaluated by 

IR spectroscopy performed at room temperature. For identifying the peaks corresponding to each 

segment, parts of the FT-IR spectra (1400-1750 cm-1) of neat T6T6T-dimethyl and neat telechelic 

bishydroxy-polystyrene are shown in Figure  5-6. The comparison between neat starting materials 

(left-hand side) and copolymers (right-hand side), showed that the T6T6T hard block was 

incorporated into the copolymers. The polystyrene bands are clearly visible at 1600 cm-1 (CH 

stretching) and also at 1500 and 1450 cm-1 (CH2 stretching). In the spectrum showing the 

copolymer, apart from the polystyrene peaks, new bands characteristic for the T6T6T segment 

appear at 1720 cm-1 (ester C=O stretch), at 1626 cm-1 (C=O stretching band referred to as amide I 

band) and at 1534 cm-1 (NH bend band referred to as the amide II band).  

The FT-IR spectrum of the PS-T6T6T copolymers shows clearly that both PS and T6T6T are 

present in the samples. Further on, we will discuss the quantification of the amount of T6T6T 

present in each sample, as well as the crystallinity of samples described in Table  5-1. The earlier 

mentioned observation, viz. that the inherent viscosity has increased by roughly a factor ten after 

polymerisation, confirms that the product is not a physical mixture of the PS and the T6T6T 

segments. 
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Figure  5-6. FT-IR spectra of starting materials (left-hand side), where neat T6T6T-dimethyl (dotted line) and 

neat PS(OH)2 (solid line) are shown. The right-hand side figure shows the FT-IR spectrum of a PS-T6T6T 

copolymer with 17 wt% of T6T6T segment. The spectra were recorded at RT.   

 

The amount of T6T6T hard segment present in the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers can be 

quantified by correlating the relative intensities of the T6T6T absorptions to a calibration curve 

(Figure  5-7). The calibration curve was constructed using mixtures of T6T6T and PS(OH)2 in 

different ratios and by plotting the ratio value of the peak intensities of T6T6T (amide II, 1534 

cm-1) of the T6T6T-dimethyl and the secondary PS-carbon (1600 cm-1) of PS(OH)2. From the 

trend line calculated by the least square method, the ratio value obtained from FT-IR analysis is 

matched to the arbitrary T6T6T content. 
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Figure  5-7. Calibration curve for T6T6T content in PS(OH)2/T6T6T-dimethyl solution blend.  

 

By using the IR calibration curve described above, the percentage of T6T6T segment incorporated 

into the polystyrene-T6T6T copolymer was calculated and the values obtained are shown in Table 

 5-2. 

We found that the amount of T6T6T incorporated into the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers is 

slightly lower than the theoretical values based on the initial segment ratio used for the synthesis. 

For instance, when no dimethyl terephthalate is used (entry 2, Table  5-2) a 50:50 ratio of PS(OH)2 

and T6T6T-dimethyl is expected to give a 19% content of T6T6T in the copolymer composition. 
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Instead, a value of 16.8% of T6T6T present is observed, probably due to an imperfect baseline. 

Nevertheless, the percentages of T6T6T determined by FT-IR measurements are in good 

agreement with the ones obtained by 1H NMR, showing a T6T6T block content varying from 4 to 

23 wt%.  

 

Table  5-2. The composition of T6T6T units in the polystyrene-T6T6T copolymers determined by FT-IR. The 

sample names correspond to the ones given in Table  5-1. All samples were made using a PS(OH)2 (MnGPC = 

3,400 g/mol). 

sample     

name

PS(OH)2
a 

(eq)

T6T6T-

dimethyl
a 

(eq)

linker
a
 (eq)

Mn HNMR
d 

(g/mol)
ŋinh

e
 (dl/g)

wt%             

T6T6T-

dimethyl
a

wt%           

T6T6T-

dimethyl
b[c]

series PS-T6T6T

1* 1.0 1.0 0.0 7,700 0.22 25.0 23.0 [24.0]
5 1.0 1.0 0.0 31,000 0.41 19.0 16.8 [17.0]

6e 1.0 1.0 0.06 53,000 0.34 19.0 17.7 [18.0]
series PS/DMT-T6T6T

7 1.0 0.5 0.5 36,300 0.54 10.0 8.5 [9.0]
8 1.0 0.2 0.8 30,000 0.52 4.0 4.0 [4.0]

series PS/DMA-T6T6T

9 1.0 0.8 0.2 35,600 0.53 16.0 15.5 [16.3]
10 1.0 0.5 0.5 30,000 0.51 10.0 9.7 [10.2]
11 1.0 0.2 0.8 10,200 0.32 5.0 5.1 [6.0]
12 1 0.2 0.8 30,100 0.48 4.0 4.0 [5.2]

13 0.5 0.5 0.5+ 0.5  g - 0.38 17.3 16.8[17.2]

series PS/C12/DMA-T6T6T

 
(a) Expected composition based on the concentrations of PS(OH)2, T6T6T-dimethyl and linker used in the 

polycondensation reactions. (b)  Composition determined by FT-IR. (c) Composition determined by 1H NMR. (d) 

Average molecular weight calculated from 1H NMR. (e) Inherent viscosity determined with an Ubbelohde- type 0a 

capillary at 25 ºC. (g) Samples synthesized with 5 wt% C12 and 4 wt% DMA. * Samples synthesized with a branching 

agent (pentaerythriol) instead of a linker. 

  

5.3.2 Thermal stability of multiblock copolymers 

The thermal stability of PS/(DMT)-T6T6T copolymers was determined using Thermo-

Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). In Figure  5-8, entries 1, 2, 5 and 6 listed in Table  5-4 are compared, 

and the influence of various amounts of the hard T6T6T block on the thermal stability of the 

multiblock copolymer is assessed. The TGA measurements were performed in dynamic mode 

under nitrogen flow. 

These results show that no significant weight loss occurs up to 340 °C for the polymers analysed.  

It seems that no significant change in the thermal stability is observed with changing the 

composition of the copolymers. 
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Figure  5-8. TGA analysis for PS/(DMT)-T6T6T copolymers with various hard block contents, described in 

Table  5-4: entries 1, 2, 5 and 6. The measurements were performed in dynamic mode using a heating rate of 10 

°C /min, under N2 atmosphere. 

 

When comparing the traces of neat polystyrene, PS-T6T6T and PS-DMT (a DMT-extended 

PS(OH)2, see Chapter 4), it can be noticed that by introducing ester bonds into the polystyrene 

backbone, the thermal stability of the samples decreases with less than 10 ºC (Figure  5-9). When 

comparing the traces of the PS/(DMT)-T6T6T with a PS-DMT copolymer that does not contain 

any T6T6T block, only a difference of about 2 ºC is observed.  

 
PSbisOH

PS-DMT copolymer

PST6T6T copolymer

 
Figure  5-9. Comparative TGA plot for neat PS(OH)2 (Mn = 3,400 g/mol), PS-DMT copolymer (Mn = 40,000  

g/mol) and PS-T6T6T copolymer (Mn = 31,000 g/mol). The measurements were performed in dynamic mode 

using a heating rate of 10 °C /min, under N2 atmosphere. 

 

Nevertheless, this slight decrease is not harmful as the processing temperature for these materials 

will be below 340 ºC. The conclusion from the thermal analysis data, in combination with the 

observed maximum melting points of the T6T6T blocks, is that compression moulding of the 

synthesized segmented copolymers for mechanical testing should be possible without thermal 

degradation. 
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5.3.3 Crystallization behaviour of multiblock copolymers 

Due to the presence of readily crystallizable monodisperse tetra-amide segments, the PS-T6T6T 

multiblock copolymers are expected to crystallize fast and form ribbon-like structures as was 

previously reported throughout the work of Gaymans et al. An accurate characterization of the 

crystallization behaviour and crystalline morphology of these multiblock copolymers was carried 

out with several techniques, namely Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA, for 

determination of the thermal stability of the crystals), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC, 

for evaluation of the crystalline content in the multiblocks), FT-IR at high temperatures, Small-

angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM).  

5.3.3.1 DMTA 

The thermo-mechanical properties of the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers were studied by 

DMTA. For the segmented PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T copolymers exhibiting a DSC melting point, 

two transitions are expected: the glass transition of the amorphous polystyrene segments around 

100-110 ºC and the melting transition of the semi-crystalline T6T6T blocks between 250 and 300 

ºC.  

In Table  5-3, all results obtained from the DMTA measurements are summarized. The reference 

numbers in the table correspond to the ones given in Table  5-1. Additionally, for comparison 

sample 18 is included, which represents neat polystyrene of molar mass similar to the 

PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T multiblock copolymers analysed. In view of a pronounced brittleness, the 

PS(OH)2 pre-polymers and also the copolymers of PS(OH)2 and merely a DMT/DMA linker, 

having an inherent viscosity ~ 0.4 dL/g and made without T6T6T, could not be moulded into 

films for a DMTA analysis. Therefore, the neat PS indicated as entry 16 will be used as a 

reference material. It should be emphasized that above the Tg, neat PS is elongating, causing the 

apparatus to stop automatically, whereas the multiblock copolymers could be measured until the 

modulus reached 0 MPa, evidencing a more coherent material.  
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Table  5-3. DMTA data of PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T multiblock copolymers. All samples were made using a 

PS(OH)2 (MnGPC = 3,400 g/mol). 

 

sample     

name
ŋinh 

c
 (dl/g)

 T6T6T-

dimethyl
 a 

(wt%)

Tg
DSC                    

(°C) 

Tm
DSC                    

(°C) 

Tg
DMTA                    

(°C) 

Tflow
DMTA                    

(°C) 

3 0.41 17.0 108 - 112 135

6b 0.34 17.7 110 - 114 182

7 0.54 9.0 112 252 111 142
8 0.52 4.0 111 281 110 135

9 0.53 15.5 109 - 108 143
11 0.32 5.1 100 288 101 117

16d 0.38 - N/A - 73 -

series PS-T6T6T

series PS/DMT-T6T6T

series PS/DMA-T6T6T

neat materials

 
(a) Composition determined by 1H NMR. (b) Samples synthesized with a branching agent (pentaerythriol) instead of a 
linker. (c) Inherent viscosity determined with an Ubbelohde-type 0a capillary at 25 ºC. (d) Neat PS (Mn ≈ 50,000 
g/mol). Tg (DMTA) = The temperature at the G" peak maximum. Tflow (DMTA) = Temp at which G' reaches 1 MPa. 
 

The Tg of the amorphous phase indeed appears around 110 ºC, which is in accordance with the 

values obtained for the glass transitions measured by DSC. As the molecular weight of the 

multiblock copolymers analysed is above the critical molecular weight, the glass transitions 

observed by DMTA and DSC have a similar value of around 110 ºC.  

The flow temperature as measured by DMTA (Tflow) for PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymers was found to increase only moderately with the content of T6T6T, and even the 

segmented copolymers exhibiting a clear melting transition between 250 and 290 ºC in the DSC 

(vide infra) already start to flow around 140 ºC (see Table  5-4).  These findings are quite 

surprising considering the DMTA results for other T6T6T copolymers,[8,14,5] as a pronounced 

rubbery plateau is expected, together with flow temperatures above 250 ºC, brought in by the 

strength of the T6T6T crystals. It appears that the low Tflow values and the absence of a clear 

rubber plateau even at tetra-amide contents as high as 17 wt%, points to poor quality T6T6T 

‘crystals’. The exception is the branched copolymer, for which the Tflow is increased up to 180 ºC 

due to a kind of network stabilization given by the presence of small amount of branches. In order 

to fully understand the remarkable observation that Tflow values derived from the DMTA traces for 

the multiblock copolymers are much lower than the melting points obtained from DSC (vide 

infra), the morphology of the materials studied should be known. Gaymans and co-workers 

published at least four segmented copolymer systems based on uniform T6T6T blocks and 

amorphous blocks of the following types: PTMO, PPE, PC and PSU. For all these systems, in 

which the T6T6T blocks are reasonably compatible with the T6T6T blocks (Note: all these blocks 
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are e.g. soluble in molten ε-caprolactam, whereas PS is not), the T6T6T blocks are claimed not to 

show premature macro- and micro-phase separation and therefore being able to crystallize in the 

form of ribbons consisting of stacked T6T6T segments. The ribbon formation induces a kind of 

crystalline network in the matrix of the non-crystalline blocks, and therefore keeps the modulus 

relatively high until the melting point of these ribbons, which can be considered as high quality 

crystals. However, for rigid PPE and PC copolymers the ribbon structure was only assumed based 

on the AFM results on PTMO copolymers,[5] and no microscopy investigations were performed 

for these copolymers.   

Further on, it will be shown that in the less compatible PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers these 

crucial ribbons are not formed (see morphology section). On the contrary, in the PS-T6T6T 

systems the T6T6T blocks connected to PS form weak crystallites and are rather ordered into a 

mixture of rather small spheroids and larger crystalline lamellar domains, but no (semi-) 

continuous network of ribbons of high quality T6T6T crystals is formed. It is very well possible 

that because the miscibility of PS and T6T6T segments is quite poor, these blocks phase separate 

into a PS-rich and a T6T6T-rich phase through liquid-liquid demixing, followed by partial 

crystallization of the polyamide blocks, as in the case of polyurethanes.[15] The values of Tflow are 

strongly dependent on the crystalline thickness, the crystallinity and the crystalline/amorphous 

phase interactions. Whether the desired morphology can be obtained with even lower molar mass 

PS blocks, less prone to phase separate from the T6T6T blocks, was not investigated in this study. 

The drawback of incorporating even shorter PS blocks is that the Tg would most probably be 

much lower than the desired 100-110 ºC.  

 

        
Figure  5-10. Storage modulus for high viscosity PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers presented in Table  5-3, 

prepared in absence (entry 3) or presence of DMT linker (entries 7 and 8) or DMA linker (entries 9 and 10). 

The neat PS (Mn = 50,000 g/mol) trace of similar viscosity is added for comparison and the composition of the 

samples is mentioned in the legend corresponding to each figure.  
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Figure  5-10 compares samples having high molecular weights and various T6T6T contents. 

Generally, the multiblock copolymers have better thermo-mechanical stability than the 

corresponding neat PS of similar molecular weight, due to the reinforcing effect of the semi-

crystalline phase. However, the absence of the earlier mentioned ‘ribbon-network’ and the 

existence of relatively weak crystals (observable as somewhat ordered regions in FT-IR (vide 

infra) but most of the time not showing a clear melting peak in a DSC run) cause the crystalline 

network to collapse around 140 ºC. This means that by connecting T6T6T segments to PS 

segments, the ultimate temperature use of these materials augments with around 70 ºC, as 

compared to neat PS of similar length. This experimentally observed increase in the end-use 

temperature is still lower than it would be expected based on the formation of a ribbon-based 

network, as observed in other tetra-amide systems, e.g. up to 180 ºC for PTMO-T6T6T segmented 

copolymers,[9] 88 ºC for PC-T6T6T,[3] 74 ºC for PPE/2T/C12-T6T6T[14] and 34 ºC for PPE-

T6T6T.[10] Therefore, the existence of weak crystals observed in the morphology section fully 

supports the observed DMTA behaviour.   

Here we briefly come back to the earlier-mentioned interesting behaviour observed for PS-T6T6T 

multiblock copolymers which are slightly branched (sample 6), prepared by incorporating traces 

(0.24 wt %) of a branching agent. Although the number average molecular weights are 

comparable, the intrinsic viscosity of the branched sample (0.34 dL/g) is lower than that of the 

non-cross-linked sample (0.41 dL/g), which is typical for branched polymers.[21] As shown in 

Figure  5-11, the branched copolymers show a rubbery plateau and a Tflow at 180 ºC, which is much 

higher than the flow temperature found for linear multiblock copolymers. This is probably due to 

a stabilization of the polymeric network brought in by the existence of branches, which partly 

compensate for the lack of entanglements in the low molecular weight PS phase. When comparing 

the branched copolymers with non-branched systems of similar T6T6T content, an increase of 

about 60 ºC in the Tflow can be observed. Moreover, these branched copolymers showed an 

increase in the flow temperature of about 130 ºC as compared to the pure PS of similar molar 

mass.  
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Figure  5-11. Storage modulus for high viscosity PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers with 17 wt% T6T6T hard 

block and linear or branched architecture (entries 3 and 6 in Table  5-3). The neat PS trace of similar viscosity 

(Mn = 50,000 g/mol) and a neat commercial PS (Mn=200,000 g/mol) are added for comparison. 

 

It should be noted that for polystyrene to attain a structure stabilized through entanglements, the 

minimum molecular weight necessary is around 180,000 g/mol, which can be translated into 

about 9 entanglements per chain. In our case though, the molecular weight of the copolymers is 

roughly estimated to be 40,000 g/mol, implying polymers with one or two entanglements per PS 

macromolecule, and therefore the modest increase in the thermal-mechanical properties is mainly 

due to the presence of associating T6T6T segments, which act as a kind of ‘sticky blocks’, partly 

compensating the loss of physical entanglements resulting from the significant molar mass 

reduction.  

Figure  5-11 shows clearly that the incorporation of T6T6T units into the polystyrenic chains (e.g. 

by preparing multiblock copolymers) results in an increase in thermal stability in terms of the 

thermo-mechanical properties, not only in comparison with pure homopolymers of similar masses 

but also compared to commercial homopolystyrene with Mw ≈ 200,000 g/mol.  

5.3.3.2 DSC 

Further characterization of the melting and crystallization behaviour of multiblock copolymers 

was done by DSC, and the data collected are presented in Table  5-4. The PS-T6T6T copolymers 

were prepared with the T6T6T content varying from 4 to 24%. The T6T6T content was changed 

by partly replacing T6T6T-dimethyl with linkers such as DMT, DMA or a mixture of DMA and a 

long, flexible aliphatic di-alcohol, viz. C12. The copolymers were made by a melt polymerization 

and had relatively high inherent viscosities (0.22-0.53 dL/g). Depending on the composition of the 

amorphous PS segment, two or three characteristic transitions were observed for high and low 

molecular weight PS-T6T6T copolymers, respectively.  
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The first transition can be assigned to the Tg of the polystyrene segment, which is observed to be 

around 100 ºC in all the multiblock copolymers. As seen in Figure  5-12 and in Table  5-4, the 

copolymers show an increase of Tg of about 20 ºC as compared to the neat polystyrene starting 

material, which is attributed to the build up in the total molecular weight of the polystyrene phase. 

Furthermore, it is also observed that the variation of the composition of the copolymer does not 

affect the Tg. Similar findings were reported for PPE-2T/C12/T6T6T copolymers.[14] 
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Table  5-4.  DSC results for [PS(DMT/DMA)]-T6T6T multiblock copolymers prepared in presence or absence 

of a linker. All DSC values presented are taken from the first heating run, recorded at a rate of 20 ºC under 

argon atmosphere. Except for entry 1, all other samples were made using a PS(OH)2 (MnGPC = 3,400 g/mol). 

1
st
 heat 2

nd
 heat 1

st 
heat 2

nd 
heat

1* 0.22 24.0 0.0 103 256 8.6 267 276 4.5 6.6 17.0 12

2 0.20 25.0 0.0 92 256 9.4 266 265 6.3 8.9 21.9 10

3 0.41 17.0 0.0 108 - - - - - - - -

4 0.46 17.5 0.0 100 - - - - - - - -

5 0.40 17.0 0.0 99 - - - - - - - -

6c 0.34 17.7 0.0 110 - - 254 250 1.2 0.5 4.4 -

7 0.54 9.0 3.0 112 241 1.0 259 260 1.3 0.9 8.9 19

8 0.52 4.0 4.0 111 258 2.3 280 280 1.0 0.6 15.4 22

9 0.53 15.5 1.0 109 - - - - - - - -

10 0.51 9.7 2.8 105 - - 288 - 0.9 - 5.7 -

11 0.32 5.1 3.9 100 230 0.2 288 - 2.2 - 26.6 58

12 0.48 4.0 5.4 102 - - 282 - 1.1 - 17.0 -

13 0.38 17.2 9.5d 98 253 3.0 283 280 14.5 3.0 52.6 30

14 0.04 0.0 0.0 79 - - - - - - - -
15 - 100.0 0.0 - 299 53.6 288 330 162.2 40.0 100.0 -

series PS/DMT-T6T6T

series PS/DMA-T6T6T

starting materials

series PS/C12/DMA-T6T6T

Tg                

(°C) 

Tc                 

(°C) 

∆Hc  

(J/g) 

series PS-T6T6T

sample     

name
ŋinh

d
 (dl/g)

 T6T6T-

dimethyl
a 

(wt%)

 linker
a 

(wt%) Χ (%)
b Tm-Tc

Tm                                     

(°C)  

∆Hm                                        

(J/g) 

 
(a) Composition determined by HNMR. (b) Degree of crystallinity of T6T6T segments calculated based on 

enthalpy of fusion value of 162 J/g for a fully crystallized segment and corrected for the weight% T6T6T. [5] (c) 

Samples synthesized with a branching agent (pentaerythriol) instead of a linker. (d) Samples synthesized with a 

mixture of 5 wt% C12 and 4 wt% A. * Samples synthesized with PS(OH)2 (Mn GPC = 2,100g/mol, Tg = 58.4 °C). 
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Figure  5-12. DSC thermogram for telechelic prepolymer PS(OH)2 (Mn = 3,400 g/mol, ninh = 0.04 dL/g, Tg =  78 

ºC). The measurement was performed under argon atmosphere (first heating, heating rate 10 °C/min). 

 

For all the series of PS-T6T6T copolymers with low and high viscosity (Figure  5-13 - Figure 

 5-17), a second endotherm is observed between 130 and 200 ºC, which is attributed to the 

disruption of domains with a limited short-range order or to the non-crystallized hard segment. 

Similar behaviour was reported for PPE/DMT-T6T6T copolymers,[5] where the loss modulus (G”) 

measured by DMTA showed a shoulder at ~ 130 ºC that increased with increasing the T6T6T 

content. This shoulder was attributed to the presence of T6T6T incorporated into the amorphous 

PPE phase and to the smaller/imperfect crystals that melt at lower temperature than the larger size 

crystallites. Other similar results were shown with SAXS and DSC for segmented polyurethane 

consisting of methylenediphenylisocyanate-butanediol (MDI-BD) hard segments and 

polypropyleneoxide soft segments.[16,17] In this case, two distinct endotherms were observed; a 

high temperature endotherm attributed to microcrystalline hard domains and a lower temperature 

endotherm assigned to the onset of the micro-domain melting of crystallites of smaller size or 

“non-crystalline” hard and soft segments.  

The third transition, between 240 and 290 °C, can be attributed to the melting of microcrystallites 

of the hard polyamide segment. As reported previously the Tm value is dependent on the type of 

amorphous segment. The T6T6T units in segmented block copolymers with poly(tetramethylene 

oxide) (2,900 g/mol) displayed a Tm  of 220 °C,[5] whereas in segmented copolymers with 

poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene ether) (3,100 g/mol) a Tm  of 270 °C[19] and in segmented copolymers 

with polycarbonate (13,850 g/mol) a Tm  of  270- 280 °C was found, respectively.[3] 

The melting transitions of polystyrene-T6T6T copolymers in DSC are between 240-289 °C and 

are similar to the ones obtained for PC-T6T6T and PPE-T6T6T copolymers. The existence of 

different Tm values is probably due to crystalline domains of different sizes and/or anisotropic 

order. The crystallinity of the amide segments in the [polystyrene (DMA/DMT)]-T6T6T 

multiblocks as determined with DSC was up to ~ 27 % (with respect to the amount of polyamide 

present). However, the calculation of crystallinity from the DSC thermograms seems quite 

complex for polystyrene-tetraamide copolymers, as will be discussed further on. 
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Series PS-T6T6T 

The copolymers forming the PS-T6T6T set were synthesised in the absence of a linker (DMT or 

DMA), and the reaction time in the polycondensation stage was varied in order to obtain 

multiblock copolymers with low and high viscosity.  

As seen in Figure  5-13, the DSC thermograms of the low viscosity copolymers (ηinh ≈ 0.2 dL/g) 

show a glass transition temperature at 103 °C, which correspond to the Tg of the amorphous 

polystyrene phase. The low viscosity samples also show a strong Tm at 265 °C due to the melting 

of the crystalline T6T6T phase, and a small endotherm around 200 °C, given probably from the 

melting of weak, imperfect crystals present in the PS matrix. Both low viscosity samples (entries 

1 and 2) show similar thermal behaviour, from which we can conclude that using a PS(OH)2 of Mn 

GPC = 2,100 g/mol or Mn GPC = 3,400 g/mol does not affect the crystallinity of the copolymers.  

    
Figure  5-13. DSC thermograms for low molecular weight PS-T6T6T copolymers (Table  5-4, entry 1). All 

measurements were performed with a heating rate of 20 °C/min under argon atmosphere. The curves shown 

represent (from top to bottom) 1
st
 heating, 2

nd
 heating and cooling. 

 

The DSC traces of the high viscosity PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers (entries 3-5 in Table 4, 

like the low viscosity multiblock copolymer entry 2 based on PS segments of 3,400 g/mol) show 

only a glass transition at around 100 °C, while the melting temperature is completely absent. The 

Tm  was absent in these high viscosity samples even after thermal treatments such as annealing 

below the expected melting temperature for 30 minutes or a very slow cooling with a rate of 1 

°C/min (Figure  5-14; graphs C, D and E).  
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Figure  5-14. DSC thermograms for high molecular weight PS-T6T6T copolymers made in absence of linker as 

shown in Table  5-4: (A) sample 3, (B) sample 4, (C) sample 5, (D) sample 5 annealed at 250 ºC for 30’, (E) 

sample 5 cooled at 1 ºC/min. All measurements were performed with a heating rate of 20 °C/min under argon 

atmosphere. The curves shown represent (from top to bottom) 1
st
 heating, 2

nd
 heating and cooling. 

 

We also checked whether the crystallization behaviour of the high molecular weight PS-T6T6T 

copolymers could be influenced by using different solvents in the synthetic step (toluene or 

NMP), or by adding a high temperature treatment at 300 ºC, or by performing a post-

polymerisation purification (see experimental section). Considering the absence of a melting 

endotherm in the DSC traces A, B and C in Figure  5-14, and the high Tg and viscosity of these 

samples (pointing to an increase in the molar mass of copolymer vs. starting telechelic PS(OH)2), 

we can conclude that none of the factors above mentioned (regarding the preparation of 

multiblock copolymers), has any influence on the crystallinity of the final product.  

It should be emphasized that in contradiction with the absence of a melting endotherm in DSC for 

the high viscosity copolymers, the FT-IR spectroscopy performed at various temperatures gives a 

clear shift from a (supposed) ordered crystalline to an amorphous polyamide phase at high 

temperature, affording a calculated “crystallinity” up to 50 % (see next section, Figure  5-19). The 

fact that higher ‘crystallinity’ values are obtained by FT-IR (pointing to a state of higher order 

than the pure amorphous state), is due to a lower sensitivity of the DSC analysis, for which 

several influencing parameters such as the length, stiffness and mobility of the amorphous phase 

need to be taken into account. However, one should realize that FT-IR measurements cannot 
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distinguish between crystalline regions with higher or lower degree of ordering, crystal size (small 

or big), stable or imperfect crystals. The observed order in FT-IR may still exhibit a lower degree 

of organization than characteristic of real crystalline domains. This explains why sometimes a 

melting endotherm is not detected in a DSC run, indicating that the degree of ordering is rather 

limited and that the organization of the ‘crystals’ seems to be poor, which implies that these 

‘crystalline’ regions may be rather weak. This is in agreement with the DMTA results, where no 

rubbery plateau could be detected, not even for samples showing a melting enthalpy in DSC, and 

also with the SAXS patterns, which reveal the existence of rather small and weak domains with a 

higher order.  

In full agreement, literature reports[19] show that for PPE/C12-T6T6T copolymers, an increase in 

the inherent viscosity from 0.41 to 0.52 dl/g causes a decrease in crystallinity of the T6T6T phase 

of 10%. The PS-T6T6T copolymers have a more significant increase in viscosity, namely from 

0.20-0.22 dl/g for low viscous copolymers to 0.4-0.5 dl/g for high viscous copolymers, which can 

explain an even more pronounced drop in crystallinity.  

Series PS/DMT-T6T6T 

By using a short aromatic linker such as dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) in combination with 

T6T6T, the content of hard segment in the copolymers could be varied between 4 and 9 wt%, 

while keeping the total molecular weight of copolymer virtually constant. As shown in Table  5-4 

and Figure  5-15, the crystallinity of the hard block in the copolymers increased with increasing 

amount of linker (up to 4 wt%) and with decreasing the concentration of the hard block, 

respectively.  

From these data we can infer that, by adding small amounts of linker, the crystallization of the 

hard block is improved, probably due to an enhanced flexibility of the polymeric chains. 

However, we have no additional morphology data available for sample 8, which could be 

compared with the DSC values.  
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A

   

B

 
Figure  5-15. DSC thermograms for high molecular weight PS/DMT-T6T6T copolymers made in presence of 

DMT linker as shown in Table  5-4: A) entry 7, B) entry 8.  All measurements were performed with a heating 

rate of 20 °C/min under argon atmosphere. The curves shown represent 1
st
 heating, 2

nd
 heating and cooling 

(from top to bottom). 

 

Series PS/DMA-T6T6T 

The multiblock copolymers of the PS/DMA-T6T6T set were made using a short aliphatic linker, 

viz. dimethyl adipate. From the DSC thermograms of the high viscosity materials, a crystallinity 

of the T6T6T phase as high as 17 % could be derived (entry 12 in Table  5-4), values which are 

close to those found for samples containing a short aromatic linker (DMT). It seems that the 

detection of a melting endotherm with DSC is easier for these samples, and a melting point 

becomes also visible for samples having 9.7 wt % T6T6T and respectively 2.8 wt % dimethyl 

adipate (entry 10 in Table  5-4).  

The influence of the total molecular weight (viscosity) of the PS/DMA-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymer on the crystallization of the T6T6T segments shows a similar tendency as for the PS-

T6T6T polymers. As described in Figure  5-16, two samples having a T6T6T content between 4 

and 5 wt % and a dimethyl adipate content of 4-5 wt%, show different melting enthalpies for 

different viscosities. The sample (A) which has a lower viscosity (ηinh = 0.32 dL/g), shows a 

higher enthalpy and a higher degree of crystallinity of the T6T6T phase (27 %) as compared to the 

higher viscosity sample (B) (ηinh = 0.48 dL/g), for which a crystallinity of 17 % was calculated 

(entries 11 and 12 in Table  5-4, respectively). These values are lower than the ones measured with 

FT-IR (up to 60 % ‘crystallinity’ or ordered phase), for the same reasoning discussed for PS-

T6T6T copolymers. It should be noted that the higher viscosity sample B in Figure  5-16, contrary 

to the lower viscosity sample A, does not crystallize from the melt, and in the second heating trace 

no melting point is visible, a behaviour observed also for the PS-T6T6T multiblocks made in the 

absence of a linker.  
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Figure  5-16. DSC thermograms for PS/DMA-T6T6T copolymers made in presence of linker DMA as shown in 

Table  5-4:  A) entry 11, B) entry 12. The samples have a similar T6T6T content ( ~ 5 wt%) and various 

viscosities ( ηinh A  ≈ 0.3 dL/g and ηinh B  ≈ 0.5 dL/g).  All measurements were performed in dynamic mode with a 

heating rate of 20 °C/min, under argon atmosphere. The curves shown represent 1
st
 heating, 2

nd
 heating and 

cooling (from top to bottom). 

 

Series PS/C12/DMA -T6T6T 

By introducing a long and flexible aliphatic linker in the amorphous phase the mobility of the PS 

phase can be improved, which facilitates the crystallization of the T6T6T segments. For example, 

for the high viscosity copolymers containing a mixture of 5 wt% of a long aliphatic linker such as 

C12 and 4 wt% of DMA in the amorphous phase and 17 wt% T6T6T segment, the DSC reveals a 

clear melting endotherm, as shown in Figure  5-17 and Table  5-4 (entry 13). The crystallinity of 

the T6T6T phase calculated from the melting enthalpy for this sample is 53%, which is much 

higher than the crystallinity calculated for any other high viscosity PS-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymer, and even higher than the crystallinity of the low viscosity PS-T6T6T multiblock 

copolymers. This implies that the nature of the amorphous PS phase, and implicitly physical 

factors, such as chain mobility, stiffness of chains, degree of constraint in the amorphous regions, 

have a strong effect on the ability of the T6T6T segments to crystallize. Similar behaviour has 

been previously reported (see below). 
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Figure  5-17. DSC thermograms for PS/C12/DMA -T6T6T copolymers as shown in Table  5-4 (entry 14). The 

sample has a content of T6T6T of 17wt% and ηinh≈ 0.4 dL/g. All measurements were performed in dynamic 

mode with a heating rate of 20°C/min under argon atmosphere. The curves shown represent 1
st
 heating, 2

nd
 

heating and cooling (from top to bottom). 

 

Studies on various T6T6T-containing multiblock copolymers showed that when linear, flexible 

soft segments were employed, higher crystallinities and melting enthalpies were detected, as 

compared to the situation when only rigid amorphous segments were used. For example, it was 

demonstrated that when a highly rigid amorphous segment is used in segmented block 

copolymers, like e.g. poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene ether), the influence of the amorphous segment 

on the crystallization of the polyamide segments can be dramatic.[10] For PPE/DMT-T6T6T 

copolymers, crystallinity could only be detected for samples with a T6T6T content of 11%. The 

crystallinity of the T6T6T phase in these cases never exceeded 10%.  The supercooling values 

(Tm-Tc) for these polymers were around 39 ºC, which suggested that the crystallization was not 

very fast. When during the synthesis of PPE-T6T6T multiblock copolymers the flexible 1,12-

dodecanediol spacer was added, the crystallinity increased tremendously from below 10% without 

C12 spacer up to 70 % in presence of C12 spacer.[10,14] This was explained by an increase in the 

chain flexibility which increased both the crystallization rate and the crystallinity, and also by a 

better phase separation.  

On the other hand, when segmented T6T6T copolymers were made with highly flexible, aliphatic 

soft blocks having a Tg below 0 ºC, such as poly(tetramethylene oxide) or PTMO,[5] the effect of a 

flexible spacer on the crystallization of T6T6T was minimum. The T6T6T-PTMO and T6T6T 

(PTMO-T) copolymers with a T6T6T content varying from 5 to 22 wt% showed very high 

crystallinities of the T6T6T segments, ranging between 70 and 100 %. 

From the reported examples on segmented copolymers with crystallizable T6T6T segments, it is 

evident that the nature of the amorphous phase has a major influence on the crystallization of the 
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T6T6T unit. Flexible amorphous segments bring about much higher crystallinities of the T6T6T 

blocks than aromatic, rigid ones.  

Solid mixture of PS and T6T6T 

It is obvious from the foregoing that ’crystallinity’ detected by FT-IR is not always observed by 

DSC. Even though it seemed less probable, we wanted to check if a content of up to 19 % hard 

block in the copolymers is below the detection limit of DSC. For this, we performed a simple test, 

analyzing by DSC a solid powder mixture of neat PS(OH)2 and neat T6T6Tdimethyl with 

different hard block concentrations. As shown in Figure  5-18, one can clearly notice a melting 

transition in the physical blend, even at a T6T6T concentration as low as 5 wt%.  

 

A

B

C

 
Figure  5-18. DSC thermograms for solid mixture of neat PS and neat T6T6T-dimethyl, first heating, heating 

rate 10 °C/min, under inert atmosphere. The PS-T6T6T solid mixtures have different hard segment content: 

A) 5 wt%,  B) 10 wt% and C) 15 wt%. 

 

These results prove that when the T6T6T-dimethylester is free in the sample, a melting transition 

can be easily detected with DSC for concentrations as low as 5 wt%. Therefore, the absence of the 

melting transition in PS-T6T6T copolymers cannot be attributed to a concentration of T6T6T 

below the detection limit of DSC. Obviously the chemical attachment of the rather rigid PS 

segments prevents the perfect organization of the T6T6T segments into strong crystalline 

domains, but some organization seems to be possible, which can be detected with more sensitive 

FT-IR measurements even for low T6T6T concentrations in the segmented copolymers.  

In general, as shown in Table  5-4, all the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers prepared in the 

presence of a linker show higher Tm values than the copolymers prepared in absence of linker, 

probably due to an increased flexibility in the chains slightly compensating the negative effect of 

the rigid amorphous PS segments on the T6T6T crystallization. This enhanced flexibility allows 
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(stable) crystal formation. This change in Tm with increasing amount of flexible linker has been 

also observed for PPE-T6T6T multiblock copolymers.[10,19] 

To summarize, it is difficult to assess  the crystallinity of the PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T copolymers 

by using DSC, especially when the segmented copolymers have a high molecular weight. The 

detection of a melting enthalpy with DSC is affected by the molecular weight and the melt 

viscosity of the multiblock copolymers and probably by other physical factors, such as chain 

mobility, stiffness of chains, degree of constraint in the amorphous regions. Nevertheless, 

crystallinities of the T6T6T phase up to ~ 28 % have been calculated from the enthalpies of 

melting obtained from DSC for samples with 5 wt% short linker, whereas a crystallinity of 53 

wt% was found when a mixture of 5 wt% long aliphatic linker (C12) and 4 wt% adipate was used 

to flexibly the chains. Due to a higher detection sensitivity, more accurate crystallinity data can be 

obtained from FT-IR spectroscopy data, where “crystallinities”, or ‘areas with enhanced ordering 

with respect to amorphous T6T6T’, ranging from 30 to 60 % were found. A Tm-Tc difference of 12 

and 29 ºC suggests a relatively fast crystallization from the melt, even slightly faster than 

described in literature for PPE/DMT-T6T6T copolymers. The DSC data show similar 

“crystallinity” values for high molecular weight samples made with either DMT or DMA spacer, 

while the IR results clearly show a slight increase for samples made with DMA. The only 

important difference was observed for samples with low molecular weight, for which the 

crystallization rate seems to be higher than for the high molecular weight samples with higher 

melt viscosity. Nevertheless, if we compare the Tm-Tc values obtained for PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T 

(viz. e.g. 12 ºC for copolymers with ηinh = 0.22 dL/g and ~29 ºC for samples with ηinh ≈ 0.480 

dL/g), with other literature data, it is obvious that these crystallize faster than PPE-T6T6T[10] of 

ηinh = 0.34 dL/g (Tm-Tc = 39 ºC) and PC-T6T6T[3] of ηinh = 0.29 dL/g (Tm-Tc = 37 ºC), but slower 

than PTMO-T6T6T[5] of ηinh = 0.29 dL/g (Tm-Tc = 23 ºC) and PPE/C12-T6T6T[19] of ηinh = 0.41 

dL/g (Tm-Tc = 18 ºC). 

5.3.3.3 FTIR at high temperatures 

A more in-depth insight into the crystallinity or degree of ordering of the rigid segments of the 

PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers can be gained from FT-IR measurements at high temperatures, 

as the precision of the infrared measurements is much higher than that of the thermo-analytical 

techniques such as DSC, as will be discussed in this section.  

For calculating the crystallinity of the PS-T6T6T block copolymers using variable-temperature 

infrared spectroscopy, spectra were recorded from 30 to 300 ºC using 20 ºC increments, as 

presented in Figure  5-19. The samples were analysed under vacuum to insure the absence of 
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moisture or CO2. When the same pellets were run in a non-degassed atmosphere, using a setup 

opened to air, the resolution of the spectra was much poorer. 

The samples used in the variable temperature IR analysis contain amounts of T6T6T varying from 

4 to 17 %, as calculated by 1H NMR and FT-IR. The amide carbonyl absorbance bands are 

sensitive to the hydrogen-bonding distance between the segments. In the amorphous state the 

distance is larger and has a broader distance distribution compared to the crystalline state. 

Therefore, the amorphous amide carbonyl group is located at a higher wavenumber and the 

absorbance peak is broader. The crystallinity of the T6T6T can be obtained by comparing the 

intensity of the crystalline amide carbonyl vibration band (1640 cm-1) with the amorphous amide 

carbonyl (1670 cm-1). It can be noticed that with increasing temperature there is a peak shift from 

1640 cm-1 to 1670 cm-1, which usually is assigned to the melting of the T6T6T crystallites. The 

peak corresponding to the crystalline units is disappearing and a new peak for the ’amorphous’ 

molten phase is formed. Similar calculations were performed on nylon-6,6, where the increase in 

the crystallinity is expressed as an increase in the density, which is linearly related to the decrease 

of the amorphous band and the increase in the crystalline band.[18] This shift is more prominent for 

the samples with a high content in polyamide block (spectrum A), for which the crystallinity of 

the samples could easily be determined, regardless of the molecular weight of the copolymers. 

’Crystallinities’ up to 50 % could be calculated for the PS-T6T6T copolymers, whereas slightly 

higher values (up to 60 %) were obtained for PS/DMA-T6T6T .  
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Figure  5-19. FTIR spectra of polystyrene-T6T6T copolymers, recorded between 30 and 300 ºC. Spectrum A 

shows a high molecular weight sample with ηinh = 0.41 dL/g (Table  5-4, entry 5) containing 17 wt% T6T6T. 

Spectrum B corresponds to relatively low molecular weight polymer, ηinh = 0.32 dL/g (Table  5-4, entry 11) 

which contains 4 wt% T6T6T. Spectrum C was recorded for a sample with the same content in T6T6T as 

Spectrum B, but having a higher molecular weight , ηinh = 0.48 dL/g (Table  5-4, entry 12).  

 

For the sample with low T6T6T block content and a high molecular weight, it becomes difficult to 

clearly localize the peak shift and to calculate the crystallinity values, most probably on account 

of a less stable crystalline phase formed for such compositions. As seen in Figure  5-19 (spectrum 

C), the peak shift occurs in a more narrow range than for the rest of the samples, moving from 

1640 cm-1 to 1650 cm-1, the latter one being arguable whether it corresponds either to weak 

crystallites which have been  molten or to amorphous polyamide segments that had not 

crystallized at all. However, when the samples with the same T6T6T block content (e.g. 4 wt%) 

had a low molecular weight (spectrum B), the shift was clearly visible, demonstrating that a low 

viscosity gives more complete crystallization. Therefore, the crystallinity of the samples with a 

low T6T6T block content (around 4 wt%) could be accurately determined only for samples with a 

low molecular weight, (see Figure  5-19, spectra B and C). A lower crystallinity of samples with 

higher molecular weight was also reported for poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene ether) and poly 

(tetramethylene oxide) multiblock copolymers with T6T6T.[5,19] 
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Furthermore, the crystallinities of samples 5 and 6 (Table  5-4) were also compared, to verify if 

crystallinity could be ameliorated with introducing small amounts of branches in the polymer 

architecture. Nevertheless, similar crystallinities were found from the FT-IR spectra, which 

suggest that linear and slightly branched segmented copolymer have comparable crystallization 

behaviour. 

As exemplified in Figure  5-20, by plotting the crystallinity of the T6T6T segments in (PS-

T6T6T)n multiblock copolymers at different temperatures, it is clear that at room temperature the 

crystallinity is high, and is maintained up to 250 °C. By increasing the temperature above 250 °C, 

a sharp drop in crystallinity is observed, as the crystallites start to melt. It can be seen though, that 

at 290 ºC still some crystallinity is present, probably due to the presence of a small fraction of 

longer amide segments (e.g. T6T6T6T) with higher Tm. It was reported[20] that such amide 

segments represent impurities introduced during the synthesis of T6T6T, which are still present 

after the purification.  

 
Figure  5-20. FT-IR-derived crystallinity of T6T6T fraction as a function of temperature for PS-T6T6T with 17 

wt% T6T6T and ηinh = 0.41 dL/g (Table  5-4, entry 5); heating from RT to 300 °C. 

 

Using equations 1 and 2 (experimental section),[21] it was estimated that the crystallinity of the 

T6T6T segments in PS-T6T6T and PS/DMT-T6T6T multiblock copolymers is between 30 and 50 

% (calculated with respect to present amount of polyamide). These values are higher than the ones 

reported for PPE-T6T6T[10] but lower than those found for PPE-T6T6T/C12
[5] and PTMO-

T6T6T[5] which is explained by the fact that the crystallization of T6T6T in segmented 

copolymers is influenced by the physical nature of the non-crystalline phase, in terms of chain 

mobility, stiffness of chains, degree of constraint in the amorphous regions and phase separation 

due to an incompatibility between the amorphous and the crystallizable polyamide segment. This 

conclusion is sufficiently supported by an important increase in the crystallinity for the samples 

containing a long aliphatic flexible spacer in the amorphous phase (C12) vs. samples without 
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flexible chain parts, as shown in the DSC part of this chapter (Table  5-4, entry 13 vs. entries 1-5) 

and also by similar results for corresponding copolymers, mentioned in the literature.  

We can conclude that, despite the relatively low mobility of the amorphous phase represented by 

the polystyrene chains, the PS(DMT/DMA)-T6T6T multiblock copolymers have relatively high 

T6T6T crystallinities of 30 to 60 %, as determined by FT-IR. However, caution should be taken 

when making use of the ’crystallinity’ values calculated by FT-IR, as they correspond to an 

average of all the crystalline domains (with high and low degree of organization, and/or different 

crystal size) present in the sample. For example, the multiblock copolymers of T6T6T and 

polystyrene, despite the relatively high ’crystallinites’ calculated with FT-IR, have mechanically 

weak and unstable crystals as confirmed by other analyses (DMTA, DSC and morphology 

studies). 

When comparing our results with corresponding multiblock copolymers reported, these 

‘crystallinity’ values are higher than for PPE-T6T6T and slightly lower than for PPE-T6T6T/C12. 

Certainly, the PTMO-T6T6T segmented copolymers show much higher crystalinities, as reasoned 

above.  

The infrared data show that the variation in the content of T6T6T block in the samples does not 

have a significant influence on the crystallinity of the T6T6T units present in the copolymers. 

Though, we could observe an effect of the molecular weight of the multiblock copolymer on the 

crystallinity, which proved to be lower for the samples with a higher molecular weight (and 

accordingly a higher viscosity). 

5.4 MORPHOLOGY  STUDIES 

In order to fully understand the DMTA results and the presence of low or even absent melt 

enthalpies in DSC, a clear picture of the morphology of the segmented PS-T6T6T copolymers is 

required. Therefore, it was resorted to three different analysis techniques namely Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (TEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and Small-Angle X-ray 

Scattering (SAXS).  

TEM images could not be made from either solution casted or compression moulded copolymer 

films. Additional work-up such as staining (for TEM samples) by using known procedures still 

did not help revealing a clear structure.[15]  
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Although not straightforward (due to the flaking of the film), AFM images could still be recorded 

for solution-casted films, at room temperature. As shown in Figure  5-21, the pictures recorded in 

height- and phase-angle mode, revealed that contrary to the morphology reported for other[5,22] 

solution-casted T6T6T copolymers, no ribbons were present in the sample. Instead, AFM imaging 

showed a mixed morphology of small spherical clumps (≈ 230 nm) evenly distributed throughout 

the sample, and larger domains (up to 1 µm) more heterogeneously dispersed, which were 

embedded in the PS matrix. At low magnifications (3 µm), it appears more clearly that the large 

domains are formed out of stacked segments of 1000 nm long, which resemble crystalline 

lamellae. Reports on PEO-T6T6T and PPO-T6T6T copolymers showed ribbons of similar length, 

i.e. 1000 nm and 1000-5000 nm respectively.[22] Other segmented copolymers like PTMO-T6T6T 

were shown to crystallize mainly as very long threads (up to 0.5 µm), but some spherulitic 

structures were also present.[5] It is possible that the actual length of the hard-segment domains 

that we observe is even longer, as they may partly disappear under the surface. It should be 

emphasized that AFM is a surface technique and thus it is rather difficult to determine the 

thickness of the crystalline domains accurately, due to the dimensions of the AFM tip. Based on 

previous reports, the ribbon thickness, which corresponded to the length of an extended T6T6T 

segment, was found to be around 3.7 nm.[8,15] Spherical morphology formation in the 

crystallizable phase was also reported for other segmented copolyesters in which weak crystalline 

domains are formed, particularly for polyurethanes.[21]  

The presence of small spheroidic particles and rather randomly distributed lamellar packages 

instead of a ribbon-like structure is in line with the absence of a stabilizing co-continuous network 

of T6T6T domains, as observed in other T6T6T-based multiblock copolymers.  
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Figure  5-21. Morphology as visualized by AFM at different magnifications for a solution-cast sample of 

PS/DMA-T6T6T containing 5 wt% T6T6T (entry 11 in Table  5-1). The number of microns corresponds to the 

height of the pictures.  

 

To investigate further the morphology of the crystalline domains in the PS-T6T6T copolymers, 

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) was also employed. The SAXS patterns corresponding to 
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multiblock copolymers of PS and T6T6T having various compositions and viscosities are 

presented in Figure  5-22.  

 

    

Figure  5-22. SAXS patterns of multiblock copolymers of PS and T6T6T. A comparison between samples of 

similar composition but different viscosities is shown on the left-hand side (entries 1 and 5 in Table  5-4). The 

right-hand side figure presents samples of similar viscosities and T6T6T content but different compositions 

and chain flexibilities (entries 5 and 6 in Table  5-4). 

 

The PS-T6T6T sample of high viscosity (0.4 dl/g) and T6T6T content of 18 wt% (lower curve in 

left-hand side figure), shows a relatively high intensity peak at q = 0.12 nm-1 which corresponds to 

a long period of 5.4 nm. This suggests the existence of relatively tightly packed crystalline 

domains, which could correspond to the spacing within the large spheroidic domains of packed 

lamellae visible in AFM.  

The PS-T6T6T sample of low viscosity (0.2 dl/g; upper curve in left hand-side figure) the peak 

broadens considerably (due to the presence of domains of different sizes) and larger long periods 

of 6.3 nm were found at q = 0.10 nm-1
. 

 It appears also that the scattered intensity for this low 

viscosity sample is much higher than for the high viscosity ones, implying a higher electron 

density in certain domains of the sample and (accordingly) a better phase separation, which is in 

agreement with the higher melting enthalpy observed by DSC.  

An even more pronounced increase in electron density (which can be translated into crystallinity) 

is observed for the multiblock copolymers containing aliphatic linkers [i.e. adipate and C12] 

between the PS and the T6T6T segments (upper curve in right hand-side figure). The broad peak 

q = 0.08 nm-1 corresponds to a long period of 7.8 nm, whereas the scattered intensity is a factor 10 

higher than for the low viscous PS-T6T6T samples (in left-hand side figure), which agrees well 

with the much higher crystallinity observed in the DSC traces of these more flexible polymer 

chains. Overall, the intensity of the peaks is quite low, which points to low crystalline materials 

and small-sized crystals ’diluted’ by the PS matrix. 
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Summarizing, the SAXS data is consistent with the AFM, denoting the existence of small 

imperfect crystals or even lamellar domains with an anisotropic orientation inside the PS matrix. 

Like the AFM images the SAXS data do not provide evidence for the existence of a ribbon-like 

co-continuous T6T6T phase, as observed in other reported systems.   

The formation of these undesired and (for our goal) imperfect morphologies is probably due to the 

high incompatibility between the PS and T6T6T segments. It is possible that the crystalline 

segments are too strongly segregated, showing a confined crystallization. The phase separation is 

likely to proceed through microphase separation or liquid-liquid demixing, followed by only a 

partial crystallization of the rigid segments, as in the case of polyether(urethane-urea)s, where the 

alternating polyether and urethane-urea segments are highly immiscible despite their relatively 

low molecular weight.[23]
  The phase separation through liquid-liquid demixing of these materials 

has been found to result in complex morphologies comprising a liquid-liquid demixed hard-phase 

and a crystallized hard phase dispersed in a soft polyether matrix. In addition, the liquid-liquid 

demixed hard phase may be partially crystalline, as some of the liquid-liquid demixed segments 

may crystallize. Such behaviour can explain the observation of ‘crystallinity’ with high 

temperature FT-IR, whereas DSC did not show any crystallization as it requires real melting, and 

also the mixed morphology visualized with AFM.  

For achieving a ribbon-like structure similar to the ones described for other T6T6T copolymers by 

Gaymans et al.,[5,22] the crystallization needs to override the microphase separation. For this, less 

repulsive interactions between the amorphous segments and the crystallizing T6T6T segments are 

required in comparison with the high repulsive interactions existing between PS and T6T6T. This 

can obviously be achieved by replacing the strongly phase-separating PS blocks by less stronger 

phase-separating blocks, like e.g. PTMO[5], PPE[22] and PSU.[11]  

Summarizing, we can conclude that the morphology studies are supporting the results observed 

with the other analytical techniques, where a weak crystalline structure was presumed, e.g. the 

lack of rubbery plateau in DMTA and the absence of a melting enthalpy in DSC. Even though the 

high temperature FT-IR showed clear transitions, from a crystalline to an amorphous phase, they 

cannot be attributed to the melting of a real crystalline structure. Poor quality crystals, having 

some ordering, can be sufficient in order to see a transition in FT-IR (which cannot differentiate 

between crystal structures with low or high organization), but these domains lack the degree of 

order required to detect a real Tm in a DSC experiment or a plateau in DMTA. Moreover, the 

morphology observed for the PS-T6T6T segmented multiblock copolymers does not correspond 

to the ribbon formation reported by Gaymans et al. for other T6T6T copolymers such as PTMO-, 

PPE-, PC- and PEO-T6T6T systems. [14,15,22] This difference is due the fact that PS and T6T6T are 
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highly incompatible, giving a much more pronounced phase separation in a continuous PS-rich 

phase and dispersed T6T6T-rich particles morphology, whereas the other amorphous blocks are 

much more compatible with the T6T6T blocks, only giving micro- phase separation  into co-

continuous ribbons and a co-continuous amorphous phase. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to synthesize PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers, as verified by 13C NMR, increase in 

Tg, increase in molecular weight (as measured by 1H NMR) and inherent viscosity. Multiblock 

copolymers with inherent viscosities up to 0.5 dL/g could be made, which is more than ten times 

higher than the corresponding inherent viscosity of the starting HO-PS-OH pre-polymer.  

The PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers are semi-crystalline materials with high Tg and Tm. 

However, the crystals are too weak to provide multiblock copolymers with an acceptable modulus 

up to reasonably high temperatures, as shown for example by DMTA, where a Tflow up to 140 ºC 

was visible but not a rubbery plateau. Due to the presence of weak and poor quality crystals, the 

regions with enhanced ordering were insufficient to give measurable heat of melting in DSC. 

Nevertheless, FT-IR showed evidently crystalline to amorphous transitions which are associated 

rather with the melting or decomposition of imperfect crystals rather than of a highly organized 

crystalline network. The ‘crystallinity’ values of T6T6T in these multiblock copolymers, were 

estimated between 30 and 50% (by IR), and up to 27 % (by DSC). An exception is the multiblock 

copolymer with an additional long aliphatic linker (C12). For this sample, a high crystallinity (53 

%) could be calculated from DSC thermograms and also a modest rubbery plateau was detected in 

DMTA (Tflow up to 180 ºC), mainly due to an increased mobility of the T6T6T segment in the 

copolymer chains, which allows a better organization of the crystallizable segments. In addition, 

TGA showed that all the PS-T6T6T copolymers are thermally stable up to 340 ºC. The 

morphology studies (AFM and SAXS) support the DMTA data and point to the absence of a 

strong crystalline network. Instead small-sized, most probably imperfect crystalline domains seem 

to be present.  

As shown in this chapter, the system described by Gaymans et al. cannot be generally applied as 

one expected, as the PS-T6T6T multiblock copolymers gave only poor quality crystals, most 

probably due to microphase separation of the highly incompatible soft and hard phase.  

 

 

NOTE: This work is the result of a joint collaboration with Dr. R.J. Gaymans from Department of Chemical 

Technology, University of Twente, The Netherlands. The authors are grateful also to Dr. E. Hensen (TUe) for the 
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high temperature FT-IR, Dr. H. Goossens (TUe) and Dr. G. Portale (DUBBLE, BM26 at ESRF, Grenoble, France) 

for the SAXS measurements. Mr. M. Hendrix is also kindly acknowledged for the AFM analyses. 
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Appendix  5-A 

 

Molecular characterization of T6T6T-dimethyl 

 
Figure A  5-1. 

1
H NMR spectra of T6T6T-dimethyl (400 MHz, TFA-d1, 25 °C, 30 scans). 

 

 
Figure A  5-2. DSC thermogram of neat T6T6T-dimethyl. The endotherm represents the first heating scan, 

where Tm = 288 ºC. The melting enthalpy for crystallites ∆Hm=162.2J/g. All scans have been recorded at a 

heating rate of 10°C/min, under Argon.  

 

Elemental analysis values of the T6T6T-dimethyl coincide with the theoretical ones: C38H46N4O8; 

C, 66.2; H, 6.3; N, 8.4; O, 19.1 
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Appendix  5-B 

 

13
C NMR of polystyrene-T6T6T multiblock copolymers 

 

 

 

Figure A  5-3. 
13

CNMR spectra of polystyrene-T6T6T multiblock copolymers (200 MHz, CDCl3 + TFA-d1, 

25°C, 1e
7
 scans) shown in figure A and of telechelic PS(OH)2 shown in figure B. The dissapearance of the CH2-

OH melthylene peak at 60.5 ppm (characteristic for telechelic PS(OH)2 ) and the appearance of a new peak at 

66 ppm characteristic for the newly formed ester bond, proves that all the PS(OH)2 pre-polymer has been 

coupled with the T6T6T-dimethyl units. 
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Appendix  5-C 

 
Molecular characterization of copolymer DMA-extended PS with T6T6T 

 

   
Figure A  5-4. 

1
HNMR spectrum of copolymer [(PS/DMA)-T6T6T] described in Table  5-1, entry 9 (400 MHz, 

CDCl3, 25°C, 30 scans). By integration we found the following weight percentages : PS (83.5), T6T6T (15.5) 

and DMA residue (1.0).   

 
 

 
Figure A  5-5. 

1
HNMR spectrum of copolymer [(PS-DMA)-T6T6T] described in Table  5-1, entry 12 (400 MHz, 

CDCl3, 25°C, 30 scans). By integration we found the following weight percentages : PS (90.6), T6T6T (4.0) and 

DMA residue (5.4). 
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6  

 

 

HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
POLYSTYRENE-NYLON  

GRAFT COPOLYMERS 
WITH CONTROLLED ARCHITECTURES 

 
 
Abstract 

Atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) and reactive extrusion were applied for the 

successful synthesis of novel graft copolymers polystyrene-g-polyamide-6 with a controlled length 

and number of brushes distributed at the chain-end of the polystyrenic backbone. The whole 

process was divided into three stages: (i) preparation by ATRP of α,ω-dibromo telechelic 

polystyrenes with various masses ranging from 2,000 g/mol to 100,000 g/mol, (ii) use of these 

telechelic polystyrenes as macroinitiators for ATRP of styrene and maleimide, furnishing 

[(styrene/maleimide)-polystyrene-(styrene/maleimide)] (SMI-PS-SMI) triblock copolymers with 

maleimide contents up to 20 wt% and (iii) reactive coupling of these triblock copolymers with 

pre-synthesised mono-functional amino-terminated polyamide-6 for producing polystyrene-

polyamide-6 graft copolymers with controlled architectures. The mono-functional amine-

terminated polyamide-6 samples were prepared separately by hydrolytic polymerisation of ε-

caprolactam at high pressures (50 bars). The reactions between the maleimide groups of both end 

blocks of the SMI-b-PS-b-SMI triblock copolymer and the amine end groups of the polyamide-6 

were performed in the melt using a mini-extruder. The chemistry occurring in the mini-extruder 

was elucidated by performing model reactions with low molar mass model compounds at the 

temperature applied for extrusion. The graft copolymers and the intermediates were characterised 

in detail using 
1
H and 

13
C NMR, IR, GPC, viscosimetry, DSC, TGA and DMTA. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The control of macromolecular architectures has become an important topic in polymer science as 

it gives access to well-defined polymer microstructures with specific material properties. It is well 

established that most polymers are not miscible and, due to repulsive interactions, blends of 

different polymers exhibit macroscopic phase separation with lack of interfacial adhesion, which 

leads to poor properties. On the other hand, when the chemically different polymer chain 

segments are connected through covalent bonds, giving copolymers, the phase separation is more 

controlled and mechanical properties are satisfactory.[1] As a result, increased attention has been 

paid to block and graft copolymers, which exhibit well-organized nanoscale morphologies and are 

used for a variety of applications such as impact resistant plastics, thermoplastic elastomers, 

compatibilisers, polymeric emulsifiers and drug delivery systems.[2] 

Engineering plastic materials with high glass transition temperatures and high crystallinities are of 

great industrial importance. So far, due to the simplicity, most studies carried out focus on 

polymer blends in the presence of various compatibilisers.[3] Copolymers of polystyrene (PS) and 

nylon-6 (PA-6) are hardly documented. Shimura et al. describe block copolymers from isocyanate 

intermediates made by polycondensation of α,ω-difunctional polystyrene and a nylon analogue 

with high solubility.[4] These materials though, had a low molecular weight (Mn = 18,000 g/mol) 

and a heterogeneous composition. Recent reports describe alternating graft copolymers of PS and 

PA-6 made by anionic polymerisation, using a “grafting from” technique.[5] The graft copolymers 

prepared had crystallinities up to 20 %, as determined with DSC and XRD, and Tgs around 50 ºC 

whereas the inherent viscosities measured in H2SO4 were up to 1.12 dL/g. Other examples[6] 

describe the synthesis of PS-g-PA-6 graft copolymers by anionic polymerisation of ε-caprolactam 

from a random copolymer of styrene and an isocyanate. These copolymers had molar masses up 

to around 50,000 g/mol and showed melting enthalpies for PA-6 grafts with molar masses above 

2,000 g/mol.  

The available methods for making PS-g-PA-6 copolymers are quite demanding due to a large 

number of steps involved and/or the requirement of a highly dry atmosphere, which prompted us 

to investigate new approaches by using a combination of atom transfer radical polymerisation 

(ATRP) and reactive processing. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study also the effect on 

crystallization of graft-copolymers with a controlled architecture (e.g. polyamide brushes only at 

the chain end) in comparison with random graft-copolymers (e.g. polyamide distributed randomly 
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along the PS backbone). To the best of our knowledge, PS-g-PA-6 copolymers with polyamide 

brushes distributed at the PS chain-end have not yet been reported.  

The main goal of this work was to reduce the melt-viscosity (by reducing the molecular weight) of 

PS with respect to commercial PS, but at the same time attach ‘sticky’, hydrogen-bonding blocks 

to the PS chain ends for enhanced inter-chain interactions, which could possibly compensate for 

the loss in mechanical properties due to the reduced number of chain entanglements per PS 

molecule. Nylon-6 was considered to be a good candidate for the formation of reversible 

polymeric networks due to its high crystallinity. Furthermore, we would like to check whether by 

creating graft copolymers with a controlled architecture (i.e. PA-6 grafts located at the chain-end 

of the PS backbone), the microstructure (and therefore the properties) of the two chemically 

different polymers is improved as compared to random PS-PA-6 graft copolymers.  

The polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers presented in this chapter are made by a “grafting-

onto” procedure, in which the side chains are prepared separately and then attached to both 

ultimate ends of the backbone.[7,8] Atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP), a well developed 

method for the synthesis of block copolymers, is used for the preparation of the polystyrenic 

backbone represented by a styrene/maleimide-block-polystyrene-block-styrene/maleimide (SMI-

PS-SMI) triblock copolymer in which the SMI blocks are alternating copolymers. The PS-g-PA-6 

copolymers are obtained by covalent coupling of the polyamide-6 side chains with the maleimide 

functionalities at the chain end of the triblock copolymer. This approach is schematically shown 

in Scheme 1.  

Due to the easiness and the mild reaction conditions needed, ATRP seems the most convenient 

method for the preparation of end-functionalized polymers and block polymers. The use of di-

functional initiators with the desired functionality leads to direct α,ω-difunctionalization of the 

polymer without requiring any post-polymerisation modification. In most of the ATRP reactions 

the active or growing polymer chains are halogen terminated and can be further used as 

macroinitiators in chain extension reactions or as precursors for block copolymers with other 

monomers.  
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SMI-PS-SMI Triblock Copolymers
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Scheme  6-1. Schematic representation of the synthesis of polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers by ATRP 

and subsequent reactive processing.  

 

For coupling the polystyrenic triblock copolymers with polyamides a reactive extrusion process 

seems the most appropriate method. The high shear stress effect obtained in a twin-screw extruder 

would facilitate the reduction of the size of the dispersed phase in the matrix of the other polymer, 

or in the case of a co-continuous morphology the reduction of the size of both phases, thereby 

creating an enhanced contact area and promoting the reaction between the two chemically 

different polymers. This reaction is expected to proceed relatively fast and not to require the use 

of a catalyst. The chemistry occurring in the extruder is simulated by performing model reactions 

with low molar mass model compounds and also by thoroughly characterising graft copolymers of 

very low molecular weights (oligomers). 

Through this novel approach, it is desired to prepare polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers 

with controlled architectures in a convenient and economically viable way. The molecular 

characterisation of PS-g-PA-6 graft copolymers and their precursors will be performed, and 

additionally their thermal and mechanical properties will be evaluated.  
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Materials 

Styrene (>99.5%; Fluka) was vacuum distilled. CuBr (>99.9%; Sigma-Aldrich), N,N,N’,N’,N”-

pentamethyldiethylenetriamide (PMDETA) (> 99 %; Sigma-Aldrich), anisole (> 99.7 %, dry; 

Sigma-Aldrich), basic alumina for chromatography (Fluka), dimethyl-2,6-dibromoheptanedioate 

(DMDBHD) (> 97 %; Aldrich), maleimide (99 %; Sigma-Aldrich), m-cresol (> 99 %; Sigma-

Aldrich), methanol (technical grade, Biosolve) and THF (technical grade, Biosolve) were used as 

received without further purification. Poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (SMA, Mn = 100,000 

g/mol, Mw ~224,000 g/mol, maleic anhydride ~7 wt %) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Preparation of CuBr2/PMDETA Complex 

800 mg of CuBr2 (3.6 mmol) and 0.748 mL of PMDETA (3.6 mmol) were placed in a 50 mL 

round-bottom flask. To this, 20 mL of methanol was added and stirred for 30 min at room 

temperature. The reaction medium was homogeneous and blue in colour. The solvent was 

removed using a rotary evaporator and the product was dried under vacuum for 6 h at room 

temperature. The green colour solid obtained was used as deactivator for the ATRP reactions. 

Synthesis of telechelic Br-PS-Br macroinitiators 

CuBr (372 mg; 2.6 mmol) and DMDBHD (4.51 g; 13 mmol), were placed in a Schlenk tube 

equipped with a stirring bar. The flask was degassed and back-filled with nitrogen three times 

before introducing deoxygenated styrene (30 mL; 0.26 mol) and anisole (0.75 mL) via purged 

syringes. Then, the PMDETA (0.54 mL; 2.6 mmol) was added and the copper complex formed. 

The Schlenk was then transferred into an oil bath and heated at 95 ºC for the desired time. 

Purification was done by dissolving the polymer in THF and passing it through an alumina 

column to remove the catalyst. The Br-PS-Br solution was then precipitated in methanol, filtered 

off, dried at 80 ºC under vacuum and used as macroinitiator for the synthesis of higher molecular 

weight macroinitiators and SMI-PS-SMI.  

Synthesis and molecular characterisation of triblock copolymers SMI-PS-SMI 

The general procedure for the synthesis of one triblock copolymer is given as example, all other 

samples being prepared similarly. Macroinitiator (10 g, 3.7 mmol), CuBr (133 mg; 0.93 mmol), 

CuBr2/PMDETA (73 mg; 0.186 mmol), maleimides (1.8g; 18.5 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk 

tube equipped with a stirring bar and degassed and back-filled with nitrogen three times, followed 

by the addition via purged syringes of deoxygenated styrene (1.92 g; 18.5 mmol) and anisole. 

Then, the PMDETA (0.20 mL; 0.93 mmol) was added and the copper complex formed. The 
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Schlenk flask was then transferred into an oil bath and heated at 95 ºC for the desired time. The 

purification was done in a similar way as for the macroinitiators. 

Synthesis of mono-functional polyamide-6 

ε-Caprolactam (150 g; 1.33 mol) was hydrolytically polymerized at 250 ºC and 50 bars in 

presence of 3-phenylpropylamine (13 g; 0.1 mol). Repeated purification by washing with hot 

water was performed until no unreacted ε-caprolactam was detected in DSC and TGA. 

Synthesis of model compounds  

Succinimide (3.96 g; 0.04 mol) was heated under argon at 130 ºC, for about 5-10 minutes until it 

was completely melted. Then, with a syringe, hexylamine (4,05 g; 0.04 mol) was added, and the 

reaction was continued for 3h. Samples were taken at regular intervals and analysed without 

purification. 

Synthesis of PS-g-PA-6 copolymers 

The coupling reaction was performed in a twin-screw mini-extruder at 20 ºC above the melting 

temperature of the polyamide for 2 hours. The polymers obtained were used for thermal, thermo-

mechanical and rheological analysis without any purification. 

Solvent extraction 

Solvent extraction was used to determine roughly the amount of PS/PA-6 graft copolymers 

present in the product obtained after the synthesis. THF and HFIP were used to dissolve the PS or 

the PA-6, respectively, at room temperature for 15 days. After removing the unreacted PS-phase, 

the material was subsequently extracted with HFIP for removal of free PA-6. If the remaining 

phases after the selective extractions were self-supporting without disintegration, they were 

considered as having a co-continuous morphology. Three samples were analysed for each 

copolymer. By selective dissolution, the complete co-continuous phase can be extracted, as all the 

material is interconnected. 

Instrumentation 

GPC 

GPC  measurements of Br-PS-Br and SMI-PS-SMI samples were carried out using a Waters GPC 

equipped with a Waters 510 pump, a Waters 410 differential refractometer (40 ºC), a Waters 

WISP 712 autoinjector (50 µL injection volume), a PLgel (5 µm particles) 50 × 7.5 mm guard 

column and two PLgel mixed-C (5 µm particles) 300 × 7.5 mm columns (40 ºC). Tetrahydrofuran 

(THF, Biosolve, stabilized with BHT) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min, dilute 

polymer solutions of 1 mg/mL were made, and a 50 µL solution was injected for analysis. 

Calibration was done using PS Standards (Polymer Laboratories, Mn = 580 to 7.5 × 106 g/mol). 

Data acquisition and processing were performed using the Waters Millennium 32 (v32) software. 
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NMR  

1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were obtained using a Varian Mercury Vx (400 MHz) 

spectrometer, and chloroform-d and TFA-d were used as solvents.  

Viscosimetry  

The inherent viscosity of the polymers was determined with a capillary Ubbelohde Ic at 30 ºC, 

using a polymer solution with a concentration of 0.33 g/dL in m-cresol. The inherent viscosity is 

used as a measure for the molecular weight of the polymers.  

FTIR  

Infrared spectra of SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers and PS-PA-6 graft copolymers were 

recorded on a BioRad Excalibur 3000 series spectrometer. 50 scans at a resolution of 2 cm-1 were 

signal averaged and the BioRad Merlin software was used to analyse the spectra. The samples 

were prepared by mixing the polymer powder (0.66 wt %) with KBr and pressing it into a pellet 

with a diameter of 13 mm. All measurements were performed at room temperature.  

Compression Molding 

By using a Collin Compression Press, the extruded samples (not extracted), were pressed into 

films at 220 ºC for 10 minutes. The films obtained were used for DSC, DMTA, rheology and 

TEM analysis. 

DSC  

The DSC spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer DSC Q 100 apparatus. Dried samples of 5-10 

mg polymer were measured with a heating and cooling rate of 20 ºC/min. Unless otherwise 

specified, the samples were heated to 240 ºC, kept at that temperature for 1 minute, cooled to 25 

ºC and reheated to 240 ºC. The melting temperature and enthalpy were taken from the second 

heating scan. The crystallization temperature was taken as the maximum of the peak in the 

cooling scan. The degree of crystallinity of PA-6 and of the PS-PA-6 graft copolymers was 

calculated using the area under the melting endotherm, taking the heat fusion of 100 % crystalline 

PA-6 and the weight fraction of PA-6 into account. 

DMTA  

The phase structure of the copolymers was studied by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMTA) 

using a TA Instruments Q 800  apparatus with a tension (film) setup. The samples were heated 

from 0 ºC to 230 ºC at a heating rate of 10 ºC /min, a frequency of 1 Hz and a strain of 0.1%. 

Rheology 

Dynamic rheological experiments were performed in the linear viscoelastic regime using a strain-

controlled ARES rheometer equipped with a 2KFRT force rebalance transducer (TA Instruments) 

at 240 ºC. In all cases, plate-plate geometry with a diameter of 25 mm was used. The samples 
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were equilibrated for at least 5 minutes at the measuring temperature prior to conducting 

experiments. Frequency spectra were recorded in the linear viscoelastic regime of the samples, as 

determined from dynamic strain sweep measurements.  

TEM 

The morphology of the extruded polymers was analysed by (TEM) with a Tecnai 20 transmission 

electron microscope operated at 200 kV. The extruded polymer stand was compression-moulded 

(as indicated above) and vapour-stained for 30 minutes with OsO4 solution, prepared according to 

Montezinos et al.
[9] Ultrathin sections (700 nm) were obtained at -120 ºC by using a Leica 

UltracutS/FCS microtome. The sections were placed on a 200 mesh copper grid with a carbon 

support layer.  
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6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.3.1 Synthesis of telechelic macroinitiators 

ATRP of styrene to prepare mono- and difunctional homopolymers was reported earlier.[10,11] On 

the basis of these reports the synthesis of telechelic polystyrene of high molecular weight involves 

a “seeding technique”, namely, using low molecular weight macroinitiators as initiators for the 

synthesis of higher molecular weight macroinitiators and so forth, until the desired length is 

attained. For the synthesis of macroinitiators, solution polymerisation was resorted to as a 

considerable lowering of the propagation rate and improved control is expected in solution 

compared to bulk polymerisation. Anisole, in which the catalytic species are soluble and highly 

active, was chosen as solvent. Starting pre-polymers, e.g. difunctional α,ω-dibromo oligomers 

(Table  6-1, entry O1) were prepared via procedures previously described.[10-12] 

 
Scheme  6-2. Synthesis of telechelic polystyrene macroinitiators by ATRP.  

 

Table  6-1. Synthesis of high molecular weight PS macroinitiators. The first entry represents the synthesis of a 

low molecular weight macroinitiator starting from DMDBHD. The yield is defined as, ratio between mass of 

the end-product (after purification) and mass of the starting materials.  

  

Entry 
Macroinitiator 

Mn (g/mol)
time (h) yield (%)

Mn           

(g/mol)

Mw           

(g/mol)
PDI

P1 a 20 90 1,900 2,700 1.10
P2 1,900 20 57 47,500 68,700 1.44
P3 47,500 20 72 65,400 90,300 1.38
P4 65,400 48 60 80,100 120,900 1.51
P5 80,100 20 40 95,800 132,900 1.38
P6 80,100 48 59 99,200 200,400 2.02  

 a- Dimethyl 2,6-dibromoheptanedioate (DMDBHD) 
 

GPC was used to assess the molecular weight of the PS macroinitiators. Figure  6-1 depicts the 

GPC chromatograms of samples with various molecular weights, and clearly shows an increase in 

Mn from about 2,000 (being the molecular weight of the primary macroinitiator) to 100,000 g/mol 

(see Table  6-1). Given that the polymers obtained have quite a high molecular weight, an increase 

in polydispersity is expected to occur. Polydispersities up to 1.5 were found (P1-P5 in Table  6-1), 

and a bimodal distribution is observed, most probably due to the occurrence of catalyst-based side 
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reactions (β-H elimination) described previously for ATRP.[13] However, these values are quite 

acceptable in view of the aim of this work.  
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Figure  6-1. GPC traces of telechelic polystyrene macroinitiators. Homopolymerisations were carried out from 

PS macroinitiators with various Mn.  

 

ATRP of styrene from PS macroinitiators can be well controlled when low molecular weight 

macroinitiators are used. However, when the molecular weight of the macroinitiator goes beyond 

40,000 g/mol, successful synthesis of higher molecular weights materials with low PDIs becomes 

difficult. It was observed that for attaining molecular weights of around 80,000 g/mol, a longer 

reaction time of about 48 hours is necessary. High molecular weight macroinitiators afforded 

materials with only a slight augmentation in the molecular weight. Extended reaction times only 

increased the polydispersity to values higher than 2. This is in agreement with previous reports 

showing that termination and other side reactions in ATRP, mainly given by the interaction of the 

copper (II) species with both the growing radical and the macromolecular alkyl halide, are 

becoming more prominent as high molecular polymers are targeted.[14] From these results we can 

conclude that in our system, the ATRP of styrene from PS macroinitiators is limited to molecular 

weights up to around 100,000 g/mol.  

6.3.2 Synthesis and molecular characterisation of triblock copolymers SMI-PS-

SMI 

The bromide terminated difunctional PS macroinitiators were used in ATRP copolymerisation 

with maleimide (MI) and styrene (S), resulting in triblock copolymers of the type SMI-PS-SMI 

with Mn (GPC) ranging from 2,500 to about 100,000 g/mol. The triblock copolymers contained up to 

20 wt% of maleimide and their compositions were quantified with FT-IR. It should be noted that 

the maleimide cannot be homopolymerised by ATRP. Therefore, equimolar amounts of styrene 
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were also added, which afforded alternating styrene-maleimide segments at the chain end of the 

PS macroinitiators (Scheme  6-3). These triblock copolymers were subsequently used as a 

backbone for grafting the polyamide-6 side chains. Although a large number of reports are 

available for the preparation of triblock copolymer by ATRP, to the best of our knowledge this is 

the first time that SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers are described.[15] 

 
Scheme  6-3. Synthesis of SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers by ATRP.  

 
For the preparation of triblock copolymers of various molecular weights, macroinitiators with 

different molecular weights were used, as described in Table  6-2. Firstly, preliminary tests were 

done in order to define the reaction time needed for incorporating the desired amount of 

maleimide. As seen for entry M1, a time of 2 hours is sufficient to incorporate the maximum 

amount of maleimide, which is slightly lower than the calculated one. Therefore, for all the 

copolymerisation reactions a time of 2 hours was allowed. It should be noted that with increasing 

the molecular weight of the initiator the incorporation of the maleimide is decreasing, which 

prompted us to raise the amount of maleimide used for the reaction up to 400 equivalents. This is 

probably due to lower catalytic system efficiency with decreasing the concentration of initiator in 

the system. The unreacted maleimide monomer was removed in the post-polymerisation 

purification step.  

 

 

Table  6-2. Synthesis of SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers by ATRP.  

Entry 
Macroinitiator 

Mn (g/mol)
MI (eq)

CM S 

(mol/L)
time (h) yield (%)

Mn           

(g/mol)

Mw           

(g/mol)
PDI

MI
th 

(wt%) 

MI
IR 

(wt%) 

M1 1,900 4 1
1               
2               
5

N/A
1,900            
2,000       
2,200

2,900      
3,200             
4,200

1.52             
1.60      
1.84

13
7                
10                  
10 

M2 18,600 75 2 2 75 19,100 23,700 1.24 22 16
M3 45,200 100 2 2 68 52,600 63,500 1.20 15 13
M4 80,100 250 5 2 64 96,700 146,700 1.51 19 9
M5 95,800 400 8 2 45 116,000 167,100 1.43 22 8  

 
GPC analysis was used for measuring the molecular weight and polydispersity of the triblock 

copolymers and the data obtained are collected in Table  6-2 and Figure  6-2. The SMI-PS-SMI 

copolymers have molecular weights up to around 100,000 g/mol and relatively low 
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polydispersities up to 1.5. As the macroinitiators used for the preparation of triblock copolymers 

showed already a bimodal distribution, this is thus also the case for the triblock copolymers. 

Nevertheless, styrene-maleimide copolymers of such high molar masses prepared by ATRP have 

not been reported yet.  
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Figure  6-2. GPC traces of high molecular weight SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers.  

 
The amount of maleimide present in the SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers was quantified by 

applying a simple but accurate FT-IR analysis technique. An accurate calibration curve was made 

by using solid mixtures of polystyrene and a succinimide with an exactly known composition, 

which simulates best the maleimide content present in the SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer. 

Samples having succinimide concentrations between 2 and 30 wt% were analysed by FT-IR at 

room temperature (Figure  6-3).  

 

 
Figure  6-3. FT-IR spectra of solid blend of PSbisBr/succinimide (12 wt%). 
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By plotting the ratio of the peak intensities of succinimide (CO stretching, 1700 cm-1) and 

polystyrene (the aromatic methine, 2923 cm-1) against the content of succinimide in the mixture, a 

calibration curve can be constructed as shown in Figure  6-4.  

 

 
Figure  6-4. Calibration curve of succinimide content in solid blend of PSbisBr/succinimide.  

 
The solid line Figure  6-4, obtained by the least square method, represents the calibration curve 

that was used to determine the maleimide content in the triblock copolymers shown in Table  6-2.  

As revealed by DSC analysis, the SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers are completely amorphous 

materials which behave as a two-phase system with two glass transition temperatures. The low Tg 

(108 ºC) corresponds to the polystyrene phase, whereas the high Tg (170 ºC) is explained by the 

ability of H-bonds between the imide units.[16] In the second heating curve however, the high Tg is 

not visible any longer, regardless the molar mass of the copolymers analysed, probably due to 

weak H-bonding interactions between the imide. By adding maleimide functionalities to the 

polystyrene, the thermal stability of the resulting materials does not change. TGA (not shown 

here) revealed that both the neat PS and the SMI-PS-SMI only degrade above a temperature of 

around 380 ºC.  

6.3.3 Synthesis of mono-functional polyamide-6 

Three batches of mono-amine-functionalized polyamide-6 were prepared by hydrolytic 

polymerisation at 250 ºC, using the high boiling amine 3-phenyl propyl amine as initiator 

(Scheme  6-4).  

The molecular weight of the polyamide can be calculated with accuracy from the 1H NMR spectra 

(Figure  6-5) by integrating the protons corresponding to the chain-end phenyl peaks (7.2 ppm) 

and the methylene protons from the repeating unit at 3.5 ppm (CH2-NH) or 2.7 ppm (CH2-CO). 

The molecular weights calculated from the 1H NMR spectra of these three polyamides were found 

to be 900, 7,000 and 20,000 g/mol, respectively.  
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Scheme  6-4. Structure of mono-amino-terminated polyamide-6.  

 
Figure  6-5. 

1
H NMR spectra of mono-amino-terminated polyamide-6 (TFA-d, 25 ºC).  

 

The thermal properties of the amino-terminated polyamide-6 were evaluated with DSC. As shown 

in Table  6-3, the Tgs of the polyamides are not visible in the DSC traces, whereas the melting 

temperatures are clearly visible between 191 ºC and 221 ºC. The polyamides crystallize between 

166 and 182 ºC. Lower supercooling values for the lower molecular weight polyamides indicate 

that these crystallize faster than the high molecular weight materials.  

 
Table  6-3. Thermal properties of (mono-)amino-terminated polyamide-6. 

Entry Mn
a
  (g/mol)

Tg
b           

(°C)

Tm
b              

(°C)

∆Hm
b         

(J/g)

Tc
b            

(°C)

Tm-Tc
b 

(°C)

N1 900 - 191 113.7 166 25
N2 7,000 - 220 69.0 182 41
N3 20,000 - 221 52.6 169 52  

(a) Calculated from 1H NMR. (b) Obtained from DSC traces (2nd heating, heating rate 20 ºC/min, under 
argon). 

 
6.3.4 Model reactions 

It has long been known that aliphatic cyclic imides of carboxylic acids are able to react with 

several nucleophilic compounds such as amines undergoing aminolysis.[17,18] This reaction has 

been studied as well in relation to polymer chemistry, when polyamides of high molecular weight 

were obtained from the reaction of diamines with bissuccinimides.[19,20] The literature data 

prompted us to apply the aminolysis reaction to the coupling of amine-terminated polyamides 

with SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers, for the preparation of graft copolymers. But before 

proceeding to the coupling reaction between the polyamide and SMI-PS-SMI pre-polymers it is 

important to identify the reaction products that can be formed. Model compounds - small organic 
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molecules that mimic the pre-polymers to be reacted - allow an easy characterisation mainly due 

to a high concentration of reactive groups but also to a high solubility of the reaction products. For 

this, an equimolar amount of hexylamine (HA) and a succinimide (SI), (chosen to mimic the 

polyamide-6 and the maleimide present in the triblock copolymer, respectively) was reacted in the 

melt at 130 ºC, (slightly below the boiling point of hexylamine) under inert atmosphere for a 

period up to 3 hours. Certainly, this temperature is lower than the one that will be used for 

extruding nylon, and these model reactions will be used mainly to identify the structure of the 

products formed rather than defining optimal reaction conditions. Small amounts of the reaction 

mixture were removed every hour and analysed by LC-MS, NMR and FT-IR spectroscopy. It was 

found that three compounds, which will be generally referred to as SI-HA/A, SI-HA/B and SI-

HA/C, can be formed as described in Scheme  6-5. As the reactants were used without any prior 

purification, hydrolyzed compounds (SI-HA/C) were formed due to traces of water present in the 

system.  

 
Scheme  6-5. Schematic representation of the reaction between succinmide (SI) and hexylamine (HA).  

 
Figure  6-6. LC-MS spectra of SI-HA product after 1 hour, measured in ACN. Values shown on peaks 

represent the masses of the protonated samples. See peak description in the text. 
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As shown by the LC-MS analysis (Figure  6-6), after one hour reaction time between SI and HA, 

three reaction products are visible, which correspond to the structures in Scheme  6-5, as follows: a 

compound with a mass 184 which corresponds to the protonated cyclic compound SI-HA/A, a 

compound with a mass 285, which is attributed to the protonated compound SI-HA/B and a 

compound with a mass 202 corresponding to the protonated compound SI-HA/C, formed upon 

hydrolysis of SI-HA/A. As observed by LC-MS, if the reaction proceeds for longer times, the 

compounds SI-HA/A and SI-HA/C react further to SI-HA/B. No unreacted starting materials (SI 

or HA) were detectable after one hour, suggesting that all the amines had reacted with the 

succinimide.  

Additional confirmation that the amines react easily with succinimides is brought in by 1H and 13C 

NMR and FT-IR analyses. 

       
Figure  6-7. 

1
H NMR (left-hand side, CDCl3) and 

13
C NMR (right-hand side, DMSO-d) of pure hexylamine 

(HA), succinimide (SI) and the product of their reaction (SI-HA). 

 

The comparative 13C NMR spectra of pure HA, pure SI and the reaction products of HA and SI  

(Figure  6-7, right-hand side), show the disappearance of the carbonyl peak corresponding to pure 

SI (180 ppm) and of the methylene moieties linked to the amine from HA (42 ppm), which 

suggests that the starting materials are not present anymore in the reaction mixture. Instead, new 

peaks appear in the carbonyl region of the products (i.e. at 174 and 172 ppm), which correspond 

to the carbonyls of the newly formed structures SI-HA/A and SI-HA/B, respectively. The new 

peak corresponding to the methylene next to nitrogen appears at 40 ppm and is overlapping with 

the solvent peak. The 13C NMR analysis proves that SI can be reacted with HA in the melt, giving 

at least two products. Additional evidence of the successful reaction between SI and HA is given 

by the 1H NMR analysis (Figure  6-7, left-hand side), where the peak corresponding to CH2-NH2 

of the HA (2.3 ppm) is not present in the reaction product, the methylene of SI has been shifted 

from 2.9 ppm to 2.7 ppm and the methylene and methyl peak of HA have been shifted from 0.5-

1.2 ppm and 0.5 ppm to 1.4 ppm and 0.9 ppm, respectively.  
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Figure  6-8. FT-IR spectra of pure hexylamine (HA), succinimide (SI) and the product of their reaction (SI-

HA). 

 
Furthermore, an extra proof of the existence of SI-HA coupling products is given by the FT-IR 

analysis. As seen in Figure  6-8, the NH2 stretch vibration of HA (3317 cm-1) has disappeared after 

the reaction and new peaks originating from amide bonds have appeared at 3288 and 3350 cm-1. 

The FTIR spectrum of the product also shows a different pattern in the lower wavenumber area in 

comparison with the pure starting materials. For example, the HA peaks at 1477 cm-1 (CH2-NH2 

scissoring) and 1334 cm-1 (C-N stretching) have been replaced by new bands at 1667-1637 cm-1 

(NH amide deformation) and 1222 cm-1 (C-N-C stretching).  

In conclusion, the above described model study shows that amines react readily with succinimide 

through an aminolysis reaction, giving after one hour a mixture of cyclic and acyclic compounds 

which at longer times can react further with excess amine to form the corresponding diamino-

succimimidic compound. Since this reaction already takes place at 130 ºC, without any doubt 

under reactive extrusion conditions above the melting point of the synthesized polyamide-6 

samples (being 191-221 ºC) the grafting of amine-terminated PA-6 onto the SMI blocks of the 

SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer should be possible.  

6.3.5 Synthesis of PS-PA-6 graft copolymers  

In this section, we aimed to synthesize a new type of graft copolymers which will be referred to as 

polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers with controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6). The 

particularity of these copolymers consists in the distribution of the grafts at the end of the 

polystyrenic backbone chains (brush-like structure), as shown in Scheme  6-6. For comparison, 

polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers with a random architecture (PS-gR-PA-6, vide infra) 

were also prepared via previously reported procedures. However, it should be considered that PS 

and PA-6 are immiscible polymers. The ideal morphology, making use of the favourable 
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properties of both the polyamide phase (high melting point, solvent resistance, toughness, 

paintability) and of the styrenic phase (high Tg, low moisture absorption) would be a co-

continuous structure consisting of strongly interpenetrating domains of the two phases. For 

allowing the formation of very high amounts of PS-PA-6 graft copolymer, a very fine morphology 

would be required. As 100 % high molecular weight copolymer formation is virtually impossible 

to reach (due to their high shear viscosity and the complete immiscibility of PS and PA-6), we 

would like to determine whether these novel graft copolymers (PS-gC-PA-6) can be more suitable 

for attaining a higher compatibilising and stabilising efficiency, which would be reflected on the 

crystallinity, the thermal and the mechanical properties of these materials. Although for the 

purpose of verifying the “sticky block” concept low molecular weight PS are required, we would 

like to investigate also what are the PS molecular weight limitations for achieving strong 

crystalline copolymer networks.  

 

 
Scheme  6-6. Schematic representation of polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers with controlled (PS-gC-PA-6) 

or random (PS-gR-PA-6) architecture. Legend description: S = styrene, Br = bromine, MI = maleimides, MA = 

maleic anhydride, PA6 = polyamide-6.  

 

6.3.5.1 Synthesis of graft copolymers having a controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6) 

By reactive extrusion of the SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers and polyamide of different 

molecular weights (described in the previous section), a novel type of graft copolymers with a 

brush-like structure at the chain ends, is targeted.  

PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers of low molecular weight can be efficiently prepared in the melt. It should 

be noted that the low molecular weight precursors (SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers and PA-6) 

have a very low melt viscosity and therefore can be easily reacted in the melt in a glass reactor 

with mechanical stirring. Moreover, for low molar mass polymers the incompatibility is less 

pronounced than for high molecular weight polymers, and accordingly the contact area at which 

the grafting reaction can take place is higher in the case of low molar mass reactants. Therefore, 

due to an increase in the shear viscosity, the preparation of high molar mass graft copolymers was 

performed in a twin-screw extruder by coupling high molecular weight triblock copolymers (SMI-
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PS-SMI) with amino terminated polyamide-6. In this way, the high shear stress effect would 

facilitate the reduction of the size of the two incompatible phases and would promote the 

formation of a large interfacial contact area, thereby promoting the formation of graft copolymer. 

The graft copolymer formed at the interface would on its turn reduce the interfacial tension, and 

favours a finer dispersion of one phase into another, thereby allowing further reaction between the 

two chemically different polymers. The triblock copolymers used had an Mn of about 100,000 

g/mol, whereas the polyamides had various molecular weights (Mn N1 = 900 g/mol and Mn N2 = 

7,000 g/mol, Mn N3 = 20,000 g/mol). Polyamides with different lengths were chosen, firstly to 

check the polyamide molecular weight limitations on the mixing efficiency of the chemically 

different polymers. Secondly, we would like to investigate how crystallinity, the thermo-

mechanical and the rheological behaviour are influenced by the length of polyamide grafts.  

It should be mentioned that triblock copolymers of lower molecular weight (Mn between 20,000 

and 50,000 g/mol) were also used for the preparation of graft-copolymers (with PA-6 of 900 and 

7,000 g/mol), in order to verify whether the targeted polyamide network would compensate for 

the lack of PS entanglements (as stated in the introduction). However, the high brittleness and 

lack of a rubbery plateau in DMA of the products obtained, made it impossible to compare these 

materials with commercial neat PS of minimum molecular weight, sufficiently high to render 

satisfactory mechanical properties (Mw of about 200,000 g/mol). Therefore, these samples are not 

shown here but only the higher molecular weight samples (Mn of 90,000 g/mol) are discussed, for 

which it was hoped that these would be strong enough to allow mechanical properties 

characterisation.  

Several polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers with various compositions were prepared by 

reactive extrusion as shown in Table  6-4. The reaction temperature was set at about 20 ºC above 

the melting temperature of the polyamide used. The molecular weights of the polystyrene-

maleimide triblock copolymers were estimated from GPC traces and also viscosity measurements 

were performed in m-cresol, whereas the molar masses of the PS-gC-PA copolymers, (due to their 

insolubility in GPC solvents) were only evaluated in terms of inherent viscosity (also measured in 

m-cresol at 30 ºC) as ranging from 0.12 to 0.4 dL/g. The intrintrinsic viscosities of the graft 

copolymers are only slightly higher than those of the corresponding SMI-PS-SMI triblock 

copolymers, as they consist mainly of SMI-PS-SMI. The PA-6 part obviously has only a little 

contribution to the total intrinsic viscosity, and the polystyrenic main chain dominates the 

hydrodynamic volume and the value of the intrinsic viscosity. 

The average number of branches (PA-6 grafts) per polystyrenic backbone chain was estimated 

from the molar ratio of the two PA-6 pre-polymers. It can be seen that for the same polyamide 
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content, the use of the low molecular weight PA-6 results in a number of branches about eight 

times higher than when the high molecular weight PA-6 was used. For example, the graft 

copolymers made with PA-6 (Mn N2 = 7,000 g/mol) on average have up to around 6 branches per 

SMI-PS-SMI chain (entries G4-G6 in Table  6-4) while, the graft copolymers prepared with 

shorter PA-6 (Mn N1 = 900 g/mol) have up to 46 branches per main chain polystyrenic molecule 

(entries G2-G3 in Table  6-4). The influence of length and number of PA-6 branches on the 

crystallization behaviour of the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers will be discussed in the next section. 

 

Table  6-4. Synthesis and characteristics of PS-g-PA-6 copolymers obtained by reactive extrusion.  

Entry
Mn PSMI

a 

(g/mol)

Mw PSMI
a 

(g/mol)
PDI PSMI

ŋ inh  

PSMI
c 

(dL/g)

Mn PA6
b    

(g/mol)

wt% 

PA6
c 

(th)

T (°C)

ŋinh                 

PS-g -PA
d 

(dL/g)

No. of 

branches

Graft 

copolymer
e 

(%)

PA
f              

(%)

G1 2,600 4,100 1.60 0.10 900 16 230 0.12 0.6 95 15
G2 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 900 16 230 0.35 21.2 85 14
G3 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 900 30 230 0.27 45.6 74 22
G4 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 7,000 5 250 0.31 0.7 81 4
G5 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 7,000 16 250 0.33 2.7 88 14
G6 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 7,000 30 250 0.39 5.8 67 20
G7 96,700 146,700 1.51 0.31 20,000 16 250 0.41 1.0 71 11

G8 100,000 224,000 2.24 N/A 7,000 5 250 N/A 0.8 5 0.3
G9 100,000 224,000 2.24 N/A 7,000 16 250 N/A 1.0 22 4

PS-g C -PA-6

PS-g R -PA-6

 
(a) Determined by GPC. (b) Calculated from 1H NMR. (c ) Calculated from the ratios used for the synthesis (th = theoretical). 
(d) Determined by viscosimetry in m-cresol at 30 ºC. (e) Percentage of material that did not disintegrate after THF and HFIP 
extraction, which is considered to have a co-continuous morphology. (f) Percentage of PA-6 present in the grafts after 
extraction.  

 

6.3.5.2 Synthesis of graft copolymers having a less controlled, more random architecture 

(PS-gR-PA-6) 

Graft copolymers without an organized structure were prepared by reactive processing of 

poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) copolymer (Mn = 100,000 g/mol, Mw = 224,000 g/mol, 7 wt% 

MA) and polyamide-6 (Mn = 7,000 g/mol), under the same experimental conditions as described 

for PS-gC-PA-6 (Table  6-4, entries G8-G9). The concentration of polyamide grafts was set 

between 5 and 16 wt%, to allow a comparison with the graft copolymers with a more controlled 

architecture.  

6.3.5.3 Extraction tests 

As shown above, the molecular characterisation of the low molar model compounds can be easily 

done with 13C NMR and FT-IR. However, due to a far too low concentration of the functional 

groups, an accurate characterisation of the high molar mass copolymers is difficult to perform. For 

this reason, quantitative extractions on the extruded crude product were performed in order to 

estimate the percentage of graft copolymer existent in the product obtained from synthesis.  
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a) Extraction of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers. As shown in Table  6-4, the low molecular 

weight PS-gC-PA-6 showed an almost complete yield of graft copolymer, as hardly any PS or PA-

6 could be recovered. On the other hand, when high molecular weight PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers are 

used, the maximum percentage of graft copolymer recovered was between 67 and 85 wt%. It was 

observed that with increasing the molecular weight of the polyamide-6 from 900 to 7,000 g/mol, a 

higher amount of graft copolymer is recovered (up to 88 wt%) (entries G2 and G5). However, 

longer PA-6 (20,000 g/mol, entry G7) afforded only 71 wt% graft copolymer, probably due to a 

poorer interpenetration of, and less contact area between the two immiscible phases with 

increasing the PA-6 length. It should also be noted that the percentage of graft copolymer is 

increasing with the concentration of PA-6, attaining a maximum at 16 wt% of PA-6. For higher 

PA-6 concentrations (30 wt%), a drop in the production of graft copolymer was observed, due to 

the formation of a composite phase morphology (see morphology part). The demand of such a low 

PA-6 concentration (16 wt%) for attaining high percentages of graft copolymer formation 

(possibly exhibiting a co-continuous phase) is quite unique, and might be due to a more 

favourable interface between the two phases, presumably due to the H-bonding maleimides 

moieties. Moreover, the 1H NMR analysis of the material obtained after the extraction with THF 

revealed that there was no PA-6 present in the PS phase. 

Previously described data concerned only random graft copolymers of comparable PS and PA-6 

lengths, and showed that co-continuous structures can be made only when more than 40 wt% PA-

6 was used.[21]   

From these results it becomes clear that, when low molecular weight/oligomers PS-gC-PA-6 graft 

copolymers are aimed, a high amount of graft copolymer is generated, which suggests that the two 

co-reactive groups (maleimides and amines) diffuse easily towards the interface, where they form 

graft copolymers reducing the interfacial tension between the two phases, thereby creating more 

and more interface and in this way allowing nearly a quantitative graft copolymer formation. 

Nevertheless, when high molecular weight PS-gC-PA-6 graft copolymers are desired, the 

compatibilizing and stabilizing efficiency is much lower than observed for oligomers but 

increases with the lengths of PA-6 grafts used (up to about 7,000 g/mol) and with PA-6 

concentration (up to a threshold value of 16 wt% ). A similar increase in the interfacial thickness 

with the length of PA-6 was previously reported for PS-PA-6 graft copolymers[6] and also 

predicted by Noolandi and Hong.[22] This implies that the graft chain length is more important for 

increasing the interfacial thickness than the graft chain density.  

b) Extraction of PS-gR-PA-6 copolymers. Selective extractions on random graft 

copolymers revealed much lower percentages of graft copolymers than when materials with 
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controlled architecture were aimed, attaining a maximum of only 20 %, which corresponds to 

values found in literature for similar materials.[21] The formation of a low amount of graft 

copolymer is supported by the presence of much bigger PA-6 droplets inside the PS phase (as 

discussed in the morphology section) but also by relatively unchanged thermal and thermo-

mechanical properties of these materials as compared to the neat SMA. 

It is possible that the presence of maleimides - MI (which is more prone to form H-bonds than 

maleic anhydride - MA), favours the formation of a finer morphology, creating more interface and 

therefore allowing the generation of higher amounts of graft copolymer. However, we cannot 

estimate to which extent the position of grafts influences the formation of graft copolymer, due to 

existence of many variables (MI vs. MA, different concentrations of MI and respectively MA in 

triblock copolymers, different molecular weight of triblock copolymers).  

In the next section, the thermal and crystallization behaviour of graft copolymers with controlled 

or random chain topology will be evaluated. 

6.3.6 Thermal properties of PS-PA-6 graft copolymers 

6.3.6.1 DSC analysis of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers 

The dynamic crystallization behaviour of PA-6 in the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers was assessed with 

DSC and the data obtained are collected in Table  6-5. For comparison purposes, the thermal 

properties of neat pre-polymers used for the preparation of PS-gC-PA-6 graft-copolymers, i.e. neat 

polyamide-6 ( N1, N2, N3) and neat SMI-PS-SMI, are also shown in Table  6-5 and Figure  6-9 

(right hand-side). The neat PA-6 did not show a Tg in the DSC traces, regardless the polyamide-6 

chain length, but only a Tm between 190 and 220 ºC depending on the polyamide molecular 

weight. Moreover, longer neat PA-6 chains showed lower melting enthalpies and slower 

crystallization, as evidenced by higher supercooling values (Tm-Tc). On the other hand, the SMI-

PS-SMI triblock copolymer is amorphous, showing two Tgs at 108 and 173 ºC, respectively.  

The graft copolymers of polystyrene (i.e. SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer) and polyamide-6 are 

semi-crystalline materials with high glass transition temperatures (characteristic for the PS phase), 

and melting temperatures between 180 and 217 ºC (given by the melting of the PA-6 phase). It is 

observed that the melting temperatures of the copolymers are 10 - 20 ºC lower than the values 

observed for the constitutive neat polyamides, and that the supercooling required for 

crystallization is higher for the grafted PA-6 than for neat PA-6, indicating that the chemical 

attachment of the high molecular weight polystyrenic chains influences the PA-6 crystallization in 

a negative way and results in crystals with a poorer quality. In addition, with increasing the 

molecular weight of the polystyrene phase from ca. 2,600 to 97,000 g/mol (entries G1 vs. G2 in 
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Table 6) and maintaining the same polyamide concentration and length, the Tm is increasing with 

ca. 10 ºC. We believe that this difference is caused by an incomplete phase separation of the low 

molar mass SMI-PS-SMI and the PA-6, for which the hydrogen bonding SMI blocks are thought 

to play an important role. This is also reflected in the much higher supercooling of G1, required 

for crystallizing from the melt, and in a significantly lower crystallinity of the PA-6 phase of G1. 

For higher molecular weight polystyrenic backbones the phase separation between the PS and the 

PA-6 is more complete, resulting in a higher Tm and a lower supercooling.  

When comparing graft copolymers made with SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymers of identical 

lengths and polyamides of various lengths (entries G2, G5 vs. G7 and entries G3 vs. G6), it was 

found that for the same concentration of polyamide, the graft copolymers made with high molar 

mass polyamides show a higher crystallinity than the ones made with low molar mass polyamides. 

This increase in crystallinity is most probably also due to a more complete phase separation of the 

polystyrenic and the polyamide phases in the case of the longer PA-6 grafts.  Furthermore, the 

longer PA-6 grafts form more stable crystallite structures,  which not only results in higher 

melting points but which also manifests itself by a more stable rubbery plateau in DMTA (vide 

infra).   
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Table  6-5. Thermal properties of PS-gC-PA-6 graft copolymers.   

Entry
Mn PSMI

a 

(g/mol)

Mw PSMI
a 

(g/mol)

Mn PA-6
b  

(g/mol)

wt% PA6 

(th)

PA-6
c              

(%)

ŋinh PS-g-PA-6
d 

(dL/g)

No of 

branches

Tg
e  

(°C)

Tm
e 

(°C)

∆Hm
e 

(J/g)

Tc
e 

(°C)

X
f   

(%)

Tm-Tc      

(°C)

N1 - - 900 100 - 0.19 - - 191 113.7 166 49 25
N2 - - 7,000 100 - 0.78 - - 220 69.0 182 30 41
N3 - - 20,000 100 - N/A - - 221 52.6 169 23 52

SMI 96,700 146,700 - - - N/A - 108 - - - - -

G1 2,600 4,100 900 16 15 0.12 0.6 91 177 4.9 96 14 81
G2 96,700 146,700 900 16 14 0.28 21.2 109 187 7.0 137 19 50
G3 96,700 146,700 900 30 22 0.25 45.6 109 190 11.5 124 17 54
G4 96,700 146,700 7,000 5 4 0.31 0.7 110 - - - - -
G5 96,700 146,700 7,000 16 14 0.33 2.7 108 196 7.0 - 19 -
G6 96,700 146,700 7,000 30 20 0.39 5.8 110 211 15.5 163 22 49
G7 96,700 146,700 20,000 16 11 N/A 1.0 108 217 7.0 - 19 -

neat pre-polymers

PS-g C -PA-6

 
The crystallinity of the graft copolymers, as calculated from the DSC traces, has been corrected for the polyamide content of the 
graft copolymers, and accordingly gives the crystallinity of the polyamide phase (∆Hf

0
PA6 = 230 J/g).[23]  

(a) Determined by GPC. (b) Calculated from 1H NMR. (c) Percentage of PA-6 present in the grafts after extraction. (d) Determined 
by viscosimetry in m-cresol at 30ºC. (e) Determined by DSC. (f) Calculated from DSC and corrected for the polyamide-6 
percentage. 

 

With increasing PA-6 content in the graft copolymers, the melting enthalpies and therefore the 

crystallinity of the polyamide part of the copolymers increased, attaining a maximum crystallinity 

of 22 % for samples containing 30 wt% of polyamide. However, at low PA-6 concentrations 

(around 5 wt%) the graft copolymers do not crystallize, indicating that a minimum threshold of 

the polyamide concentration required for observing crystallization is somewhere between 5 and 

15 wt%. Obviously, only then the phase separation is sufficient to allow crystallization. Aside 

from an increase in crystallinity with increasing polyamide content, the melting temperature also 

rises progressively with adding larger amounts of polyamide, as presented in Figure  6-9 (left hand 

side) and Table  6-5 (entries G2-G3 and G4-G6). This is most probably the result of the formation 

of larger PA-6 domains, which affords larger crystals to be formed, exhibiting higher melting 

temperatures. The presence of polyamide-6 domains, which increase in size with increasing PA-6 

content in the copolymer, were also observed by TEM (vide infra). The chance of coalescence of 

PA-6 droplets increases with increasing the concentration of the polyamide phase. Nevertheless, 

the crystallization temperature of the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers was about 160 ºC, which denotes a 

well phase-separated structure. When the PA-6 droplet size is relatively big, most of the PA-6 

droplets crystallize around the PA-6 bulk temperature (182 ºC), as reported for compatibilised 

PS/PA-6 blends in which the major part of the PA-6 phase is not chemically bound to the PS.[24]  
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Figure  6-9. DSC thermograms of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers (left hand-side figure) with various polyamide 

concentrations: A: 5 wt%, B: 16 wt% and C: 30 wt% (entries G4-G6, Table  6-5). The right hand-side figure 

shows neat polyamides with different masses, e.g. N1: Mn = 900 g/mol (ηinh = 0.19 dL/g) and N2: Mn = 7,000 

g/mol (ηinh = 0.78 dL/g, N3: Mn = 20,000 g/mol). 

 
It is important to note also that the copolymers prepared with longer PA-6 grafts (Mn = 20,000 

g/mol) displayed melting temperatures close to neat PA-6 (217 ºC). This might point to a 

dispersed phase in a matrix morphology (vide supra). These copolymers prepared with longer PA-

6 exhibit crystallinities similar to the ones made with PA-6 grafts of Mn = 7,000 g/mol (19 %). 

The findings discussed above demonstrate that the graft copolymers having a controlled 

architecture have a relatively high crystallinity. By increasing the molecular weight of the PA-6 

used for the preparation of the PS-PA-6 graft copolymers, the crystallinity is increased, with the 

drawback of going more and more to a dispersed phase in a matrix structure (vide infra), whereas 

co-continuity is the preferred morphology with respect to the aim of this work. 

6.3.6.2 DSC analysis of PS-gR-PA-6 copolymers 

The thermal properties of polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers with a more random 

architecture (PS-gR-PA-6) were also evaluated with DSC, and the data obtained are collected in 

Table  6-6.  

 

Table  6-6. Thermal properties of PS-gR-PA-6 graft copolymers 

Entry
wt% PA6 

(th)

No of 

branches

Tg     

(°C)

Tm    

(°C)

∆Hm    

(J/g)

Tc      

(°C)

X
a              

(%)

Tm-Tc               

(°C)

SMA - - 122 - - - - -
G8 5 0.8 123 219 3.3 182 29 36
G9 16 1.0 114 220 12.2 - 33 -  

Random copolymers are prepared from poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) copolymer - SMA (Mn SMA = 100,000 

g/mol, Mw SMA = 224,000 g/mol as determined by GPC) and polyamide-6 (Mn PA6 = 7,000 g/mol as determined by 1H 

NMR). The first entry represents the pure SMA copolymer. (a) - Calculated from DSC and corrected for the 

polyamide-6 content. Also here the percentage of crystallinity is the fraction of the PA-6 phase that is crystalline.  
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The glass transition temperatures of these materials were found to be up to 120 ºC, values 

characteristic for neat SMA copolymers. It was observed though, that the melting transitions of 

random copolymers are very similar to the ones of unreacted PA-6. Moreover, the crystallization 

temperature (Tc) is 182 ºC, which is very similar to the corresponding value for pure PA-6, 

whereas the crystallinities calculated from the DSC enthalpies are as high as for the neat PA-6. 

All these data show that there is little, if any interaction between the polystyrenic backbone and 

the PA phase. These materials behave much more like a blend of PS (or SMA) and PA-6 than like 

a PS-PA-6 graft copolymer. This conclusion is supported also by the presence of only a small 

amount of graft copolymer in the sample (up to 20 wt%; see section 6.3.5.3), whereas the actual 

amount of PA-6 integrated in the graft is up to 4 wt%, the rest being free PA-6 dispersed in the 

matrix. A low amount of graft copolymer implies a lower continuity between the two phases and 

therefore a phase separation through demixing rather than through crystallization of graft 

copolymers, giving large crystals of free PA-6. Moreover, the lack of a rubbery plateau in the 

DMTA curve, a rheological behaviour similar to the unreacted SMA, and the presence of large 

PA-6 droplets visible in TEM, strongly indicates the existence of a blend which contains only 

limited amounts of graft copolymer.  

Obviously, as mentioned before, the hydrogen bonding SMI blocks are indeed important for the 

phase separation behaviour (formation of graft-copolymer) and for the resulting thermal 

transitions and required supercooling. These SMI blocks are absent in the SMA-PA-6 graft 

copolymers which makes it difficult to have a real comparison between the two systems (PS-gC-

PA-6 and PS-gR-PA-6). 
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6.3.7 Thermo-mechanical properties of PS-PA-6 graft copolymers 

6.3.7.1 DMTA analysis  

The thermo-mechanical properties of PS-gC-PA-6 graft copolymers of different compositions and 

molecular weights were studied with DTMA. The storage (G’) and loss (G’’) modulus were 

determined as function of temperature and all the data collected are shown in Table  6-7. Due to a 

significant brittleness of the low molecular weight copolymers, DMTA samples could be prepared 

only for the high molecular weight copolymers having a SMI-PS-SMI molecular weight of about 

100,000 g/mol. Polyamides of different molecular weights (e.g. 900 g/mol, 7,000 g/mol and 

20,000 g/mol) were used for the preparation of graft copolymers with polyamide contents between 

5 and 30 wt%. Additionally, the DMTA analysis was performed also on PS-gR-PA-6 graft 

copolymers with a more random distribution of grafts over the polystyrenic backbone. 

Overall, three transitions are expected to be seen in the DMTA analysis: the glass transition of the 

polyamide phase (Tg1), the glass transition of the polystyrenic phase (Tg2) and the melting 

transition of the polyamide, which is expected to be close to the flow temperature of the entire 

system (Tflow).  

a) DMTA analysis of PS-gC-PA-6 graft copolymers.  

It was observed that for PS-gC-PA-6 graft copolymers, the glass transition of the polyamide (Tg1) 

was around 50 ºC, which was about 20 ºC higher than the DMTA value recorded for neat PA-6 

with a number average molecular weight of 7,000 g/mol (Tg neat PA-6 = 30 ºC). This increase in Tg, 

most probably brought about by the physical cross-links present in the chemically attached 

polystyrene phase, denotes that the physical properties of the polyamide phase are strongly 

influenced by the presence of the amorphous PS phase. The glass transition of the amorphous 

phase (Tg2), however, is not influenced by the presence of semi-crystalline units and therefore 

does not show any important change as compared to neat PS, irrespective of the PA-6 molar mass. 
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Table  6-7. DMTA properties of PS-g-PA-6 copolymers of various molar masses prepared with PA-6 of 

different length.  

Entry
Mn PSMI

a 

(g/mol)

Mw PSMI
a 

(g/mol)

Mn PA6
b 

××××10
-3 

(g/mol)

wt% PA6 

(th)

Tg1 (DMTA)      

(°C)

Tg2 (DMTA)      

(°C)

Tflow (DMTA) 

(°C)

Tflex    

(°C) 

N3 - - 7,000 100 30 - 230 69
SMI 96,700 146,700 - - - 105 - -

G2 96,700 146,700 900 16 50 111 - -
G3 96,700 146,700 900 30 52 104 - -
G4 96,700 146,700 7,000 5 - 109 145 119
G5 96,700 146,700 7,000 16 53 108 159 120
G6 96,700 146,700 7,000 30 55 110 192 135
G7 96,700 146,700 20,000 16 46 114 188 128

G8 100,000 224,000 7,000 5 53 125 150 139
G9 100,000 224,000 7,000 16 54 126 170 150

PS-g C -PA-6

PS-g R -PA-6 

neat pre-polymers

 
The transitions were calculated as follows: Tg (DMTA) = T at the G" peak maximum, Tflow (DMTA) = T at which G' reaches 1 MPa, 
and Tflex = T at which the rubbery plateau starts. The nomenclature SMI refers to SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer, 
whereas N3 refers to neat PA-6. (a) Determined by GPC. (b) Calculated from 1H NMR. 5 

 
It should be emphasized that, above the Tg, neat PS and graft copolymers prepared with PA-6 of 

Mn = 900 g/mol are elongating, causing the apparatus to stop automatically, whereas the graft 

copolymers made with longer PA-6 (Mn ≥ 7,000 g/mol) could be measured until the modulus 

reached 0 MPa, evidencing a more coherent material. 

To be noted also that, all graft copolymer samples (Figure  6-10-Figure  6-11), showed almost a 

doubling of the storage modulus below Tg as compared to neat PS samples of similar molecular 

weight. Although this is a rather indirect way of evaluation, the increase in moduli points towards 

a combined reinforcing effect given by both maleimides moieties and PA-6 grafts present in the 

graft copolymers.  

The Tflow of the entire material was defined as the temperature at which G’ reached 1 MPa. This 

value is expected to be just slightly higher than the melting point of the PA-6 phase, provided that 

the PA phase has formed a strong network structure throughout the entire material. As seen in 

Figure  6-10, the samples prepared with polyamides of low molar masses did not show any Tflow in 

                                                 
5 It should be reminded here (see section 6.3.5.1) that graft copolymers of lower molecular weight (between 20,000 

and 50,000 g/mol) having PA-6 grafts of 900 and 7,000 g/mol were also prepared. The DMTA data showed they have 

a very weak crystal network, evidenced by the absence of a rubbery plateau, a lack of a Tflow but also by a high 

brittleness. A single Tg at 150 ºC was visible, suggesting a one-phase system, probably due to a good interpenetration 

between PS and PA-6. These materials are not shown here due to their very poor properties, which made it impossible 

to compare them with neat commercial PS of minimum molecular weight required for satisfactory mechanical 

properties (implying an Mw of about 200,000 g/mol). 
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DMTA, i.e. the measurement could not be continued until G’ had reached the value of 1 MPa, 

even though the DSC traces clearly showed melting peaks at significantly higher temperatures. 

This is most probably due to the fact that the crystalline structures formed by the short polyamide 

chains are not well organized and are not stable enough to form a strong network, which should 

result in the presence of a rubbery plateau in the DMTA curve. Nevertheless, by grafting 

polyamides onto the polystyrene backbone the thermal stability of the materials increases slightly 

(about 10 ºC).  
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Figure  6-10. DMTA traces of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers prepared with SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer of Mn = 

96,000 g/mol and PA-6 of Mn = 900 g/mol (entry G2 in Table  6-7), whereas the neat PS has Mn = 90,000 g/mol. 

 
As seen in Figure  6-11 (left-hand side), the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers made with longer polyamides 

(e.g. Mn PA-6 =7,000 g/mol) showed Tflows between 145 ºC and 192 ºC, due to the melting of a 

relatively stable crystalline network. However, the Tflows observed in DMTA were 20 to 40 ºC 

lower than the Tm values recorded with DSC, and the rubbery plateau was rather weak. This 

suggests that the crystals formed are clearly more stable than in the case of copolymers made with 

shorter PA-6 grafts, but still not stable enough to give the desired strong semi-crystalline network.  
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Figure  6-11. DMTA traces of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers prepared with high molecular weight PA-6. SMI-PS-SMI 

triblock copolymers of Mn = 96,000 g/mol and PA-6 of Mn = 7,000 g/mol (left hand-side figure; entries G4-G6 in 

Table  6-7) or PA-6 of Mn = 20,000 g/mol (right hand-side figure; entries G5 and G7 in Table  6-7) were used for 

the preparation of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers. The neat PS has a Mn of 90,000 g/mol. 

 

A further stabilization of the crystalline phase (a 30 ºC higher Tflow) was seen for copolymers 

prepared with even longer polyamide grafts (entries G7 vs. G5 in Table  6-7, and Figure  6-11, 

right-hand side), demonstrating that the polyamide length has an important effect on the 

copolymers’ crystalline behaviour and on the morphology. Nevertheless, it should be noted that 

with increasing the PA-6 length the melt viscosity of the copolymers is also increased, which 

results in a poorer processability of these materials (see rheology section). As expected, it was 

found that the stability of the polyamide crystals is not only influenced by the PA-6 length, but 

also by the PA-6 concentration. With increasing the PA-6 concentration, Tflow and Tflex increased 

as well. Tflex is defined as the onset of the rubbery plateau, which increases with increasing 

crystallinity of the polyamide phase.  

b) DMTA analysis of PS-gR-PA-6 graft copolymers.  

On the other hand, by comparing PS-PA-6 graft copolymers with a controlled architecture with 

more random ones, it becomes clear that the rubbery plateaus of the former ones are more 

pronounced (Figure  6-12), although one should be very careful with drawing general conclusions 

from this comparison, in view of the different amounts of graft copolymer actually present in each 

type of material (see section 6.3.5.3). 
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Figure  6-12. Comparison between DMTA traces of graft copolymers with controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6; 

G4 and G5 in Table  6-7) and graft copolymers with more random architecture (PS-gR-PA-6; G8 and G9 in 

Table  6-7). The PA-6 used in the preparation of all these copolymers has a Mn of 7,000 g/mol. 

 
However, higher moduli below Tg were found for the high molecular weight graft copolymers 

having a controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6) as compared to the more random ones (PS-gR-PA-

6), due to a combined effect of maleimides H-bond formation and also to the presence of higher 

amount of graft copolymers in the former one.  

 

To summarize, the thermo-mechanical properties of the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers are significantly 

enhanced as compared to the homopolymers from which they have been constructed, especially 

when long, highly crystalline polyamide units are used. Moreover, the crystallinity of the graft 

copolymers was found to increase also with the concentration of PA-6. The copolymers with PA-

6 brushes at the chain-end had definitely more pronounced rubbery plateaus as compared to the 

copolymers having a random distribution of grafts along the backbone due to higher graft 

copolymer contents (up to around 80 %).  
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6.3.7.2 Rheology  

The morphology of an immiscible polymer mixture is closely related to its rheology. Therefore, 

the rheological properties of polystyrene-polyamide graft copolymers and their constitutive 

homopolymers were performed at variable frequencies (dynamic oscillation), keeping the 

amplitude and also the measuring temperature at a constant value (i.e. 240 ºC). Frequency sweeps 

are used to investigate time-dependent shear behaviour since the frequency is the inverse of time. 

Short-term behaviour is simulated by rapid motions (e.g. at high frequencies) and long-term 

behaviour by slow motions (e.g., at low frequencies).  

 a) Rheological properties of PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers. 

                

                
 
Figure  6-13. Master curves of phase angle, viscosity and storage modulus versus the frequency for graft 

copolymers with a controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6, with PA-6 content from 5 to 30 wt %; entries G4-G6 in 

Table  6-5). For comparison, were also added:  neat PS (with a molar mass equivalent to the PS present in graft 

copolymers, i.e. Mn = 90,000 g/mol, Mw = 100,000 g/mol), neat commercial PS (Mw = 200,000 g/mol), neat PA-6 

(Mn = 7,000 g/mol) and a blend extrudate of neat PS and neat PA-6. 

 

In Figure  6-13 (top, left hand-side) phase angle values close to 90° and a clear rubber to glass 

transition are observed for the neat PS and PA-6 samples, but also for an extruded blend of the 

two homopolymers (prepared under the same conditions as graft copolymer), suggesting a liquid 

behaviour at this temperature. When these two homopolymers are coupled together in graft 
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copolymers the behaviour observed is changing considerably, becoming similar to that of a 

viscoelastic liquid.  

At 240 ºC, the neat homopolymers that constitute the graft copolymers behave as Newtonian 

liquids with viscosities of around 100 Pa⋅s (top, right-hand side, Figure  6-13). On the other hand, 

for the PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers the viscosity function is rising abruptly, as a result of the graft 

formation between the PA-6 amino end-groups and SMI imide groups. The magnitude of the 

complex viscosity at 100 rad/s for the graft copolymers is a decade larger than that of pure PA-6. 

Furthermore, the viscosity does not reach a plateau value at low frequencies, suggesting a network 

structure. This assumption is confirmed by the storage moduli G’, which tend to reach a plateau at 

low frequencies, a characteristic of a solid or gel-like structure, given by the formation of H-

bonded networks. This increase in the moduli points to the formation of a hydrogen-bonded 

structure, denoting viscoelastic behaviour typical for entangled networks. The combination of the 

rheological features described above is typically associated to a gel beyond the critical gel 

stage.[25]
 The viscous-like response observed in the lowest frequency region highlights the 

physical nature of this gel. The PA-6 chains are in contact but are not permanently (chemically) 

bonded and, for this reason, they can still slide over each other at very long experimental times. 

As a result, the PA-6 network slows down the relaxation of the melt with the introduction of new, 

long, relaxation modes.  

On the other hand, when an extruded blend of neat PS and PA-6 of similar molecular weights is 

used, the viscosity and moduli increased as compared to the separate neat materials, but no 

viscoelastic behaviour characteristic for H-bonded networks was found.  

It should be noted also that in the case of graft copolymers, the viscosity was found to decrease 

with increasing the shear rate (strong shear-thinning behaviour), which indicates that processing 

by injection moulding should be possible, even better than for high molecular weight (neat) 

polystyrene.  
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Figure  6-14. Master curves of storage modulus, loss modulus and viscosity versus the frequency of neat PS (Mn 

= 90,000 g/mol, left hand-side) and PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers containing 5 wt% PA-6 (right hand-side, entry G4 

in Table  6-5).  

 

Analyzing comparatively the storage and loss modulus (Figure  6-14), it appears that for the neat 

homopolymers the viscous behaviour dominates the elastic one, whereas for graft copolymers the 

G’ and G” curves are occurring in the form of straight lines, almost overlapping throughout the 

entire frequency range. Furthermore, the crossover point (ωco) where G’ = G”, is shifting towards 

higher frequencies with decreasing amount of PA-6 and also with increasing amount of 

polystyrene (i.e. from 0.1 to 100 rad/s). The neat PS and PA-6 references do not show a crossing 

point, but show a tendency of adjoining somewhere at high frequencies. This suggests that the 

hydrogen bonded copolymer networks behave as high molar mass polymers, but when the amount 

of H-bonds is reduced (decreasing content of PA-6), they become more flexible and mobile, then 

behaving rather as low molar mass polymers.  

 
Figure  6-15. Master curves of storage modulus and viscosity versus the frequency of graft copolymers with 

controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6, 16 wt% PA-6), each prepared with a different molecular weight PA-6 

(e.g. Mn PA-6 = 7,000 g/mol and respectively Mn PA-6 = 20,000 g/mol, entries G5 and G7 in Table  6-5).  
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As seen from the DMTA results, by increasing the molecular weight of the polyamide-6 used, the 

number of H-bonds is increasing which generates a tighter polymer network, reflected by a more 

pronounced plateau modulus. Therefore, it is expected that the rheological properties of these 

materials will be also significantly changed as compared to similar graft copolymers made with 

shorter polyamide-6. Figure  6-15 indeed reveals a four-time higher storage modulus and a much 

higher plateau at low frequencies, given by the stronger crystal structure formed for the longer 

PA-6 grafts. However, the formation of a stronger network induces also a three-fold increase in 

viscosity at 100 rad/s, which can be disadvantageous from a processing point of view. Even 

though, higher mechanical properties can always be beneficial, it should be emphasized that the 

purpose of this study is to develop “sticky-block” materials which retain the properties of high 

molecular weight amorphous polymers but are easier to process. Therefore, as demonstrated 

above, we reached our goal by introducing PA-6 grafts with relatively low molecular weights (Mn 

PA-6 = 7,000 g/mol) onto a polystyrenic backbone, which makes the use of longer PA-6 grafts 

unnecessary. 
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 b) Rheological properties of PS-gR-PA-6 copolymers. 

         

                       
Figure  6-16. Master curves of phase angle, viscosity and storage modulus versus the frequency for graft 

copolymers with a random architecture (PS-gR-PA-6, with 5-16 wt% PA-6, entries G8-G9 in Table  6-6). The 

neat PS (with a molar mass equivalent to the PS present in the graft copolymers, i.e. Mw = 200,000 g/mol) and 

the graft copolymers with controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6, with 16 wt% PA-6, entry G5 in Table  6-5) were 

added for comparison. 

 

The rheological properties of random graft copolymers (PS-gR-PA-6) were also evaluated and 

compared to graft copolymers of controlled architecture (PS-gC-PA-6), but also to the neat PS of 

similar molecular weight as the polystyrenic backbone of the graft copolymer. As seen in Figure 

 6-16, the phase angle values of random graft copolymers are relatively similar to the neat PS, 

showing a rubber to glass transition, and the behaviour of a Newtonian liquid rather than that of a 

viscoelastic material. Furthermore, the liquid behaviour is also evidenced by the fact that the 

viscosity reaches a plateau at low frequencies and the storage modulus shows a slope similar to 

neat PS, instead of a plateau (which would be characteristic for network structures). These data 

clearly show that the rheological properties of random graft copolymers are improved as 

compared to the neat PS, but the H-bonded structure does not seem strong enough to form a tight 

network, as in the case of graft copolymers with a more controlled architecture and also with a 

higher content of graft copolymer (PS-gC-PA-6). These results are in agreement with the presence 
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of a weak rubbery plateau observed in the DMTA, a very low amount of graft copolymer (up to 

20 wt%) found after selective extractions, the high Tm and unusually high crystallinities observed 

with DSC, which converge towards the conclusion that the random copolymers are rather 

compatibilised polymer blends than graft copolymers.  

The rheology study also demonstrates that PS-PA-6 graft copolymers with the PA-6 grafts located 

near the chain ends of the polystyrenic backbone show a rheological behaviour which is more in 

line with that of a co-continuous structure than the behaviour of comparable systems having the 

PA-6 grafts more randomly distributed along the polystyrenic backbone. The latter show a 

rheological behaviour which is more in line with that of a compatibilised, phase-separated blend 

(through demixing), which can most likely be due to the lower degree of graft copolymer 

formation. Although the desired strong co-continuous network of semi-crystalline PA-6 in a co-

continuous PS phase could not be fully realized for high molar mass PA-6 grafts at the chain ends 

of a SMI-PS-SMI triblock copolymer, these systems show the first development of a plateau in 

the DMTA curve, which gives the system enhanced stiffness above the glass transition of the PS 

phase. The (partial) formation of a co-continuous structure consisting of strongly interpenetrating 

domains of both components is promoted and stabilized by the generated graft copolymers which 

lower the interfacial tension between the phases, and accordingly allow a finer morphology with a 

larger contact area. The reduction of interfacial tension between immiscible polymers (e.g. PS and 

PA-6) and the formation of a co-continuous structure has also been reported for blends, where a 

PS-PA-6 copolymer was added as a compatibiliser.[26] However, the reported blends require much 

larger amounts (between 35 and 55 wt% PA-6), to attain a kind of co-continuous structure, 

whereas the graft copolymers described in this study require no more than 5 wt% PA-6 to attain 

similar rheological properties, provided that these are located at the chain ends of the polystyrenic 

backbone.  
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6.3.8 Morphology studies 

The phase morphology of the PS-PA-6 graft copolymers with a controlled or random architecture 

was evaluated by quantitative extractions (vide supra) and also by TEM microscopy.  

In Figure  6-17, the micrographs of graft copolymers with a controlled architecture are shown. Due 

to the high amount of graft copolymer present in these samples, what is not visible in droplet is 

considered as being a co-continuous phase. The structures observed by TEM are strongly 

dependent on the composition of these materials, showing a mixture of co-continuous and droplet-

matrix type of morphology. At low PA-6 concentration (5 wt%), a co-continuous morphology 

containing also PA-6 droplets with a rather monodisperse size distribution (0.2 – 0.6 µm) can be 

seen. However, with raising the concentration of the PA-6, the chance of coalescence of PA-6 

droplets is increasing, resulting in formation of larger PA-6 domains. It is observed that the 

droplet size is growing up to 1.5 µm (for 16 wt% PA-6) and to 2.5 µm (for 30 wt% PA-6), but also 

to very large droplet diameters higher than 10 µm. The larger particles might also result from the 

phase separation of the unreacted PA-6, as the extraction tests revealed significant amounts of 

unbound PA-6 for high PA-6 contents. The existence of a (partial) co-continuous network at low 

PA-6 content is supported by the high moduli and viscosity revealed by the rheological data of 

copolymers with different compositions.  

 

 
Figure  6-17. TEM micrographs of PS-gC-PA-6 containing (A) 5 wt% PA-6, (B) 16 wt% PA-6 and (C) 30 wt% 

PA-6 (entries G4-G6 in Table  6-4). All images have scale bars of 2 µm. 

 

Spherical particles which increased in size (from 1-2 up to 20 µm) with enhancing the amount of 

PA-6 added were also reported for various blends of PS and PA-6, e.g. polystyrene/polyamide-

12.12 blends,[27] poly(styrene-co-sodium acrylate)/polyamide-6 blends[28] or PS/PA-6 blends 

compatibilised with SMA.[21]  
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Nevertheless, despite the decrease in continuity at higher PA-6 concentrations, the heterogeneity 

is still not so critical as the DMTA traces showed a more pronounced rubbery plateau for 

enhanced contents of relatively long PA-6 grafts (forming relatively stable, (partial) crystal 

networks).  

Therefore based on the results discussed above, we conclude that a mixture of a co-continuous 

and a droplet-matrix morphology can be obtained when high molecular weight PS-PA-6 graft 

copolymers with PA-6 concentrations varying from 5 to 30 wt% are chosen. For obtaining 

relatively stable semi-crystalline networks, generating a plateau in a DMTA curve, the PA-6 

grafts should be relatively long.   

 
Figure  6-18. TEM micrographs of graft copolymers containing 5 wt% PA-6. The top figures represent PS-gC-

PA-6 (A = 2 µm; B = 0.5 µm, entry G4 in Table  6-4) whereas the bottom figures represent random copolymers 

PS-gR-PA-6 (C = 2 µm; D = 0.5 µm, entry G8 in Table  6-4). 

 

The morphology of PS-PA-6 graft copolymers with a random architecture was also visualized 

with TEM. As can be seen in Figure  6-18, a droplet-matrix structure is also visible but, the droplet 

size in these samples was four times larger in comparison with the graft copolymers of controlled 

architecture. This increase in the particle size can be related to a stronger phase separation, which 
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is supported by the lower degree of co-continuity and by the poorer thermo-mechanical properties 

of these samples.  

These results are supported by the selective extraction experiments, which showed that the graft 

copolymer (co-continuous phase) formed was 67-85 wt% when PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers were 

aimed and only 5-22 wt% when PS-gR-PA-6 copolymers were targeted. 

Summarizing, the PS-PA-6 graft copolymers showed a partial co-continuity, which decreased 

with increasing the concentration of PA-6. In addition, a (semi-) co-continuous structure is formed 

easier in the case of graft copolymers with a controlled architecture, as they contain a much higher 

percentage of graft copolymer.  

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Novel PS-PA-6 graft copolymers with controlled architectures (PS-gC-PA-6) were successfully 

prepared in a two-step process comprising ATRP and reactive extrusion. Evidence for the 

existence of the graft copolymers was obtained by 13C NMR and FT-IR analysis on model 

compounds. The PS-gC-PA-6 copolymers have a high Tg and melting temperature and exhibit 

relatively high polyamide crystallinities up to 20 %. The chain length of the graft was found to be 

an important factor in obtaining highly crystalline copolymers; longer grafts give a more complete 

phase separation which results in a better crystallization behaviour. By grafting PA-6 onto the PS 

backbone, copolymers with a rubbery plateau and high Tg, hence with enhanced mechanical 

properties compared to homopolymers, can be obtained. Moreover, the rheological measurements 

reveal high storage and loss moduli for the graft copolymers as compared to their constitutive 

homopolymers. In addition, the graft copolymer viscosity at high frequencies is lower than for the 

commercial polystyrene having an Mw = 200,000 g/mol, which implies a better processability for 

the grafted materials.  

Epilogue 

The results presented in this chapter show that the goal set for decreasing the molecular weight of 

the PS and compensate for the loss of entanglements by using PA-6 ‘sticky blocks’ can most 

probably be achieved. Although within the time frame of this study we did not manage to 

construct a system consisting of a stable co-continuous crystalline PA-6 network in a co-

continuous polystyrenic matrix, first promising results were obtained. Crucial for further research 

is to raise the amount of PS-PA-6 graft copolymer to values over 90 % in order to avoid the 

formation of large PA-6 droplets. However, it should be kept in mind that when the molecular 

weight of PS is 50,000 g/mol or less, the copolymers prepared with PA-6 of 900 or 7,000 g/mol 
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are very brittle, have low crystallinities and don’t show any plateau in the DMTA traces. 

Therefore their properties are improved as compared to neat PS of similar molecular weight, but 

due to their high brittleness they cannot be compared to commercial neat PS of Mw = 200,000 

g/mol. In order for the “sticky blocks” to have similar and even improved thermal and thermo-

mechanical properties (stable network structures) the molecular weight of PS should most 

probably be between 70,000 and 100,000 g/mol, which would already imply a significant 

reduction in melt viscosity with respect to commercial PS. Therefore, as shown in this chapter, 

our goal could possibly be achieved using PS with a molar mass of ca. 80,000 g/mol and a PA-6 

of around 7,000-9,000 g/mol.  

 

 

NOTE: A fruitful contribution to the accomplishment of this chapter was given by two wonderful 

people: Aysegul Cumurcu (master student from University of Istanbul) and Thierry LeBlanc (PTG 

Eindhoven). 
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EPILOGUE AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 

 

The main objective of the research described in this thesis was to test the efficiency of 

’sticky-blocks’ towards improving processing while maintaining the mechanical 

properties of industrial polymers (e.g. PS), by attaching hydrogen-bonding polymers 

(polyamides) to relatively low molar masses polystyrenes. The polystyrene and 

polyamide should be covalently linked in segmented copolymers in order to facilitate 

the formation of a stable co-continuous mixture. As modified polystyrenes are 

desired, the main phase should be represented by polystyrene, whereas the polyamide 

should be present only in minor quantities, but in sufficient amounts to afford 

hydrogen bonding/crystallization. Several types of copolymers (diblock, multiblock 

and graft copolymers) having aliphatic or aromatic polyamide ’sticky blocks’ were 

prepared. The key feature of these copolymers should be a high crystallinity and 

stability of the crystalline network, which should compensate the reduction of the 

number of entanglements per macromolecule of the relatively short polystyrenes with 

respect to higher entangled, but less flowing commercial polystyrene.  

For example, segmented multiblock copolymers of polystyrene and an aromatic 

polyamide (T6T6T) of (reported) high crystallinity and stability of the crystalline 

phase, having molar masses up to around 40,000 g/mol, were prepared. Despite the 

relatively high T6T6T crystallinity, the multiblock copolymers synthesized displayed 

rather weak crystals and course phase separation (presumed via liquid-liquid 

demixing), due to the very high incompatibility of the two phases. However, DMTA 

revealed that the thermal stability and moduli improved considerably, not only as 

compared to neat PS of similar molecular mass (50,000 g/mol), but also as compared 

to commercial PS with Mw ≈ 200,000 g/mol. Then, aliphatic polyamides were resorted 
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to, and diblock copolymers of polystyrene and polyamide-6 were prepared via anionic 

polymerization, starting from PS end-functionalized macroinitiators. Diblock 

copolymers of molecular masses of maximum 20,000 g/mol could be prepared via 

this technique, giving semi-crystalline materials presumed well flowing (lack of 

entanglements), but which were too brittle to possess measurable mechanical 

properties. For achieving less brittle copolymers, higher molecular weights materials 

(up to 100,000 g/mol) could be made via ATRP/reactive processing. Thermo-

mechanical analyses (DMTA and rheology) revealed the formation of a relatively 

stable crystalline network, whereas the copolymers had a lower viscosity in the melt 

under injection moulding shear conditions, while maintaining and even improving 

some properties of commercial PS.  

 

Based on the concept described in this thesis, by using various polyamide ‘sticky-

blocks’, the goal set for decreasing the molecular weight of the PS, improving its flow 

properties and compensating for the loss of entanglements per PS macromolecule, can 

most probably be achieved. In the case of the most promising approach, viz. the PS-

PA-6 graft copolymers with the PA-6 grafts located at the chain ends of the PS main 

chain segments, the most optimum chemical composition and molar masses of the 

constituting PS and PA segments still have to be determined and the graft copolymer 

yield for systems with PA-6 grafts of molar mass exceeding 7,000 g/mol should be 

enhanced to close to 100%. This approach, using a reactive processing step for the 

coupling of two well-defined prefabricated homopolymer segments, could in fact be 

scaled up relatively easy. Some further improvements of the system can be foreseen, 

for example, by means of firstly improving the miscibility of the two phases, through 

replacing the PS by a more polar styrene copolymer. This approach could possibly 

prevent the early-stage liquid-liquid demixing, and result in the desired co-continuous 

polystyrenic-PA morphology, earlier described for other multiblock copolymers. A 

better stabilization of the non-hydrogen bonding phase (e.g. by selecting styrene 

copolymers having a lower entanglement molecular weight, Me, and/or forcing a 

better organization of the non-H-bonding phase achieved via crystallization, for which 

e.g. syndiotactic PS could be applied) can provide additional support for creating a 

strong crystalline network. 
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COPOLYMERS OF AMORPHOUS POLYSTYRENE AND 
CRYSTALLIZABLE HYDROGEN BONDING UNITS 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 
 
 

Copolymers are macromolecules composed of linear or non-linear arrangements of 

chemically different polymeric chain parts. In most cases the different constituting 

blocks are incompatible, giving rise to a rich variety of well-defined self-assembled 

structures both in bulk and in selective solvents. These self-assembled structures may 

form the basis for applications ranging from thermoplastic elastomers to information 

storage, drug delivery and photonic materials. As a result, there is a continuous 

investigation of the self-assembly process as well as of the response of these materials 

to external stimuli. Therefore, it is not surprising that these materials play an 

important role in contemporary macromolecular science, covering the full spectrum of 

polymer chemistry, polymer physics and applications.  

In the present thesis, copolymers of amorphous polystyrene and aliphatic or aromatic 

polyamide units, having various structures (diblock, multiblock and graft copolymers) 

were synthesized and their structure-properties relationships were investigated. These 

copolymers were applied in order to verify a so-called “sticky-blocks” concept, which 

aims at designing materials with improved processabilty as compared to high 

molecular weight industrially used polystyrenes. The principle of “sticky-blocks” lies 

in decreasing the molecular weight of polystyrene (thus improving melt flow) and 

compensating for the loss of entanglements per individual macromolecule, by creating 

hydrogen-bonded, semi-crystalline polymeric networks, which would have similar 

properties as the high molecular weight homo-polystyrenes. Polyamides we chosen to 

function as “sticky-blocks” due to their relatively low melt viscosity (200-400 Pas) 

and optimal mechanical and thermal properties at relatively low molecular weights 

(20,000-30,000 g/mol), inherent in the presence of relatively strong hydrogen-bond 

interactions.  
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We demonstrated in this thesis that, by using aromatic polyamides (T6T6T) of 

(reported) high crystallinity and stability of the crystalline phase, segmented 

multiblock copolymers of polystyrene and T6T6T with molar masses up to around 

40,000 g/mol can be relatively easily prepared. However, due to the very high 

incompatibility of the two phases, the synthesized multiblock copolymers displayed 

rather weak crystals and premature phase separation (presumed via liquid-liquid 

demixing), and the desired semi-crystalline network structure could not be obtained. 

Nevertheless, the thermal stability and moduli improved considerably, not only 

compared to neat PS of similar molecular mass (50,000 g/mol), but also compared to 

commercial PS with Mw ≈ 200,000 g/mol.  

Aliphatic polyamides (polyamide-6) were also used as “sticky blocks” in the 

preparation of diblock and graft copolymers. The diblock copolymers of polystyrene 

and polyamide-6 had a maximum molecular weight of 20,000 g/mol and were 

prepared via anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam, starting from PS end-

functionalized macroinitiators. These semi-crystalline materials were presumed to be 

well-flowing (lack of entanglements), but were too brittle to possess measurable 

mechanical properties. Therefore, for achieving less brittle copolymers, graft 

copolymers of higher molecular weight (Mn up to 100,000 g/mol) were made via 

combined ATRP and reactive processing. The graft copolymers seemed the most 

promising materials to be used for achieving the goal of this thesis. As revealed by 

thermo-mechanical analyses (DMTA) and rheology, relatively stable crystalline 

polymeric networks can be formed. Moreover, the graft copolymers had a lower 

viscosity in the melt under injection moulding shear conditions, while maintaining 

and even improving some properties of commercial PS.  

Summarizing, by using this approach, the goal set for decreasing the molecular weight 

of the PS (thereby improving its flow properties) and compensating for the loss of 

entanglements per PS macromolecule by introducing “sticky blocks”, can most 

probably be achieved when some further improvements suggested in this thesis can be 

realized.
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